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Abstract 

 

Abstract of thesis entitled: Numerical investigation of single-sided natural ventilation 

and interunit dispersion in multistory buildings 

Submitted by          : Ai Zhengtao 

For the degree of       : Doctor of Philosophy 

at The Hong Kong Polytechnic University in Dec, 2014. 

Interunit dispersion through opened windows in residential buildings has been 

attracted more and more attentions since it was first identified in Hong Kong during 

the outbreak of SARS in 2003. This dispersion is a dangerous pollutant transport 

route, especially because of the short transport distance and time as well as the 

possibility of involving the transport of infectious aerosols. Previous studies 

regarding interunit dispersion were limited to either the solely upward spread or the 

analyses of envelope concentrations. This thesis therefore provides a systematic 

investigation of interunit dispersion in multistory buildings with rooms and openings, 

namely with natural ventilation. Only single-sided natural ventilation was considered, 

as it is more common in practice than cross ventilation in densely urban areas like 

Hong Kong. Obviously, an accurate prediction of single-sided natural ventilation is 

the prerequisite of the successful prediction of interunit dispersion. To achieve the 

research objective, three sub-works were carried out: (a) an evaluation of predictive 

methods of single-sided natural ventilation, (b) quality assessments and 

improvements of CFD prediction of coupled indoor and outdoor flow and dispersion, 

and (c) CFD simulations of interunit dispersion in multistory buildings. 

Several predictive methods of single-sided natural ventilation were evaluated and 

compared to identify an appropriate predictive method. On-site measurements of 

ventilation performance were conducted in several multistory residential buildings in 

Hong Kong, which reveal that previous empirical models established based on 

simple building models are not reliable to use in multistory buildings, as they cannot 

account for the effect of room location. The model scale and availability issues as 

well as the significant difference in ventilation characteristics between rooms in a 

multistory building post a great difficulty to experimental methods. However, the 
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CFD method is particularly suitable for predicting single-sided natural ventilation in 

multistory buildings, despite that its quality must be seriously assured.  

The quality of CFD prediction of coupled indoor and outdoor flow and dispersion 

was assessed and improved. Most of these works have not or not comprehensively 

been investigated in existing literature. Based on previous high-fidelity experimental 

data, important influencing factors of both RANS and LES simulation of flow and 

dispersion around an isolated building were examined and the appropriate selections 

were recommended. Such sensitivity analyses of influencing factors were conducted 

also for CFD simulation of single-sided natural ventilation and the implications for 

its accurate prediction were summarized. Particularly, a simple method of refining 

the near-wall mesh was proposed and a homogeneous ABL, based on a roughness 

modified two-layer near-wall model, was developed. Some important issues, such as 

the inflow fluctuating algorithm of LES simulation, were investigated fundamentally, 

where novel and useful findings were obtained. These findings provide 

supplementary information for developing new or updating the current best practice 

guidelines. 

Taking into account wind directions, interunit dispersion in multistory buildings 

was investigated using both RANS and LES models. A tracer gas was adopted to 

simulate gaseous and fine particulate pollutants. Using RANS models, the mean 

dispersion routes were determined and the corresponding reentry ratios from each 

unit to other units were calculated. Typical dispersion routes and reentry quantities 

were summarized. Many reentry ratios appear to be within the range from 5.0% to 

10.0%, confirming that the interunit dispersion is an important pollutant transmission 

route. LES results reveal more complex dispersion mechanisms, broader dispersion 

scopes, and higher dispersion uncertainties than RANS results. The time scales of 

interunit dispersion are comparable with those of natural ventilation. They are 

however much smaller than the survival times of most pathogens under ordinary 

physical environments, implying that the interunit dispersion is highly dangerous. 

These findings contribute to enhanced understanding of interunit dispersion 

mechanisms and improved infectious intervention strategies. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

 

1.1 Background and motivation 

As people spend about 80-90% of their time indoors (Klepeis et al., 2001; 

Robinson and Nelson, 1995), the factors affecting indoor air quality (IAQ), such as 

particulate matter (PM) and gaseous concentration level, can have a significant 

impact on health. Natural ventilation through open windows is a common ventilation 

strategy in residential buildings, especially during the mild season. People use natural 

ventilation to condition the indoor environment not only due to its excellence in 

improving building sustainability (Homod and Sahari, 2013; Schulze and Eicker, 

2013), but also due to increased health awareness regarding exposure to outdoor 

fresh air (Chau et al., 2008; Finnegan et al., 1984).  

 

 

Figure 1.1 Outdoor pollutants incurring into the interior; route 1 represents special 

dense sources like carparks, industrial chimneys and construction sites, route 2 traffic 

exhausts, and route 3 exhausts from other units (interunit dispersion). 

 

Despite of the advantages of natural ventilation, it is probably during this 

ventilation process that outdoor pollutants make their incursion into the interior 

(Santos et al, 2011), as illustrated in Figure 1.1. Generally speaking, pollutants 

entering from outdoors due to natural ventilation or envelope infiltration are mainly 
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traffic exhaust, dust, pollen, smoke, fumes, and mist (ASHRAE Handbook, 2009). 

They are suspended aerosols in the air, carried by the airflow and transported from 

the vicinity into the building. Apart from this common route, however, there is 

another important pollutant transport route: cross transmission between units within 

the same building, called “interunit dispersion” in the present thesis. Interunit 

dispersion is a special airborne transmission route (e.g., Barker et al., 2001; Cole and 

Cook, 1998; Hodgson et al., 2012; Mendell et al., 2002; Morawska et al., 2013; 

Nicas et al., 2005; Tellier, 2006), which is dangerous, essentially because it is likely 

to involve the transport of infectious aerosols, such as pathogen-laden respiration 

droplets. Another consideration is that the transport distance and time are relatively 

short. Understanding the mechanisms and routes of interunit dispersion thus becomes 

critically important in developing control measures and ventilation strategies. 

Since interunit dispersion was actually observed in Hong Kong during the 

outbreak of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in 2003 (HWFB-HK, 2003), 

it has begun to attract more and more attention. Previous on-site measurement (Niu 

and Tung, 2008) and numerical simulations (Gao et al., 2008, 2009) have well 

explained and quantified the buoyancy-dominated upward transmission of SARS 

occurring in the Amoy Gardens housing complex (HWFB-HK, 2003). Later, a series 

of wind tunnel experiments (Liu et al., 2010, 2011a, b; Wang et al., 2010) revealed 

that wind-induced interunit dispersion could occur along both horizontal and vertical 

directions. However, based on highly reduced-scale models, the indoor concentration 

level was difficult to be accurately measured in a wind tunnel experiment (Mfula et 

al., 2005; Stathopoulos, 1997). Despite of the useful information provided by the 

previous studies, they are limited to either solely upward transmission or analyses of 

envelope concentrations. Therefore, a systematic investigation of wind-induced 

interunit dispersion around multistory buildings with real rooms and openings is still 

needed.  

This thesis only considers single-sided natural ventilation (see Figure 1.2) for the 

selected multistory building models, as it is more common than cross ventilation in 

practice, especially in densely populated urban areas like Hong Kong where many 

rooms are characterized by a single window and a closed door. Obviously, accurate 

prediction of single-sided natural ventilation is the prerequisite of the successful 

prediction of interunit dispersion. In general, the single-sided ventilation can be 
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predicted by empirical models (Caciolo et al., 2013; Larsen and Heiselberg, 2008; 

Phaff and De Gids, 1982; Warren, 1977; Wang and Chen, 2012), experimental 

measurements (e.g., Jiang et al., 2003; Caciolo et al., 2011; Dascalaki et al., 1996; 

Laussmann and Helm, 2011) and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models (e.g., 

Allocca et al., 2003; Caciolo et al., 2012, 2013; Evola and Popov, 2006; Jiang and 

Chen, 2001, 2002, 2003; Papakonstantinou, 2000). However, compared with the 

former two methods, the CFD modeling has many advantages for the study of 

single-sided natural ventilation that involves a coupled indoor and outdoor flow 

(Blocken and Gualtieri, 2012; Chen, 2009; van Hooff and Blocken, 2010, 2013), 

despite that its quality must be seriously assured. The main advantages of CFD 

modeling are: (a) it provides whole-flow field data; (b) it allows a strong degree of 

control over the boundary conditions; (c) it does not suffer from incompatible 

similarity requirements; and (d) it easily allow parametric studies to evaluate 

alternative design. 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Schematic diagram of single-sided natural ventilation with two types of 

openings; the single-sided natural ventilation means that the exchange of the indoor 

and outdoor flow could occur only at a single opening in one wall of a target room. 

 

Accurately predicting the single-sided natural ventilation using CFD method 

requires accurate prediction of outdoor flow and indoor flow, as well as their 

interaction at the openings. It is now known that many factors, such as turbulence 

models and grid arrangement, can influence the accuracy and reliability of a CFD 

simulation of atmospheric flow and dispersion (Franke et al., 2007; Mochida et al., 

2006; Tominaga et al., 2008b). For Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) 

simulations, there is a large body of work assessing the effect of different such 

factors on numerical solutions. However, less attention has been paid to the effect of 

(a) (b)floor-extended 
opening

window-like 
opening
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the inhomogeneous atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) and near-wall treatment on 

the simulation of atmospheric flow and pollutant dispersion. For Large-Eddy 

Simulations (LES), very few such studies exist and thus a comprehensive assessment 

of the important influencing factors is necessary. In addition, parametric studies for 

single-sided natural ventilation are not found at time of writing. In particular, no 

sensitivity test of the near-wall mesh density for both the LES and RANS modeling 

of natural ventilation has yet been published. However, given the complexity of 

single-sided ventilation, particularly the constant change of direction of the 

instantaneous velocity at an opening resulting from the strong interactions between 

outdoor and indoor flows (Jiang and Chen, 2001), any inappropriate setting of 

computational parameters may result in incorrect solutions. In order to assure and 

improve CFD modeling of single-sided ventilation, a comprehensive sensitivity test 

of the important computational parameters is required.  

 

1.2 Objectives and significance 

Owing to the limitations of the previous studies regarding interunit dispersion 

through opened windows, this thesis aims at providing a systematic investigation of 

interunit dispersion in multistory buildings with single-sided natural ventilation using 

numerical method. The numerical studies of this thesis are based on a set of CFD 

code, namely Ansys Fluent 13.0 (2010), with a series of User Defined Functions 

(UDF) compiled into the code. Both RANS and LES models are used. As the 

interunit dispersion occurs in the single-sided natural ventilation system, quality 

assessment and improvement of CFD prediction of single-sided natural ventilation is 

conducted, prior to CFD simulation of interunit dispersion. This research objective is 

achieved through the following works (also see Figure 1.3 in detail): 

(a) Evaluate major predictive methods of single-sided natural ventilation to 

identify an appropriate method for this study. On-site measurements of ventilation 

performance and IAQ are conducted and past empirical models are evaluated. In 

addition, CFD methods are preliminarily validated. 

(b) Assess and improve the quality of CFD prediction of coupled indoor and 

outdoor flow and dispersion. Here both RANS and LES models are considered. 

Necessary modifications and improvements of numerical methods are made and 
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appropriate selections are recommended. 

(c) Study interunit dispersion in multistory buildings using the assured CFD 

method. Steady simulations using RANS model are conducted to predict the mean 

dispersion routes and reentry ratios, and transient simulations using LES model to 

predict the transient dispersion characteristics and time scales. 

 

 

Figure 1.3 The outline of the research contents. 

 

The studies regarding single-sided natural ventilation, particularly CFD method 

assessment and improvement, should contribute to improved quality of CFD 

simulation of flow and dispersion problems that involve a coupled indoor and 

outdoor flow. The transient study of single-sided natural ventilation using LES model 

extends the current understanding of transient characteristics of flow through a single 
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opening. The realization of the interunit dispersion routes and quantification of the 

reentry ratios and the time scales in generic multistory buildings can be useful from 

both academic and practical points of view. Academically, it enhances the 

understanding of the pollutant dispersion mechanisms in built environments under 

such a coupled indoor and outdoor flow condition. Practically, it helps the building 

officials and designers to implement more effective and immediate infectious 

intervention strategies. In addition, the modeling and numerical method described in 

this thesis is useful information for future studies of flow and pollutant dispersion in 

built environments. 

 

1.3 Thesis outline 

This chapter provides a brief introduction of the background and motivation, the 

objectives and significance, as well as the outline of this thesis. 

Chapter 2 presents the literature review, which covers four aspects: predictive 

methods of single-sided natural ventilation, CFD prediction of flow and dispersion 

around buildings, CFD prediction of single-sided natural ventilation, and airborne 

interunit dispersion.  

Chapter 3 presents the evaluation of predictive methods of single-sided natural 

ventilation in multistory buildings including on-site measurements. 

Chapter 4 presents the assessment and improvement of the quality of CFD 

simulation of atmospheric flow and dispersion. 

Chapter 5 presents the assessment and improvement of the quality of CFD 

simulation of single-sided natural ventilation.  

Chapter 6 presents the CFD simulation of flow and interunit dispersion in and 

around multistory buildings. 

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and provides recommendations for future studies.
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Chapter 2  

Literature review 

 

2.1 Predictive methods of single-sided natural ventilation 

Single-sided natural ventilation due to wind effect is a complex process that is 

strongly influenced by the turbulent nature of the approaching wind and the 

bi-directional airflow interaction at the opening (Etheridge, 2011; Haghighat et al., 

1991, 2000; Linden, 1999; Straw, 2000).  

 

 

Figure 2.1 Schematic view of the single-sided natural ventilation mechanisms. 

 

The ventilation rate is mainly contributed by three ventilation mechanisms 

(Etheridge, 2011): mean airflow convection, pulsating flow and eddy penetration, as 

shown in Figure 2.1. The first one is caused by the mean pressure differences across 

the opening that induces continuous airflow exchange between the ventilated space 

and its outside (Ai et al., 2011c; Gao et al., 2008). The mediate one is caused by the 

temporal change in external pressure, which makes the opening function as an inlet 

or an outlet at different times. The last one is caused by the pressure fluctuations 

within the plane of the opening both spatially and temporally. The latter two are 

essentially caused by the turbulent nature of wind (Haghighat et al., 2000; Wang and 

Chen, 2012), which are especially significant when the wind fluctuations (turbulent 

component) are relatively large compared to the mean values. Obviously, the 

ventilation performance of single-sided natural ventilation is completely determined 
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by the characteristics of the airflow inside and around the building.  

Among the existing prediction methods, the empirical correlations (see Table 2.1) 

can provide rapid estimations. They are mostly based on the classical orifice 

equation: 

2
d

P
Q C A




                         (2.1) 

where Q  is the ventilation rate, dC  the discharge coefficient, A  the opening area, 

P  the pressure difference, and   the air density. Warren (1977) proposed a pair 

of simple equations to calculate the wind-driven ( wQ ) and the buoyancy-driven ( bQ ) 

single-sided natural ventilation rate, respectively; the larger of these two ventilation 

rates is taken as the total ventilation rate due to the combined effect of wind and 

buoyancy. This model has been widely used (e.g. Warren and Parkins, 1985; 

Etheridge and Sandberg, 1996; Etheridge, 2002) and has even become a baseline for 

natural ventilation design (BS5925, 1991). The semi-empirical model developed by 

Phaff and De Gids (1982) considers the contributions of wind and buoyancy effects 

together. However, its accuracy is affected by window characteristics as the 

discharge coefficient of window ( dC ) is not included in the model. A common 

limitation of these two models is that they both ignore wind direction (Larsen et al., 

2003), and this inspired Larsen and Heiselberg (2008) to make a new correlation 

despite the fact that they found that ventilation rate has an unclear relationship with 

wind direction. Recently, Caciolo et al. (2011) compared the three models above with 

their full-scale experiments and observed that the equations of Warren (1977) 

provide the best overall predictions, although all of the models underperform on the 

leeward side. They (Caciolo et al., 2013) eventually proposed a new equation 

especially for leeward rooms; however, this equation neglects scenarios where 

ventilation is purely wind induced. In order to predict the fluctuating ventilation rate, 

Wang and Chen (2012) used spectrum analysis to derive the contributions of 

pulsating flow (Haghighat et al., 1991, 2000) and eddy penetration (Straw, 2000). 

Nevertheless, in addition to omitting wind direction, their model (Wang and Chen, 

2012) assumes a uniform velocity distribution along the horizontal direction of a 

window. In general, these empirical models are established on the basis of a 

single-room building or a specific room of a building (see Table 2.1). Because few 
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Table 2.1 Existing empirical models for the determination of single-sided ventilation rate.  

Reference Equations Technique Physical model 

Warren (1977)  max ;T b wQ Q Q , 
1

3
b eff d o aveQ A C TH g T  , 

0.025w eff refQ A U  

Wind tunnel and 
full-scale experiments 

A specific room of a 
building 

Phaff and De Gids 
(1982) 

2
1 10 2 3

1

2
T oQ A D U D H T D     

Full-scale experiments A specific room of a 
building 

Larsen and 
Heiselberg (2008)  

2 2
1 2 3 2

1

2

p

T p ref o

ref

C T
Q A C f C U C H T C

U


 
     

Wind tunnel 
experiments 

A single-room building 

Wang and Chen 
(2012) 
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Theoretical analysis A single-room building 

Caciolo et al. (2013) *1

3
T d o aveQ AC T T H g T   , 

* 1.355 0.179 refT U    
CFD and full-scale 
experiments 

A specific room of a 
building 
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structures in urban areas are single rooms (or even single story buildings), an 

evaluation of their reliability to multistory buildings is necessary. 

Experimental measurement is another way to determine single-sided ventilation 

rates. Measuring the air velocity at an opening (Caciolo et al., 2011; Allard, 1998; 

Dascalaki et al., 1995, 1996; Li et al., 2014) is one method that can be used. In 

practice, the constant changes in airflow profiles at an opening mean that a large 

number of simultaneous high-fidelity velocity measurements are required, which 

makes this kind of experiment difficult and expensive to conduct. Pressure 

coefficient measurements on a sealed building model have also been used to estimate 

ventilation rate (Ai et al., 2011b; Chand et al., 1998; Ernest et al., 1991; Swami and 

Chandra, 1988). However, this method has many limitations, and numerous 

assumptions (Straw, 2000; Choiniere et al., 1992; Sandberg, 2004) are required. 

Some studies (Murakami et al., 1991; Kato et al., 1992; Sandberg, 2004; Karava et 

al., 2006, 2011; Kobayashi et al., 2009, 2010; Ramponi and Blocken, 2012) show 

that, in case of wind flow through large openings, the sealed-model assumption is no 

longer valid. The use of tracer gas techniques (Laussmann and Helm, 2011) should 

be the most common and reliable experimental method (Caciolo et al., 2011; 

Dascalaki et al., 1996; Murakami et al., 1991; Katayama et al., 1992). However, it is 

difficult to use this method simultaneously in many rooms in a multistory building. 

In addition, wind tunnel experiments are limited by their resolution in the indoor 

airflow of reduced-scale models (Etheridge, 2011; Mfula et al., 2005; Stathopoulos, 

1997), and full-scale measurements are restricted by uncontrollable boundary 

conditions and model availability, especially in the design stage.  

More and more researchers are using CFD to study single-sided natural 

ventilation (e.g., Caciolo et al., 2013; Papakonstantinou et al., 2000; Jiang and Chen, 

2001, 2002, 2003; Allocca et al., 2003; Evola and Popov, 2006; Caciolo et al., 2012), 

as a CFD simulation can provide detailed information about whole-domain airflow to 

an acceptable level of accuracy and calculate the ventilation rate for different 

configurations in an efficient manner. However, these researchers have mostly 

focused on model validation and parametric analysis using very simple physical 

models. It is necessary, especially from the viewpoint of ventilation design, to extend 

their studies to multistory buildings. In addition, previous studies have ignored the 

difference in envelope airflow pattern between rooms in a multistory building and in 
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a single-room building. This difference, which could lead to completely different 

ventilation characteristics in these two types of buildings, can be revealed 

conveniently using the CFD method. 

 

2.2 CFD simulation of atmospheric flow and dispersion near buildings 

2.2.1 Issues in RANS simulations 

Accurate prediction of atmospheric flow and dispersion near buildings is very 

important for the design of a healthy, comfortable, and energy-saving built 

environment. In recent decades, CFD has been increasingly used to predict such flow 

and dispersion (e.g., Chen, 2009; Li et al., 2006; Stathopoulos, 1997; Blocken, 2014). 

It is now known that many factors, such as turbulence models and grid arrangement, 

can influence the accuracy and reliability of a CFD simulation (Franke et al., 2007; 

Mochida et al., 2006; Tominaga et al., 2008b), and for RANS simulations there is a 

large body of work assessing the effect of different such factors on numerical 

solutions, and some guidelines have been developed based on their findings (Franke 

et al., 2007; Yoshie et al., 2007; Tominaga et al., 2008b; Tamura et al., 2008; Casey 

and Wintergerste, 2000). However, less attention has been paid to the effect of the 

inhomogeneous ABL and near-wall treatment on the simulation of atmospheric flow 

and pollutant dispersion.  

An unexpected problem regarding CFD simulation of flow and dispersion around 

buildings is the inhomogeneous ABL occurring in the vertical velocity and 

turbulence profiles throughout the computational domain. In general, a homogeneous 

ABL can be achieved when the turbulence models, inlet conditions, and applied law 

of the rough wall are consistent (e.g., Blocken et al., 2007; Franke et al., 2007; Gorlé 

et al., 2009; Hargreaves and Wright, 2007; Parente et al., 2011; Riddle et al., 2004; 

Xie et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2009). Some previous studies demonstrate the 

importance of developing a homogeneous ABL prior to commencing numerical 

investigations (e.g., Castro and Robins, 1977; Gao and Chow, 2005), given that 

minor changes to the incident flow profiles can result in significant deviations in the 

downstream flow fields. Unfortunately, most CFD practitioners are unaware of the 

importance of this issue and do not confirm whether a homogeneous ABL has been 

achieved before embarking on numerical investigations (e.g., Lateb et al., 2011; 
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Mavroidis et al., 2012; Santos et al., 2009; Steffens et al., 2013; Tominaga et al., 

2008a; Tominaga and Stathopoulos, 2009). In practice, most atmospheric studies 

based on outdoor CFD simulations are conducted using an inconsistent combination 

of inlet conditions and law of the rough wall (e.g., Lateb et al., 2011; Mavroidis et al., 

2012; Santos et al., 2009; Steffens et al., 2013; Tominaga and Stathopoulos, 2009). 

Typically, a smooth domain ground ( 0SK  ) can result in the horizontal acceleration 

of a fully developed inlet profile (for example, *
0( ) ln( )U u z z ) towards the 

streamwise direction. Thus, to develop a homogeneous ABL and to clarify the effect 

it has on numerical solutions, are matters of urgent importance to studies of 

atmospheric flow and dispersion processes. 

Since the first experimental study (Nikuradse, 1933) of the flow through 

sand-grain rough pipes, the influence of surface roughness on the overall turbulent 

boundary layer has received more attention. It has been found that surface roughness 

can enhance the turbulence (Miyake et al., 1999, 2001) and isotropy (Antonia and 

Krogstad, 2001; Smalley et al., 2002) of the flow over it, and thus it has an obvious 

impact on the entire wall-bounded flow (Krogstad and Antonia, 1999). Considering 

that the bottom of the ABL is always rough (Etheridge and Sandberg, 1996), accurate 

reproduction of the effect of the ground roughness on the entire ABL should be a 

basic prerequisite for obtaining an accurate prediction of the flow and dispersion 

processes. In a CFD simulation, the surface roughness effect can be taken into 

account using a near-wall model, the most widely used being the standard wall 

functions (Fluent, 2010). The wall functions directly link the walls and the near-wall 

logarithmic layer with a series of semi-empirical formulas, and the flow details in the 

low-Reynolds-number region below the first cells and their effects on the entire 

wall-bounded flow are thus ignored (Rodi, 1991; Speziale et al., 1992). As an 

alternative approach, the two-layer model (Fluent, 2010) can integrate the flow 

variables all the way down to the walls using a one-equation model (Wolfshtein, 

1969), and thus the effect of the near-wall flow on the entire flow can be calculated. 

It has been confirmed, on a smooth domain ground, that the two-layer model gives a 

better prediction of flow around a cubic obstacle than does the wall function 

(Lakehal and Rodi, 1997). Recently, modifications of this two-layer model to adapt 

to rough surfaces have been proposed (Durbin et al., 2001) for RANS simulations. 

However, it is still expected to develop a homogeneous ABL for this roughed 
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two-layer model and to clarify the effect of the different types of near-wall treatment 

approaches on the prediction of flow and dispersion.  

 

2.2.2 Issues in LES simulations 

Although previous studies regarding CFD simulation of flow and dispersion near 

buildings have been conducted mostly using RANS models (e.g., Santos et al., 2009; 

Chavez et al., 2011; Mavroidis et al., 2012; van Hooff and Blocken, 2013), thanks to 

advances in computational power, LES simulation has attracted increasing attention 

in recent years (e.g., Lim et al., 2009; Xie and Castro, 2009; Gousseau et al., 2012; 

Hu et al., 2008; Chu and Chiang, 2013). A number of earlier studies comparing the 

performance of RANS and LES models (Murakami, 1993; Rodi, 1997; Tominaga et 

al., 2008a; Tominaga and Stathopoulos, 2010, 2011; Gousseau et al., 2011; Salim et 

al., 2011) found that LES models are better for predicting atmospheric flow and 

concentration fields, although LES modeling requires greater computational 

resources. The better performance of LES can be attributed to its anisotropic 

treatment of scalars and its time-resolving feature, which better accounts for the 

inherently fluctuating characteristics of wind flow.  

In LES modeling of flow and dispersion in built environments, a major issue is 

the treatment of inflow conditions at the inlet of the computational domain. Unlike 

RANS models, which use time-averaged inflow conditions, generating fluctuating 

inflow conditions for LES models is difficult, as such inflow conditions should vary 

randomly, but must be compatible with the governing equations (Tabor and 

Baba-Ahmadi, 2010). The many methods proposed in the literature to generate the 

inflow conditions for LES can be roughly categorized into synthesis inlet methods 

and precursor simulation methods (Tabor and Baba-Ahmadi, 2010; Fluent, 2010). 

The latter extract fluctuating inflow conditions from a driver domain that presumably 

exists upstream of the main domain (Bu and Kato, 2011; Hu et al., 2008). This 

extended domain length could deteriorate the horizontal homogeneity (Blocken et al., 

2007; Richards and Hoxey, 1993; Gorlé et al., 2009) of the ABL in the main domain. 

In addition, this inflow generating method is costly and is not convenient to use. Chu 

and Chiang (2013) compared three different inflow conditions in the simulation of 

coupled indoor and outdoor flows. Extending such comparisons to dispersion in built 
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environments would then still be necessary. 

It is well known that LES models explicitly resolve large-scale eddies and model 

the small-scale eddies using a subgrid-scale (SGS) model (Fluent, 2010). Some 

earlier studies (Cheng and Porté-Agel, 2013; Iizuka and Kondo, 2004; Ghaisas et al., 

2013) found that SGS models have obvious influences on the LES prediction of 

flows in near-wall regions where there are a large number of anisotropic small-scale 

eddies. Several SGS models have been proposed, most of which are based on the 

eddy-viscosity approach and use the Boussinesq hypothesis (Fluent, 2010; Cheng 

and Porté-Agel, 2013; Hinze, 1975). Most of the previous LES studies (e.g., Lim et 

al., 2009; Chu and Chiang, 2013; Tominaga and Stathopoulos, 2010; Gousseau et al., 

2011; Jiang et al., 2003) of the flow and dispersion in built environments selected the 

standard Smagorinsky-Lilly model (Smagorinsky, 1963) and its dynamic version 

(Smagorinsky, 1963; Germano et al., 1991; Lilly, 1992). There is still a need to 

compare the performance of various SGS models in predicting flow and dispersion in 

built environments. 

Many factors, including the aforementioned inflow treatment and SGS model 

issues, are likely to affect the quality of LES modeling. For a specific flow problem, 

the optimal model settings and the appropriate selection of many parameters require 

detailed investigation. Unlike RANS simulation, for LES simulation, to the best of 

the author’s knowledge, only Gousseau et al. (2013) have performed quality studies 

on external wind flow around an isolated building, based on a few influencing factors. 

Such studies should be extended to the dispersion problem and should include more 

influencing factors.  

 

2.2.3 Issues in model scale 

Restricted by physical boundaries, reduced-scale models are usually used in wind 

tunnel experiments in the field of wind engineering. Reduced-scale models have 

been widely recognized as reasonable and reliable, as long as important similarity 

criteria are obeyed (Snyder, 1981; Meroney, 2004). For CFD simulations, the 

standard way of thinking is that they benefit from using full-scale models that have 

no similarity constraints (Blocken, 2014). Therefore, applied CFD studies of wind 

flow and related processes have mostly been conducted with full-scale models (e.g., 
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Blocken and Persoon, 2009; Lo et al., 2013; van Hooff and Blocken, 2013; Zhang et 

al., 2012).  

It is well known that the prediction accuracy of CFD simulations depends heavily 

on the appropriateness of mesh resolution. Particularly, predictions of near-field 

environmental processes always demand for a high-density mesh resolution, as 

correctly reproducing the separating flows around building obstacles cannot be 

achieved based on a coarse mesh (Tominaga and Stathopoulos, 2013; Tominaga et al., 

2008b; Frank et al., 2007). In fact, specific pairing of a turbulence model and a 

near-wall treatment approach have specific requirements for near-wall y
 values 

(Casey and Wintergerste, 2000; Franke, 2007; Fluent, 2010), namely the 

nondimensional distance between the centroid of a first cell and its closest wall. The 

decrease in model scale may decrease the near-wall y
 value. It is thus 

hypothesized that the use of reduced-scale models in CFD simulations will require 

fewer cells to achieve a target near-wall y
 value and in turn save numerical 

resources. This is believed not to come at the expense of prediction accuracy, 

provided that the similarity criteria are met. Verification of this hypothesis is 

meaningful for future CFD simulations. 

 

2.3 CFD prediction of single-sided ventilation rate 

Compared with empirical and experimental methods, CFD modeling has many 

advantages for the study of single-sided natural ventilation involving coupled 

atmospheric wind flow and indoor air flow (van Hooff and Blocken, 2010, 2013; 

Blocken and Gualtieri, 2012). CFD simulation can provide details of the airflow 

through a single opening in both a steady and a transient way, and again it can 

provide the whole-domain flow information. Among existing turbulence models, the 

RANS and LES models (Fluent, 2010) have usually been used to predict the 

single-sided natural ventilation (e.g. Papakonstantinou, 2000; Jiang and Chen, 2001, 

2002, 2003; Allocca et al., 2003; Evola and Popov, 2006; Caciolo et al., 2012, 2013), 

owning to their reasonable compromise between the numerical accuracy and cost.  

Jiang and Chen (2001, 2003) have compared the LES and RANS models against 

both pure wind-driven and pure buoyancy-driven experiments, demonstrating that 
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the CFD technique is suitable for the study of single-sided natural ventilation. 

Recently, Caciolo et al. (2012, 2013) compared the LES and RANS turbulence 

models with their full-scale measurements and found that the LES model provides 

more accurate predictions and the RANS models provide acceptable predictions at a 

computational cost that is at least one order of magnitude lower than that of the LES. 

These previous studies, however, were conducted without prior sensitivity tests of 

computational parameters.  

Considering the complexity of the single-sided ventilation, namely, the 

instantaneous velocity at an opening changing direction all the time owing to the 

strong interactions between outdoor turbulent and indoor laminar flows (Jiang and 

Chen, 2001), any inappropriate setting of computational parameters may result in 

incorrect solutions. The detailed guidance for CFD modeling of wind flow around 

buildings has been provided by the recently established best practice guidelines (e.g., 

Franke et al., 2007; Yoshie et al., 2007; Tominaga et al., 2008b), which, however, do 

not provide specific guides for the single-sided ventilation. Up to present, the most 

related study to the current case should be the generic sensitivity analyses of 

computational parameters for the CFD modeling of cross ventilation (Ramponi and 

Blocken, 2012). Particularly, to the best of the author’s knowledge, for both the LES 

and RANS modeling of natural ventilation, the sensitivity test of the near-wall mesh 

density has not yet been presented in the literature. In order to provide guidance for 

the improved CFD modeling of single-sided ventilation, a comprehensive sensitivity 

test of the important computational parameters is required. 

In addition to the establishment of the accurate coupled airflow field, the method 

used to compute the single-sided ventilation rate is another essential element to the 

successful prediction of the ventilation rate. Built upon CFD technique, there are two 

commonly used methods for ventilation rate prediction, namely the integration of 

opening velocity and the tracer gas concentration decay (e.g., Gao et al., 2008; 

Caciolo et al., 2012). Recent studies (Caciolo et al., 2012, 2013) have shown that the 

integration method significantly overestimates ventilation rates in the LES context. 

The reasons are (a) it does not exclude the component contributed by the 

short-circuiting flow and (b) it does not account for the fluctuating airflow exchange. 

As an alternative, the tracer gas decay method takes into account all ventilation 

mechanisms and gives the effective ventilation rate. Caciolo et al. (2012) have 
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compared these two methods using both RANS and LES turbulence models. 

However, they did not quantitatively explain the contributions of the mean and 

fluctuating airflows to the total ventilation rate under different wind directions. In 

addition, the accuracy of both methods is strongly relied on the velocity and/or 

turbulence fields established by the selected numerical model. 

Previous studies even using the LES models have mostly focused on 

time-averaged ventilation rates and have not analyzed its fluctuating characteristics. 

A few studies have examined the fluctuating characteristics of airflow through a 

single opening. In particular, Hasama et al. (2008) and Yamanaka et al. (2006) have 

used LES and/or the detached eddy simulation (DES) model to analyze the 

fluctuating flow through a lateral opening (namely, with a parallel wind direction). 

Only Yamanaka and colleagues calculate single-sided ventilation rates, which they 

do using the integration method (integrating opening velocity). In addition, the 

analysis of the fluctuating airflow characteristics through a single opening facing 

other wind directions (except for the parallel direction) has not been reported in the 

literature.  

 

2.4 Interunit pollutant dispersion 

A large number of studies have been conducted on pollutant dispersion around the 

built environment, but most of them focus on dispersion from an upstream pollutant 

source (e.g., Macdonald et al., 1997; Mfula et al., 2005; Tominaga and Stathopoulos, 

2009; Yoshie et al., 2011). Less attention has been paid to interunit transport within a 

building, despite this having been identified as an important transmission route 

through observations made in Hong Kong during the 2003 SARS outbreak 

(HWFB-HK, 2003).  

Niu and Tung (2008) conducted on-site measurements in a residential building in 

Hong Kong to examine vertical interunit transmission mechanisms using the tracer 

gas technique. They show that under buoyancy effects, the reentry ratio of ventilation 

exhaust from the lower floor to the one immediately above it can be up to 7%. This 

implies that windows on the same façade of a building can be a route for the vertical 

spread of pathogen-laden aerosols. Later, Gao et al. (2008) applied CFD techniques 

to reexamine this vertical upward transmission and confirmed the importance of this 
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upward transmission route. They also showed that the wind normally incident to the 

building either enhances or weakens upward transport depending on the approaching 

wind speed and the difference in temperature between the indoors and outdoors. 

However, in their study both the field measurements and numerical modeling were 

limited to the upward transmission between two vertically adjacent units. In practice, 

taking into account the wind effect, the airflow pattern around a building-like bluff 

body (see Figure 2.2), which has been thoroughly examined in the literature (e.g., 

ASHRAE Handbook, 2011; Liu, 1991; Martinuzzi and Tropea, 1993), contains not 

only upward but also downward flow, as well as lateral separation and recirculation. 

This implies that downward and horizontal transmissions, such as those followed by 

air pollutants released from different locations on a multistory building and taking 

different dispersion routes, may exist alongside upward trajectories. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Schematic airflow pattern around a bluff body. 

 

More recently, Liu et al. (2010, 2011a, b) and Wang et al. (2010) carried out wind 

tunnel experiments to study the wind-driven dispersion around 10- and 30-story 

residential building models in a complicated cross (#) floor plan, see Figure 2.3. By 

analyzing the tracer gas concentration and wind pressure distributions along the 

building façades, they show that the pollutant can disperse along the horizontal 

directions although it mainly spreads vertically in the reentry spaces. Nevertheless, 

their findings may only be implemented to similar buildings in cross (#) floor plan. 

For other typical types of buildings, such as slab-like buildings, the pollutant 

dispersion characteristics are expected to be different, especially for the horizontally 
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lateral dispersion. In addition, owing to the limitation of experimental resolution on a 

highly reduced-scale model, the indoor concentration level and the reentry ratio were 

not analyzed. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Schematic plan view of the building models in a cross (#) floor plan. 

 

Many previous studies of pollutant dispersion used passive tracer gas to simulate 

pathogen-laden aerosols (Gao et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2010, 2011a, b; Niu and Tung, 

2008; Riley et al., 1978; Wang et al., 2010). The rationality of using tracer gas is 

supported by some studies regarding the size and behavior of respiratory 

droplet-nuclei (Duguid, 1946; Morawska, 2006; Tellier, 2006; Nicas et al., 2005; 

Mitman, 1945; CDCP, 1994, Wells, 1934; Brundrett, 1992; Gao et al., 2009). In 

particular, Duguid (1946) showed that respiratory droplet-nuclei are most commonly 

between 1 and 2 μm in diameter. A review by Morawska (2006) showed that 

viruses range from 0.02 to 0.3 μm in diameter; for instance, an individual SARS 

coronavirus ranges from 0.075 to 0.16 μm and an influenza virus is of a similar 

size. However, aerosols with diameters less than 3 μm do not settle (Tellier, 2006). 

Simulations by Gao et al. (2007, 2009) also suggested that aerosols with diameters 

less than 2.5 μm disperse like gaseous pollutants.  

Previous studies on interunit pollutant dispersion have focused on a flat-façade 

building with flush windows. However, the case of the nonflat façade cannot be 
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ignored, especially in the light of the latest development projects in Hong Kong 

which incorporate more and more envelope features. Since 2001, in new residential 

projects, it has been permitted to exclude envelope features such as balconies from 

calculations of the Gross Floor Area and/or Site Coverage (Joint Practice Note No. 1., 

2001). Previous evaluationS (Ai et al., 2011a, b, c) of the performance of balconies 

show that their presence modifies the near-façade airflow pattern and creates a 

unique wind environment that is different from the conventional airflow around a 

flat-façade block (Lubcke et al., 2001; Sada and Sato, 2002; Burnett et al., 2005; 

Santos et al., 2009). Therefore, the dispersion of airborne pollutants around this 

micro-environment, created by the presence of balconies, deserves examination.  

 

2.5 Turbulence and concentration modeling 

2.5.1 RANS models 

The CFD turbulence models most widely used for the prediction of the flow and 

concentration field in the built environment are the two-equation RANS models. 

Numerical solutions are obtained for an isothermal condition by resolving the 

governing equations describing the fluid field, namely the equations for the 

conservation of mass and momentum. For incompressible flow, the time-averaged 

governing equations can be written generally as: 

     TU S
t

   


     


                  (2.2) 

where  represents the scalars: the velocity components, u , v , w , the turbulence 

kinetic energy k , its dissipation rate  , and the concentration ic ; term 
TU  is the 

mean velocity,   the effective diffusion coefficient for each variable, and S  the 

source term of an equation. 

The Renormalization group (RNG) k   model presents a number of 

refinements over the standard k   model (Fluent, 2010). Based on the scale 

elimination procedure in RNG theory, the turbulent viscosity is described by a more 

accurate differential equation, which provides an accurate relationship between the 

turbulent transport and Reynolds number. This feature theoretically allows the RNG 

model to perform better in predicting the low-Reynolds-number and near-wall flows. 
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Further, an additional strain-dependent term, R , in the transport equation for   

makes the RNG model more sensitive in dealing with rapid strain and streamline 

curvature than the standard k   model (Orszag et al., 1993; Yakhot and Orszag, 

1986).  
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                    (2.3) 

where C , 0  and   are model constants, and Sk   where S  is the scale of 

strain rate. A more comprehensive description of the RNG model and its empirical 

numbers is available in (Fluent, 2010; Orszag et al., 1993; Yakhot and Orszag, 1986). 

As suggested by reference (Fluent, 2010), however, the effective use of these 

refinements is dependent on an appropriate treatment of the near-wall region, which 

will be explained later. 

One explanation for the deficiencies of the prediction of the wall-bounded flow 

using most of k   models is the over-prediction of the turbulence kinetic energy 

( k ) in the windward stagnation region. Tsuchiya et al. (1997) have proposed a new 

correction to the k   model to remove the over-production of k  around the 

frontal corner, referred to here as the MMK k   model. In the MMK k   

model, modifications are made to the turbulent viscosity t  in the calculation of the 

production of k  as follows: 

2
k tG S                              (2.4) 

* 2
tv C k  , 

* /C C S   , ( / 1S  )                 (2.5) 

* 2
tv C k  , 

*C C  , ( / 1S  )                   (2.6) 

where 
*C  is a function of / S , rather than a constant as in the standard k   

model. Given its good performance in predicting k  around a bluff body, the MMK 

k   model has been widely used in the field of computational wind engineering 

(CWE). It is also used to provide a comparison with the RNG k   model.  

It is well known that k   models are primarily valid for high Reynolds-number 

( Re) flows. In the low-Reynolds near-wall region, the most popular approach is to 

use semi-empirical wall functions, which bridge the viscosity sublayer between the 
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walls and the fully developed turbulent region. Since the walls are the main source of 

mean vorticity and turbulence (Fluent, 2010), an accurate reproduction of the 

near-wall flow may contribute to more realistic wall-bounded turbulent flows. As an 

alternative near-wall model to standard wall functions, the two-layer model (Fluent, 

2010) can resolve the viscosity-affected sublayer directly, provided that the near-wall 

mesh is sufficiently fine. Based on a wall-distance-based turbulent Re, defined as: 



 ky
y Re                           (2.7) 

where y  is the wall-normal distance. The two-layer model divides the whole 

domain into a viscosity-affected region ( Re 200y  ) and a fully-turbulent region 

( Re 200y  ). In the former, the one-equation model of Wolfshtein (1969) is used and 

in the latter, the RNG and MMK k   models. In the one-equation model, the 

momentum and k  equations are same with those in k   models. However, the 

turbulent viscosity ,2t layer  and the dissipation rate 2layer  are computed from: 

,2t layer C l k                          (2.8) 

1.5

2layer

k

l
                            (2.9) 

where the length scale l  and l  are determined by  Re* 1 y A

ll yC e 




   and 

 Re* 1 y A

ll yC e 




  , respectively. The constants in these equations for the 

one-equation model can be taken from Chen and Patel (1988). The solution of the 

logarithmic layer requires that 
4/3*  CCl , where the widely used values of 

4187.0  and 09.0C  give 5.2* lC . 0.52 *  lCA  and 70A . A 

blending function is used to smoothly blend the turbulent variables between the two 

regions (Fluent, 2010). To ensure that the two-layer model and RNG model are used 

effectively, the mesh in the near-wall regions must be refined to ensure the y  for 

the first near-wall cells at most wall surfaces being in the order of 1. 

 

2.5.2 LES model 
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2.5.2.1 LES equations 

LES filters a flow in terms of the scale size of eddies and resolves the 

Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations directly for large eddies. If the filter width is equal to 

the grid size, the filtered incompressible N-S equations are: 
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where the wavy lines indicate the filtered variables. In the filtration process, an 

additional term ij  appears in the momentum equation, which is the SGS stress 

term, defined as  

 
ij i j i ju u u u                           (2.12) 

This term represents the effect of non-resolved small-scale eddies on resolved large 

scales.  

 

2.5.2.2 Subgrid-scale models 

As the ij  in the LES model is unknown, it requires modeling to close the 

governing equations. Boussinesq hypothesis (Hinze, 1975) is usually used to 

compute the ij  using the following expression: 

3 6ij kk ij SGS ijS                           (2.13) 

where SGS  is the SGS turbulent viscosity. Here the isotropic part 
kk  is zero for 

an incompressible flow and the term ijS  is the filtered strain rate tensor for the 

resolved scales, computed by: 
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The SGS turbulent flux ( SGSq ) of a scalar, , is modeled using a SGS turbulent 

Prandtl number by: 
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                       (2.15) 

where SGSSc  is the turbulent Schmidt number for SGS motions. Many SGS models 

(Fluent, 2010) are proposed, which are differentiated based on the methods they 

adopt to determine SGS . There are four popularly used SGS models, which are 

available in Ansys Fluent (2010): (a) the standard Smagorinsky-Lilly model, (b) the 

dynamic Smagorinsky-Lilly model, (c) the wall-adapting local eddy-viscosity model, 

and (d) the dynamic kinetic energy SGS model. 

The most popularly used SGS model probably is the Standard Smagorinsky-Lilly 

model (SSL). In this model (Smagorinsky, 1963), the SGS turbulent viscosity is 

modeled by: 

   22 2SGS S S ij ijL S C S S                     (2.16) 

where  is the local grid scale and SC  is the Smagorinsky constant. Lilly (1992) 

originally derived a value of 0.17 for SC , which has been found to be inappropriate 

for flows near walls. In previous studies, SC  has normally been set within the 

range of 0.1-0.2 (Lim et al., 2009; Chu and Chiang, 2013; Tominaga and 

Stathopoulos, 2010; Jiang and Chen, 2001; Caciolo et al., 2012; Bu and Kato, 2011; 

Wang and Chen, 2012). The constant SC  is recognized to be the most serious 

shortcoming of this model (Fluent, 2010). 

To obviate specifying a constant SC , Germano et al. (1991) and Lilly (1992) 

proposed a dynamic procedure to compute SC  at each time step based on 

information offered by the resolved scales of motion. This is the Dynamic 

Smagorinsky-Lilly model (DSL). The dynamic procedure uses a test filter on the 

motion equations, and its width, t , is twice the grid filter width,  . The 

coefficient SC  is computed by: 

 / 3ij kk ij
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                      (2.17) 

and the computation methods of ijL , kkL , and ijM  can be found in references 
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(Germano et al., 1991; Lilly, 1992; Kim, 2004). The resultant SC  varies in time 

and space, but is limited to a range of 0-0.23 to avoid numerical instability (Fluent, 

2010). However, it has been reported that this version of the SGS model shows 

some stability problems and has limitations in reproducing near-wall behavior 

(Iizuka and Kondo, 2004).  

The Wall-Adapting Local Eddy-viscosity model (WALE) model, developed by 

Nicoud and Ducros (1999), predicts the SGS turbulent viscosity using the following 

expression: 

 
 

   

3/2

2

5/2 5/4

d d
ij ij

SGS W
d d

ij ij ij ij

S S
C

S S S S
  


              (2.18) 

where       
2 2 2

0.5 0.33d
ij i j j i ij k kS u x u x u x         . The WALE constant 

0.325WC  . The WALE is expected to reveal the correct wall asymptotic features 

for a wall-characterized flow. Unlike the Smagorinsky-Lilly model, which returns 

non-zero turbulent viscosity, the WALE model can correctly model the laminar 

zones by giving a zero turbulent viscosity to a laminar shear flow. Theoretically, the 

WALE is more accurate than the Smagorinsky-Lilly model. The WALE model has 

been used to simulate cavity flows (Barhaghi and Davidson, 2007; Ben-Cheikh et 

al., 2012). However, up to the present, it has rarely been applied in built 

environments. 

Instead of assuming the local equilibrium, the Dynamic Kinetic Energy SGS 

model (DKE) predicts the SGS turbulence by taking into account the transport of 

the SGS turbulence kinetic energy (Kim, 2004; Kim and Menon, 1997). In this 

model, the SGS turbulent viscosity is determined by: 

 221

2
SGS k k kC u u                      (2.19) 

where the model constant kC  is determined dynamically. 

 

2.5.2.3 Inflow fluctuating algorithms 

Three types of inflow fluctuating algorithms are popularly used in previous 
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studies of flow and dispersion in built environments (e.g., Bu and Kato, 2011, Wang 

and Chen, 2012), which are also available in Ansys Fluent (2010). The first is the 

No Perturbations (NP). This option neglects the fluctuating components of the 

inflow, and thus only the mean velocity profile is imposed on the domain inlet. It is 

suitable for conditions where the turbulent characteristics of the approaching flow 

are not obvious. The second type is the Vortex Method (VM). This method 

introduces perturbations to the mean velocity profile by randomly generating and 

transporting a certain number of 2D vortices on the inlet (Mathey et al., 2006). The 

intensity and size of these vortices depend on the local turbulence kinetic energy 

and dissipation rate (k  and  ) that are predefined at the inlet. The third type is the 

Spectral Synthesizer (SS) method. This method generates fluctuating velocity 

components by randomly synthesizing a divergence-free velocity field from the 

summation of Fourier harmonics (Kraichnan, 1970; Smirnov et al., 2001). The 

number of Fourier harmonics is a constant of 100 (Fluent, 2010). Obviously, for the 

latter two methods, although fluctuations are added to the mean specified velocity, 

realistic inlet turbulence conditions ( k  and   profiles) are required. 

 

2.5.2.4 Near-wall treatment 

LES model automatically adopts different near-wall treatment depending on the 

near-wall grid density. When the mesh is fine enough to resolve the viscous sublayer 

( 1y  , (Fluent, 2010)), the laminar stress-strain relationship is employed to obtain 

the wall shear stress. If the mesh is too coarse to resolve the laminar sublayer, it is 

assumed that the centroid of the wall-adjacent cells falls within the logarithmic 

region of the boundary layer, and the law-of-the-wall is employed. If the mesh is 

such that the first near-wall point is within the buffer region, the two above laws are 

blended. 

 

2.5.3 Concentration model 

In the simulation of dispersion using RANS models, a concentration equation for 

the tracer gas (see Equation (2.2)) is solved. Here the turbulent Schmidt number ( tSc ) 

has a significant impact on the calculation of concentration equation (Tominaga and 
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Stathopoulos, 2007). This number is defined as the ratio of turbulent momentum 

diffusivity to concentration diffusivity. It has been observed that the 
tSc  strongly 

depends on dispersion problems and flow structures, which is usually imposed as a 

constant ranging from 0.2-1.3 (Blocken et al., 2008; Chavez et al., 2011; Hang and Li, 

2011; Riddle et al., 2004; Tominaga and Stathopoulos, 2007).  

For LES simulations, the filtered concentration equation for the tracer gas is 

written as: 

     
  

( )( ) i ji SGS i
i

j j SGS j

c uc c
S

t x x Sc Sc x

    
      

      
            (2.20) 

where ic  represents the concentration of tracer gas,   is the dynamic viscosity 

coefficient, Sc  is the Schmidt number (equal to 1.0), SGSSc  is the turbulent 

Schmidt number for SGS motions, and iS  is the generation rate of source. The 

turbulent Schmidt number ( tSc ) for the large eddies is not needed. However, for the 

SGS motion, the ( SGSSc ) number still needs to be decided. Obviously, the scale 

resolvable turbulent flux is relatively important and the contribution of SGS turbulent 

flux to total turbulent flux is small. 

 

2.6 Determination of single-sided ventilation rate 

The integration of opening velocities is a simple method of calculating the 

single-sided ventilation rate. Based on the nature of the flow field where the 

integration is conducted, there are two types of integration method (Jiang and Chen, 

2001). One ( meanQ ) is used to integrate velocities ,m nU  extracted from a 

time-averaged flow field generated by a steady simulation.  

,1 1

1

2

M N

mean m n m nm n
Q U y z

 
                     (2.21) 

The other ( ,ins TQ ) is used to average the sum of the instantaneous ventilation rates 

over a time period of 
1

b i
T i

t t


  ; an instantaneous ventilation rate is obtained by 

integrating the velocities from an instantaneous flow field generated by a transient 

simulation. 
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            (2.22) 

In addition to the integration method, the tracer gas decay method is commonly 

used to calculate the single-sided ventilation rate based on a transient simulation. 

Assuming the air and the tracer gas are both incompressible and there is neither a 

background concentration nor an indoor emission source, the ventilation rate can be 

determined by the following equation (ISO 12569, 2012; Laussmann and Helm, 

2011): 

 
0

0

ln
it t

tracer

i

C C V
Q

t t

 



                     (2.23) 

According to the relationship ACH /Q V , the ventilation rates can be converted 

to air change per hour ( ACH ).  

 

2.7 Summary and research gaps 

This chapter reviews previous studies that are relevant to the present research 

topic of single-sided natural ventilation and interunit dispersion. These reviews lead 

to the following research gaps: 

(a) Previous empirical models of predicting single-sided natural ventilation rate 

have been established based on very simple building models, such as single-room or 

a specific room of a certain building. It is necessary to verify the reliability of these 

empirical models used for multistory buildings using on-site measurements. Previous 

empirical models have ignored the difference in envelope airflow pattern between 

rooms in a multistory building and a single-room building. This difference, which 

could lead to completely different ventilation characteristics in these two types of 

buildings, should be quantitatively examined. 

(b) Few CFD practitioners are aware of the importance of establishing a 

homogenous ABL prior to numerical investigations. Few adopt a correct SK  on the 

domain ground and a correct 0z  in the inlet profiles, and most use standard wall 

functions as near-wall treatment approach without taking into account the 

low-Reynolds-number effect of the viscous sublayer. The effect of the 
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inhomogeneous ABL and the near-wall treatment on the prediction of flow and 

dispersion, especially on a quantitative level, remain unclear.  

(c) For the RANS modeling of urban wind flow, a large number of parametric 

studies have conducted sensitivity analyses of influencing factors, and some 

guidelines have been developed based on their findings. For LES modeling, 

parametric studies were only conducted for atmospheric flow based on a few 

influencing factors. Similar studies should be extended to the dispersion problem and 

should include more influencing factors. 

(d) Previous studies and experiences of wind tunnel experiments and CFD 

simulations lead to a hypothesis that reduced-scale models for CFD simulations of 

wind flow and related processes can save numerical resources. Qualitative and 

quantitative verification of this hypothesis using theoretical analysis and numerical 

simulation is useful for future CFD simulations of wind flow and related processes, 

particularly over large areas. 

(e) Given the complexity of single-sided ventilation, any inappropriate setting of 

computational parameters may result in incorrect solutions. However, there are no 

specific guidelines for CFD simulation of single-sided ventilation. In order to 

provide guidance for the improved CFD modeling of single-sided ventilation, a 

comprehensive sensitivity test of the most important computational parameters is 

required. In addition, the predictive method used to compute the single-sided 

ventilation rate is another essential element in a successful prediction. Examination 

of the integration and the tracer gas decay methods based on both LES and RANS 

turbulence models under various wind directions is required. 

(f) Most previous studies considered only the time-averaged ventilation rate, while 

less attention has been paid to the fluctuating ventilation rate. In fact, the description 

of the ventilation rate using a constant value is insufficient if the root mean square of 

the fluctuations is too large. In addition, the external airflow patterns could differ 

widely under different wind directions. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the 

fluctuating characteristics of airflow through a single opening under various wind 

directions using LES model. 

(g) It has become evident that the buoyancy-dominated inter-unit pollutant 

transport, which has been thoroughly studied in previous work, is a unidirectional 
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dispersion and only significant in conditions of relatively low-speed wind. In 

addition, the analysis of sole envelope concentration data measured in wind tunnel 

cannot provide an accurate description of interunit dispersion, as the presence of real 

rooms and openings could significantly modify the envelope flow pattern and in turn 

the concentration distribution. Therefore, a systematic investigation of the interunit 

dispersion in multistory buildings with real rooms and openings is required. In 

addition, previous studies using RANS models only provide mean dispersion routes 

and reentry ratios. Considering the highly fluctuating characteristics of a coupled 

indoor and outdoor flow, the mean results may not be sufficient to describe an 

interunit dispersion process. Furthermore, time scales of an interunit dispersion, 

which cannot be obtained from a steady simulation, are important for an infectious 

risk assessment. Therefore, a transient investigation of interunit dispersion using an 

advanced numerical model, namely LES, should be necessary.  
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Chapter 3  

Evaluation of predictive methods of single-sided ventilation in 

multistory buildings 

 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the evaluation of predictive methods of single-sided natural 

ventilation in multistory buildings. It also serves to identify an appropriate predictive 

method for this study. On-site measurements of single-sided natural ventilation rate 

in multistory buildings are described first. The measured results are then used to 

validate the previous empirical models. Next, validations of RANS simulation of 

flow and dispersion in built environments are presented, which evaluate preliminarily 

the appropriateness of CFD simulation. The validated RANS model is used to 

examine the difference in ventilation characteristics between rooms in single-story 

and multistory buildings. This provides a further explanation on the unreliability of 

previous empirical models in multistory buildings. 

 

3.2 On-site measurements 

3.2.1 Description of measurements 

3.2.1.1 Measurement sites 

The on-site measurements were conducted in Hong Kong in early May 2013, 

when the outdoor temperature and relative humidity were suitable for natural 

ventilation. Four single-sided, naturally ventilated, residential rooms located in urban 

areas of Kowloon and Hong Kong Island were selected to study the ventilation 

performance. These densely populated districts are the most prosperous areas in 

Hong Kong. Detailed information on the four rooms is given in Table 3.1. In the 

vertical direction, two rooms are located on a floor below the stagnation region and 

two above it. The stagnation region represents an area of the building where the 

approaching wind stagnates and splits such that wind flows downwards below it and 

upwards above it (ASHRAE Handbook, 2011; Liu, 1991; Martinuzzi and Tropea, 

1993). The room dimensions are meant to give a general view of the room size, but 

are not the dimensions used to calculate the room volumes, due to the irregular
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Table 3.1 Details of the selected residential rooms. 

Case Building 
Location 

Surrounding 
feature 

Room 
location 

Room dimensions Opening orientation Opening dimensions 

Case 1 Ho Man Tin Light traffic 12th/27 6.54(L)×3.15(W)×2.94(H) m3 West 15o to north a) 1.15(W)×2.3(H) m2 

b) 0.8(W)×1.44(H) m2 

Case 2 Mid-level Light traffic 10th/22 9.75(L)×6.38(W)×2.65(H) m3 North 25o to east a) 1.5(W)×2.3(H) m2 

b) 1.0(W)×1.44(H) m2 

Case 3 Hung Hom Heavy traffic 21st/22 4.12(L)×3.14(W)×2.94(H) m3 South 30o to west a) 0.5(W)×0.8(H) m2 

Case 4 Hung Hom Heavy traffic 20th/21 4.5(L)×2.8(W)×2.94(H) m3 West 35o to south a) 0.4(W)×0.7(H) m2 
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Figure 3.1 Residential room in Ho Man Tin and equipment locations: (a) room; (b) opening.  
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Table 3.2 Summary of the parameters measured and equipment used. 

Parameters  Equipment Accuracy and range 

ACH, 
T, and RH 

Tracer gas CO2 
Telaire 7001 CO2 monitor  
(Telaire, Goleta, CA, USA) 

CO2 channel: ±50 ppm or ±5% of reading in a range of 0 to 10,000 ppm 
Temperature channel: ±1°C in a range of 0 to 50°C 

Wind speed Model 8475 air velocity transducer 
(TSI Inc., Shoreview, MN, USA) 

±3.0% of reading in a range of 0.05 to 2.5 m/s 
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layout of the rooms and the existence of internal objects. Figure 3.1 (a) shows the 

layout of the room located in Ho Man Tin, where the doors are not presented. ACH 

was only measured in the rooms located in Ho Man Tin and Mid-level, respectively. 

For these two rooms, two different opening configurations were compared as shown 

in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1(b). The larger one is a floor-extended opening, while the 

smaller one is a window-like opening with a windowsill height of 0.86 m. This 

comparison was intended to investigate the effect of the envelope feature on 

ventilation performance. 

 

3.2.1.2 Data collection 

The monitoring parameters, equipment, and their accuracies and ranges are listed 

in Table 3.2. For the CO2 monitor and air velocity transducer, additional HOBO data 

loggers (Onset Computer Corporation, Bourne, MA, USA) were used to record the 

data. As shown in Figure 3.1 (b), the wind speed was measured at three locations 

along the vertical centreline of the opening, and analysed for its relationship with the 

ACH. CO2 was used as a tracer gas to determine the ACH of the rooms. With the 

opening closed, the CO2 was released into a room until the indoor CO2 concentration 

was elevated to the level of 3,000~5,000 ppm and mixed uniformly. The window was 

then opened slowly to allow the concentration to decay freely. During this process, 

four sets of CO2 monitors dispersed around the rooms (see Figure 3.1(a)), were used 

to record the concentration decay against time. The well-known tracer gas 

concentration decay method (Sherman, 1990; Sherman and Modera 1986) was then 

used to derive the room ACH, which was obtained by averaging the four ACHs 

determined by the records of the four CO2 monitors. In addition, the temperature and 

relative humidity in the room were simultaneously recorded by the HOBO data 

logger within the CO2 monitors. The outdoor climatic data (namely the temperature, 

humidity, and wind speed and direction) recorded by the nearby observatory station 

during the measurement periods were extracted for reference and comparison 

purposes. The data collection method described here for Case 1 was applicable to the 

other cases. 

 

3.2.2 Results and analyses 
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3.2.2.1 Environmental background of measurements 

Table 3.3 summarizes the indoor and outdoor conditions during the measurement 

period, where the detailed fluctuations of the environmental parameters are also 

presented. It can be seen that the indoor and outdoor temperature differences were 

small enough to neglect the buoyancy effect (specifically, the value of Ar  is 

negligible, see Equation (3.1)), and the air exchange at the openings was 

consequently dominated by the wind effect.  

2
oH ave TAr Tg T U                            (3.1) 

where Ar  is the Archimedes number indicating the relative magnitude of buoyancy 

effect and wind effect, T  the indoor and outdoor temperature difference, g the 

gravitational acceleration, oH  the opening height, aveT  the average absolute 

temperature of the indoor and outdoor airflows, and TU  the mean wind speed at the 

building height in the free stream. The indoor and outdoor humidity differences 

indicate that the building envelope has performed well in the moisture control of the 

indoor environment, except for the last case (Case 4) where the building was close to 

the Victoria Harbour. The prevailing ambient wind direction was mostly easterly, 

implying Hong Kong enjoyed a clean marine airflow from the South China Sea 

during the period of measurement with no incursion of emissions from Mainland 

China and other neighbouring countries. Although the mean surface wind speed was 

between 3.0 and 3.5 m/s, the wind speed at the opening was only 0.25 and 0.11 m/s, 

respectively, when the opening was located in the leeward and lateral sides; see the 

last column in Table 3.3, where the term “incident” denotes the angle between the 

outdoor wind direction and the opening normal (i.e. the normal to the surface of the 

opening), such as 0° for normal incident from the windward side and 90° for parallel 

incident from the lateral side. This shows that the available wind speed at the 

opening was extremely small compared to that recorded at the nearby observatory 

station, which implies that the efficiency of natural ventilation was significantly 

influenced by urban construction. The difference in wind speed between the openings 

in Cases 1 and 2 demonstrates the significant influence of the incident wind direction 

on the available opening wind speed. Rooms such as that of Case 2 with the opening 

normal almost perpendicular to the incident wind direction should perform worst for 

natural ventilation. 
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Table 3.3 Indoor and outdoor conditions during the measurement period; the numbers in the brackets are standard deviations. 

Case 
T (°C) RH (%) Wind speed (m/s) Wind direction 

Indoor Outdoor Indoor Outdoor Opening Outdoor Outdoor Incident 

Case 1 22.4±1.2 
(1.0) 

21.6±1.4 
(0.8) 

53.0±5.8 
(4.2) 

63.5±6.7 
(5.1) 

0.25±0.21 
(0.18) 

3.02±1.67 
(1.65) 

East 165o±15 o 
(12 o) 

Case 2 24.2±2.1 
(2.7) 

24.7±3.2 
(3.0) 

57.5±4.2 
(3.5) 

80.5±7.3 
(6.4) 

0.11±0.9 
(0.7) 

3.35±1.43 
(1.28) 

East 15o to 
south 

80o±13 o 
(11 o) 

Case 3 23.4±2.4 
(1.9) 

22.9±3.5 
(3.2) 

60.3±6.4 
(5.7) 

90.1±4.2 
(3.0) 

N.A. 3.83±2.2 
(1.8) 

East 30 o to 
south 

90 o±18 o 
(15 o) 

Case 4 26.5±1.4 
(1.1) 

27.5±2.5 
(2.1) 

81.5±7.2 
(5.0) 

83.3±7.8 
(6.3) 

N.A. 1.56±1.2 
(1.0) 

East 15 o to 
south 

130o±19 o 
(14 o) 
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(a) Tracer gas concentration decay 

 

(b) Wind speed on the opening 

Figure 3.2 Tracer gas concentration decay against time and wind speed recorded on 

the opening during the same period, for the larger floor-extended opening of Case 1. 

 

3.2.2.2 Ventilation performance 

As described, the tracer gas decay technique was used to determine the ACH. In 

this section, the detailed decay curves and corresponding wind speeds at the openings 

are presented only for Case 1, while the mean ACH value and wind speed for Case 2 

are used for discussion. Figure 3.2 presents the tracer gas concentration decay along 

time and the wind speeds recorded on the opening during the same period for Case 1, 

with a larger, floor-extended opening. The two-point method (Sherman, 1990) was 

used to calculate the ACH value, which used a number (at least five) of 

concentration-time pairs evenly distributed over the entire measurement period to 

reduce the statistical error. To correctly use the two-point method, the background 
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CO2 concentration in the ambient air must be excluded from the originally measured 

profiles. The ACHs were, then, determined by the following equation: 

   
1 1ln ln ACH ( )

i it a t a i iC C C C t t
      

             
(3.2) 

where the 
1it

C


 and 
it

C  are the measured CO2 concentrations at the times of 1it   

and it , respectively; aC  is the background CO2 concentration in the ambient air (it 

was around 450 ppm in the measurements). Then, 4 ACH values were obtained based 

on the records of the 4 CO2 sensors, and the final average ACH value was 16.1 h-1. 

This was sufficiently large (ASHRAE Standard 62-2010, 2010) to eliminate the 

indoor pollutants and overheated air, when the outdoor air quality and climate were 

at an acceptable level. During this decay process, the time-averaged wind speed on 

the opening, based on the records of the three velocity sensors, was 0.34 m/s, see 

Figure 3.2 (b). In Figure 3.2 (b), the legend “U-ave” means the average speed of the 

records of the three sensors at each time and “U-time ave” the average speed during a 

period. 

Figure 3.3 presents the results of Case 1 with a smaller, window-like opening. 

Compared to the previous case, this would experience a smaller opening wind speed 

(0.16 m/s in average, see Figure 3.3 (b)), resulting in a much slower, but more 

uniform, decay in concentration (see Figure 3.3 (a)). The ACH value derived from 

these decay curves was 5.5 h-1, which was also sufficient to maintain a comfortable 

and healthy indoor environment (ASHRAE Standard 62-2010, 2010), if the ambient 

air quality was acceptable. Comparison of these two scenarios, with different 

opening configurations, has indicated that having a smaller window-like opening 

would lower the available wind speed at that location. This was supported by the 

measurements found in Case 2, where the mean wind speed at the opening was the 

same between the two scenarios even if the outdoor wind speed was higher during 

the measurement period of the smaller-opening scenario. This was probably because 

the pulsating flow and eddy penetration (Haghighat et al., 2000) which had 

contributed to a larger percentage of the ventilation rate than the wind gust when the 

opening was smaller. For Case 2, the opening speed of 0.11 m/s had resulted in 4.1 

and 1.5 ACHs for the two scenarios, respectively. These results also show that the 

floor-extended larger opening could produce a much larger ACH than that of a 

window-like smaller opening, although the percentage increase in ACH was not 
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(a) Tracer gas concentration decay 

 

(b) Wind speed on the opening 

Figure 3.3 Tracer gas concentration decay against time and wind speed recorded on 

the opening during the same period, for the smaller window-like opening. 

 

necessarily proportional to that in the opening area. This disproportionate change can 

again be attributed to the fact that the wind-induced single-sided ventilation rate was 

derived not only from the wind gust, but also the pulsating flow and eddy penetration 

(Haghighat et al., 2000). The latter two were related to, and determined by, the 

turbulence and power spectrum characteristics of the approaching wind. 

As analyzed above, Case 2, in terms of the incident wind direction, should be the 

worst case in terms of obtaining air replacement from the outdoor environment. 

However, it can be seen that this case, even with a smaller window-like opening, can 

have 1.5 ACH, which is higher than the minimum value (0.35 ACH) recommended 

by ASHRAE 62-2010 (2010) for indoor pollutants elimination. This suggests that the 
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single-sided natural ventilation system can be confidently applied in urban areas if 

the prevailing surface wind speed is acceptable, such as the 3.0~4.0 m/s in Hong 

Kong in this study.  

 

3.3 Validation of past empirical models 

The past empirical models (see Table 2.1) are used to predict the ventilation rate 

of the measured cases for validation purpose. The prediction of ventilation rates of 

Case 1 (see Table 3.3) using Warren’ model (1977) is described in detail. For other 

empirical models, only predicted ventilation rates are presented. 

The Warren’s model is given in Equations (3.3)-(3.5), as: 

 o

1
H /

3
s eff d aveQ A C T g T                      (3.3) 

0.025w eff refQ A U                         (3.4) 

 max ;T s wQ Q Q                         (3.5) 

where wQ  is the wind-driven ventilation rate, sQ  the buoyancy-driven ventilation 

rate, effA  the effective opening area, refU  the reference velocity at the height of the 

building, and dC  the discharge coefficient. The total ventilation rate due to the 

combined effect of wind and buoyancy is determined by  max ;T s wQ Q Q .  

As discussed in the previous Section 3.2, the negligible temperature difference 

means the buoyancy-driven ventilation rate can be neglected, so T wQ Q . To 

calculate wQ  using Equation (3.4), refU  must be correctly determined. According 

to the definition given by Warren (1977),  refU  is the reference velocity at the 

height of the building. However, for multistory buildings,  refU  cannot be the 

velocity at the building height, as that would give the same ventilation rate for all 

rooms with the same opening area in the building regardless of their location. In this 

study, the equivalent wind speed at the height of a room was calculated based on the 

wind speed provided by the nearby observatory station and a power-law velocity 

profile (see Equation (3.6)), and then used as refU  to calculate the ventilation rate:  
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                     (3.6) 

where   and   are the coefficients indicating the terrain characteristics, which 

are 0.67 and 0.25, respectively, for an urban area (Sherman and Modera, 1986; Wang 

and Chen, 2012); obsU  the wind speed recorded at the height of obsz  by the nearby 

observatory station; and refz  the height of the room location.  

 

Table 3.4 Comparison of the measured and predicted ventilation rate for Case 1; the 

numbers in the brackets are standard deviations. 

Opening 
area (m2) 

Measured 

TQ (m3/s) 
obsU   

(m/s) 
obsz  

(m) 
refz  

(m) 
refU  

(m/s) 

Predicted 

TQ (m3/s) 
TQ -dev. 

(%) 

2.645 0.296±0.24 
(0.21) 

4.55±1.78 
(1.24) 

90 74 2.91 0.192 -35.0 

1.152 0.101±0.04 
(0.03) 

3.38±1.63 
(1.31) 

90 74 2.15 0.062 -38.7 

 

The measured and predicted ventilation rates for Case 1 are presented in Table 3.4, 

where the term “ TQ -dev.” means the percentage deviation of the predicted TQ  from 

the measured TQ . Using similar methods, ventilation rates predicted with other 

empirical models are also calculated, which are summarized in Table 3.5. It can be 

seen that large discrepancies existed between the measured and the predicted results, 

demonstrating that these empirical models are not reliable to use in multistory 

buildings. These large discrepancies can be attributed to at least five reasons.  

 

Table 3.5 Measured ventilation rates (m3/s) and those predicted by empirical models; 

the percentiles in the brackets are the deviations of predicted values from measured 

ones. 

Opening 
area (m2) 

Warren 
(1977) 

Phaff and De 
Gids (1982) 

Larsen and 
Heiselberg (2008) 

Wang and 
Chen (2012) 

Caciolo et 
al. (2013) 

2.645 0.192 
(-35.0%) 

0.171 
(-42.2%) 

0.065 
(-78.0%) 

0.661 
(62.3%) 

0.120 
(-59.5%) 

1.152 0.062 
(-38.7%) 

0.068 
(-32.7%) 

0.044 
(-56.4%) 

0.127 
(25.7%) 

0.035 
(-65.3%) 
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First, the empirical models were established and validated on the basis of a 

single-room building (Larsen and Heiselberg, 2008; Wang and Chen, 2012) or a 

specific room in a two- or three-story building (Warren, 1977; Phaff and De Gids, 

1982; Caciolo et al., 2013). Thus, they do not contain a parameter to account for the 

effect of room location in a multistory building. Particularly, the near-wall airflow 

pattern around buildings with different height was significantly different (Liu, 1991), 

even if the presence of envelope features was not considered. For example, in the 

windward side, the upward flow dominates the 8th floor of a 9-story building, while 

the same floor of an 18-story building is completely dominated by the downward 

flow. Therefore, different rooms in a building could have very different ventilation 

characteristics. This issue will be discussed in detail in Section 3.5.  

Second, some models (Warren, 1977; Phaff and De Gids, 1982) do not include the 

effect of wind direction, but it is well-established that rooms with different opening 

orientations could experience different envelope flow regimes and have different air 

exchange rates at the openings (Ai et al., 2011c; Jiang et al., 2003). Note that the 

room studied in Case 1 was located on the leeward side of the building. Caciolo et al. 

(2011) also show that Warren’s model is inaccurate when predicting leeward 

ventilation.  

Third, most of these models assume that the incoming (or outgoing) flow covers a 

half opening area (Warren, 1977; Phaff and De Gids, 1982; Larsen and Heiselberg, 

2008; Caciolo et al., 2013), which is not necessarily the case as it is not a 

requirement of mass conservation. Wang and Chen (2012) assume a neutral plane on 

the opening with uniform height in the horizontal direction. In fact, the airflow could 

enter into and exhaust from a room from any part of the opening, see Section 5.3.5. 

Fourth, all of the models assume that the ventilation rate is in proportion to the 

wind speed. However, a higher approaching wind speed can sometimes lower the 

ventilation rate by forming an air curtain blockage near the opening (Gao et al., 

2008).  

Finally, the models cannot explain the impacts of the forms, surroundings, and 

interior spaces of buildings on the ventilation performance of a building. 

 

3.4 Preliminary validation of CFD simulation 
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3.4.1 Airflow involving single-sided natural ventilations 

3.4.1.1 Experimental model and numerical method 

Airflow inside and around a bluff body was experimentally investigated in a wind 

tunnel by Jiang et al. (2003). The dimensions of the model are 0.25 m × 0.25 m × 

0.25 m and the thickness of walls is 0.006 m. An opening of 0.084 m (�) × 0.125 m 

(�) is fixed on the windward and the leeward wall (Figure 3.4), resulting in 

wind-driven single-sided windward and leeward ventilation, respectively. The mean 

air velocities along ten vertical lines were measured using a laser Doppler 

anemometer, and six of them selected for comparison with the present simulation.  

 

 

Figure 3.4 The building models with one opening on the windward and the leeward 

wall, respectively, and vertical lines where air velocity is compared. 

 

The cube is placed in a computational domain with a downstream length of 22H, 

an upstream of 11H, a lateral length of 9H, and a height of 5H. The inlet velocity 

profile in the X direction follows a logarithmic law,    ln HZU U Z , and the 

velocity components in the Y and Z directions are zero. The turbulence on the inlet 

boundary is specified by the turbulence kinetic energy and its dissipation rate. The 

turbulence kinetic energy profile ( k ) is calculated by  
2

1.5 refk U I  with a 

turbulent intensity ( I ) of 10% given the low speeds considered in this study. The 

turbulence dissipation rate profile ( ) is calculated by 
0.75 1.5C k l  , where the 

turbulence length scale l  is the characteristic length of the model; that is, 0.25 m.  

It is assumed that the flow is fully developed at the domain outlet, with zero normal 
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gradients and zero background pressure, and this condition is referred to pressure 

outlet later. Non-slip boundary conditions are applied for wall shear stress on domain 

ground and cube surfaces, while slip conditions (without wall shear stress) on 

domain top and sides. The structured style hexahedral grid is used to construct the 

whole computational domain. The minimum grid width is 0.0028H, which is much 

smaller than in previous studies of airflow and dispersion around bluff bodies using 

LES (Tominaga and Stathopoulos, 2010; Tominaga et al., 2008a). Three different 

mesh systems (in terms of number of meshes) of 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 × 106, are created 

and compared. The velocities at the vertical line of X=H + H/25 produced using the 

three types of mesh systems are compared, see Figure 3.5. It is found that the 

velocity profile produced using the medium mesh has average deviations of 11.8% 

and 1.9% from the coarser and finer ones, respectively. Thus, the mesh system with 

around 2.5 × 106 cells is selected eventually, taking a compromise between accuracy 

and numerical cost.  

 

 

Figure 3.5 Comparison of mean velocity profiles produced using three types of mesh 

systems at the vertical line of X=H + H/25. 

 

For the windward ventilation, three combinations, namely the RNG � − � model 

with standard wall functions, the RNG � − � model with the two-layer model, and 

the MMK � − � model with two-layer model, are used and compared. For the 
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leeward ventilation, only the combination of RNG � − � model with the two-layer 

model is used.  With the finite volume method, the governing equations of these 

numerical models are discretized to algebraic equations on a staggered grid system. 

The discretization schemes used for the convection and diffusion terms are the 

second-order upwind scheme and second-order central difference, respectively. 

Finally, the SIMPLEC algorithm is used to couple pressure and velocity. Simulations 

are terminated when all residuals are less than 1.0 × 10-5 and the solutions, such as 

the air velocity at specific points, are stable for dozens of iterations. 

 

  

 

Figure 3.6 Mean velocity distribution at the six vertical lines: RNG + WF indicates 

RNG k-ε plus standard wall functions; RNG + TL indicates RNG k-ε plus two-layer 

model; MMK + TL indicates MMK k-ε plus two-layer model. 

 

3.4.1.2 Results and analyses 
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Figure 3.6 presents the mean air velocity distribution along the six vertical lines 

under windward ventilation. It can be seen that the RNG � − � model with standard 

wall functions is accurate enough to predict the airflow inside and around a bluff 

body, except for the reverse flow above the cubic roof and the downstream wake 

flow (the lower part of line H+H/2). Some researchers attribute these inaccuracies to 

the reverse flow on the cubic roof being counteracted by the over-predicted large 

eddy coming from the frontal area (Murakami, 1998) and the vortex-shedding effects 

in the wake being neglected by � − � models (Gao et al., 2008). In this study, with 

the viscosity-affected near-wall region being completely resolved all the way to the 

viscous sublayer by the two-layer model, the predictions of the wall-bounded 

turbulent flows by the RNG � − � model are substantially improved, particularly in 

the cubic roof. The reverse flow above the cube, which disappears in the prediction 

by standard wall functions, is well reproduced by the two-layer near-wall model. In 

addition, the two-layer model partially reproduces the vortex-shedding effects in the 

cubic wake and in turn predicts a more realistic separation region behind the cube 

(the lower part of line H+H/2) than the standard wall functions. However, owing to 

the inherent shortcomings of isotropic steady-state � − � models, the predicted 

separation region is still larger than the measured one.  

In the present simulation, compared with the RNG � − � model, the MMK 

� − � model does demonstrate a slight advantage in the prediction of the cubic wake, 

but is slightly less accurate in its roof. This implies that the main reason for the 

disappearance of the reverse flow on the roof of a bluff body is the underperformance 

of the wall functions instead of the over-prediction of �  in the windward 

impingement area by � − � models, given that the latter can be effectively removed 

by using the MMK � − � model (Murakami, 1998). Despite the deficiencies of the 

RNG and MMK � − � models in predicting the vortex-shedding effects in the wake 

of a bluff body, the simulation of the flow field inside the building (lines H/4, H/2, 

3H/4) and in the areas close to the windward and leeward façades (lines -H/25 and 

H+H/25) agrees well with the measurements. This is sufficient to justify the 

application of both the RNG and the MMK � − � models, combined with the 

two-layer near-wall model, to establish the flow field involving single-sided natural 

ventilation. The accuracy of the predicted results under leeward ventilation is very 

close to these under windward ventilation, which is thus not presented here. 
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3.4.2 Pressure distribution on the lateral walls 

Besides windward and leeward ventilation, lateral ventilation is also involved 

when the oblique or parallel incident wind directions are considered. However, 

because experimental data for single-sided ventilation with openings on the lateral 

walls are rarely available, the measured pressure values on the walls of a bluff body 

are used to evaluate the numerical models. Richards and Hoxey (2012) have 

measured the pressures on the vertical and horizontal centerlines of the Silsoe 6 m 

cube in the atmospheric boundary layer. Figure 3.7 shows the cube model, pressure 

tap locations, and the reference position.  

 

 

Figure 3.7 The 6 m building model, locations of pressure tap, and upstream 

reference position. 

 

This cube is simulated in 1:30 reduced-scale model. According to the guidelines 

by Snyder (1981), the Reynolds independence of the reduced-scale model is 

achieved. The combination of RNG � − � model with the two-layer model is used. 

Other numerical treatments, including domain dimensions and mesh arrangement 

method, are similar to those described in Section 3.4.1. As a result, a mesh of around 

2.5 × 106 cells is applied. The predicted static pressure values on the cube surfaces 
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are normalized by the static and dynamic pressures to obtain the pressure coefficients, 

calculated by the following equation: 

20.5

ref

P

ref

P P
C

U


                          (3.7) 

where refP  is the reference static pressure.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Pressure coefficients along the centerlines of the cube surface: (a) Normal 

wind direction; (b) Oblique wind direction. 

 

The predicted pressure coefficients and full-scale measurements are compared in 

Figure 3.8, in which the wind tunnel results of Castro and Robin (1977) are also 
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plotted for reference. It can be seen that the three sets of data are perfectly aligned 

with each other on the windward wall under normal wind direction (Figure 3.8 (a)), 

whereas the simulation results and full-scale measurements are much more negative 

than the wind tunnel data on the lateral and leeward walls. Richards et al. (2001) 

have compared these full-scale results with a number of wind tunnel data from the 

Windtechnologische Gesellschaft comparative testing program (Hölscher and 

Niemann, 1998), and found that, with the exception of the windward wall, the 

difference between these wind tunnel results is very distinct, and most are larger than 

these full-scale values. They ascribe this difference to the different approaching flow 

conditions and model scale. In the present simulation, despite some deviations 

between the simulation results and full-scale measurements on the lateral wall, they 

have similar trends and almost the same average 
PC  value (around -0.67). Under 

oblique wind direction, as shown in Figure 3.8 (b), the two are aligned perfectly with 

each other on the windward and leeward walls, although a discrepancy appears near 

the windward edge on the roof due to the underperformance of the steady-state 

k  model. Overall, these model evaluations generally justify the later application 

of the RNG k  model and the two-layer near-wall model to study the flow 

around the lateral walls of buildings. 

 

3.5 Difference in ventilation characteristics between single-story and multistory 

buildings 

3.5.1 Physical model examined 

A solid block, a single-story building and a multistory building are created for 

purposes of comparison (see Figure 3.9 (a)-(c)). The solid block has the same 

dimensions as the single-story building, and the dimensions of the rooms in the latter 

two buildings are the same, extracted from the measurement of a real building in 

Hong Kong (Niu and Tung, 2008). The room dimensions are 3.1 m ( X ) × 2.4 m (Y) 

× 2.7 m ( Z ). The opening dimensions are 0.75 m (Y) × 1.2 m ( Z ) on the upper four 

floors and 0.75 m (Y) × 2.0 m ( Z ) on the first floor. The height of the windowsills 

on the upper four floors is 0.8 m. The solid block is considered as many previous 

studies have used pressure coefficients on the surfaces of a solid block to estimate 

ventilation performance (e.g., Chand et al., 1998; Ai et al., 2011b). Some studies 
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have shown that this method using solid blocks is unreliable (Straw, 2000; Choiniere 

et al., 1992; Sandberg, 2004). This study compares the difference in flow 

characteristics between the solid block and a single-story building to explain the 

unreliability of solid blocks. In order to compare room(s) on the leeward side, both 

the single-story and multistory models contain leeward room(s), and thus the 

single-story building has two rooms. The names of the windward rooms can be found 

in Figure 3.9 (b) and (c), where W represents windward side, R represents room, and 

the two numbers represent vertical and horizontal locations, respectively. For 

example, W32 represents the middle room on the third floor on the windward side. 

This naming method is also applied to the leeward rooms, replacing W with L. The 

three buildings are separately placed in a computational domain (see Figure 3.9 (d)), 

which has the similar dimensions as those in the previous validation section.  

 

 

Figure 3.9 (a) solid block, (b) single-story building, (c) multistory building, (d) 

computational domain. 

 

All the three building models are simulated in 1:30 reduced-scale models, where 

the Reynolds independence is achieved (Snyder, 1981). The combination of RNG 

� − �  model with the two-layer model is used. Other numerical treatments, 

including mesh arrangement method, used to simulate the three models are similar 

with those described in the previous validation section. As a result, a mesh of around 

2.5 × 106 cells is applied to the solid block and single-story building and a mesh of 
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around 3.5 × 106 cells is applied to the multistory building.  

 

3.5.2 Results and analyses 

3.5.2.1 Flow and turbulence fields 

The relative velocity and turbulence kinetic energy field on the vertical centre 

planes of the three models are presented in Figure 3.10, where the refU  and refk  

are the maximum velocity and turbulence kinetic energy near the frontal corner. 

Comparison of the relative U  and k  fields leads to the following three 

observations.  

 

 

Figure 3.10 Velocity and turbulence kinetic energy fields on the vertical centre 

plane. 

 

First, it can be seen that the main trends of both the velocity and turbulence 

kinetic energy fields around the three buildings are very close. Such a basic external 

flow pattern around a bluff body has been clearly revealed in the field of wind 

engineering. The former two cases (the solid block and the single-story building) 
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have almost the same external U  and k  distributions, as they have the same 

external configuration. The external U  and k  distributions of the multistory 

building are slightly different. This should be attributed to the buildings’ different 

shapes in terms of the height-to-width, height-to-length and width-to-length ratios. 

However, it is believed that this difference is not important, as the focus of the 

present comparison is on the envelope flow pattern and ventilation performance.  

 

 

Figure 3.11 The similar external flow patterns around a single-story and a multistory 

building; note that here the geometry of the single-story building is stretched for the 

purpose of comparing schematically the flow patterns around the two types of 

building. 

 

Second, the envelope flow patterns at the location of the opening of the solid 

block and single-story building are clearly different. This is because the presence of 

openings increases the roughness of a building’s facades and thus disturbs the 

near-wall airflow pattern through the interaction between outdoor and indoor 
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airflows. This difference in envelope flow patterns indicates that the surface pressure 

coefficients measured on a solid block cannot be relied upon to predict indoor and 

outdoor airflow exchange rates. Review by Ramponi and Blocken (2012) also 

suggests that, in case of wind flow through large openings, the turbulence kinetic 

energy cannot be dissipated completely at the windward opening and thus the solid 

block assumption is not valid. In fact, air can flow into and out of a room though any 

part of a single opening in a highly random manner (see Section 5.3). This cannot be 

predicted accurately using a solid block with presumed locations of regularly 

distributed inlets and outlets.  

Third, the envelope flow pattern of a room in a single-story building is completely 

different from that of a room in a multistory building. As mentioned above, the basic 

external flow pattern around the two buildings is similar. However, while a room in a 

single-story building enjoys the whole flow pattern, all of the rooms in a multistory 

building share this airflow pattern. This eventually leads to rooms at different 

locations experiencing distinctive envelope flow patterns, namely different velocity 

and turbulence fields.  

Single-story and multistory buildings are further compared in Figure 3.11. It can 

be seen that, on the windward side of the latter, the top-most room experiences an 

upward airflow, the room in the fourth floor a stagnation airflow, and the lower three 

rooms a downward airflow. The different envelope flow patterns between rooms in 

multistory and single-story buildings justify the argument that the findings derived 

from a single-story building are not reliable to use in a multistory building, as it is 

difficult for an empirical model to account for the effect of room location. 

 

3.5.2.2 Ventilation rates 

In addition to the flow and turbulence fields, the nondimensional ventilation rates 

(  *
ref oQ Q U A ) of the rooms in the single-story and multistory buildings are also 

compared (see Table 3.6). The ventilation rates are calculated using the integration 

method described in Section 2.6. Owing to the aerodynamic symmetry between the 

end rooms (e.g., W31 and W33), only one is presented in Table 3.6. The comparison 

of ventilation rates can lead to two principal observations. First, the ventilation rate 

of neither windward nor leeward rooms in the single-story building can represent that 
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of any rooms in the multistory building. As explained before, this is basically due to 

the different envelope flow patterns near the rooms in the two types of building. This 

implies that one should be cautious in applying the findings from a single-story 

building to a complex multistory building. Second, it is obvious that the ventilation 

rates in rooms in a multistory building differ greatly, and that the ventilation rate of a 

room is strongly dependent on its three-dimensional location in the building. 

Particularly, along the vertical direction, the ventilation rate of a room does not 

increase with its height. The rooms located around the intermediate level of the 

building have relatively smaller ventilation rates. In addition, the ventilation rate of 

the windward rooms is very different from that of the leeward rooms on the same 

floor. Unfortunately, this was ignored by past empirical models, which do not contain 

a parameter to represent the effect of room location, and so cannot account for the 

difference in ventilation rate between different rooms in the same multistory 

building.  

 

Table 3.6 Summary of nondimensional ventilation rates of rooms in the single-story 

and multistory buildings. 

 Multistory building Single-story building 

Room W11 W21 W31 W41 W51 WR 

*Q  0.42 0.29 0.28 0.28 0.31 0.93 

Room W12 W22 W32 W42 W52  

*Q  0.33 0.25 0.22 0.22 0.34  

Room L11 L21 L31 L41 L51 LR 

*Q  0.54 0.15 0.10 0.11 0.33 0.35 

Room L12 L22 L32 L42 L52  

*Q  0.64 0.27 0.09 0.11 0.31  

 

Overall, the ventilation characteristics of multistory buildings further justify the 

use of the CFD method as it is convenient to calculate the ventilation rate of many 

rooms simultaneously and easy to compare the effect of various parameters using this 

method. In contrast, such calculations and comparisons for multistory buildings are 

difficult and expensive to achieve using the experimental methods. In addition, it is 
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quite difficult for experimental methods to explain exactly how the outdoor 

approaching airflow interacts with a building envelope containing many openings 

and why the ventilation rates are different between different rooms. 

 

3.6 Summary 

Different methods of determining single-sided ventilation rates in multistory 

buildings have been evaluated. In general, this study demonstrates that compared to 

the empirical models and the experimental methods, the CFD simulation is very 

suitable for the determination of ventilation rates in multistory buildings, especially 

in the design stage. In addition, CFD is a useful tool for understanding the envelope 

airflow characteristics and ventilation mechanisms of a multistory building. 

The on-site measurements of the ventilation performance in multistory residential 

buildings in Hong Kong were conducted. The measurements are strongly relied on 

the model availability and are restricted by the uncontrollable boundary conditions. 

In addition, the measurements of ventilation rates using the tracer gas decay method 

cannot be conducted in many adjacent rooms simultaneously, as the reentry of tracer 

gas from one room to other rooms would influence the measured results. 

Using the measured ventilation rates, the previous empirical models are validated. 

None of them are reliable in the prediction of the ventilation rate of rooms in 

multistory buildings, the main reason for this being that these correlations do not 

contain a parameter to account for the effect of room location in a multistory building. 

Both the envelope flow pattern and the ventilation rate of a room in a multistory 

building are highly dependent on the room’s three-dimensional location in the 

building. 

The RNG and MMK k   models combined with the two-layer near-wall 

approach are preliminarily validated using past experimental data. Good agreements 

between the predicted and the measured results are achieved, which suggests that the 

CFD method is a suitable tool for studying single-sided natural ventilation. Any 

predictive methods reproduced by CFD simulation are compromised by the accuracy 

of the flow field produced by the selected numerical model. Thus, work on 

improving the prediction of the flow field is essential to ensure the reliability of CFD 

predictions of ventilation rate.  
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Using CFD method, the envelope flow patterns and the ventilation characteristics 

of a solid block, a single-story building and a multistory building are compared. The 

envelope flow pattern at the opening of a building is obviously different from that at 

the same location of a solid block, which indicates that the method of predicting 

ventilation rates using the pressure coefficients on the surfaces of a solid block is not 

reliable. The comparison of ventilation characteristics between the latter two models 

provides both qualitative and quantitative explanation of the unreliability of previous 

empirical models in multistory buildings. 
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Chapter 4  

Quality assessment and improvement of CFD simulation of 

atmospheric flow and dispersion 

 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the quality assessment and improvement of CFD simulation 

of atmospheric flow and dispersion. CFD simulations are known to be very sensitive 

to the selection of many physical and numerical parameters. Detailed analyses of 

these influencing factors are necessary to provide information and guidance for 

improving the quality of future CFD studies. For RANS simulation, based on the 

two-layer near-wall model, a homogeneous ABL is developed. The effect of the 

inhomogeneous ABL and near-wall treatment is examined. For LES simulation, 

totally seven influencing factors are examined. Particularly, the basic difference in 

fluctuating intensity of the velocity components provided by three commonly used 

inflow algorithms is identified. In addition, the potential use of reduced-scale models 

in CFD simulations to save numerical resources is analyzed both qualitatively and 

quantitatively. For validation purpose, numerical results are compared with 

high-fidelity wind tunnel experimental data (CEDVAL) (Leitl and Schatzmann, 1998) 

for the flow (A1-1) and dispersion (A1-5) around a rectangular building placed in the 

neutral boundary layer. 

 

4.2 RANS simulation of flow and dispersion around an isolated building 

4.2.1 Modification of inlet conditions and turbulence model 

The standard k  turbulence model (Launder and Spalding, 1972, 1974) and 

its variants (Tsuchiya et al., 1997; Yakhot and Orsag, 1986) remain the most widely 

used approaches to modeling wind engineering and atmospheric dispersion problems 

(Stathopoulos, 1997). Applying the standard k  turbulence model and assuming 

constant pressure and shear stress and zero vertical velocity, the following equations 

can be used to describe a neutral, incompressible, and horizontally homogenous 

two-dimensional ABL flow (Richards and Hoxey, 1993): 
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where the production of turbulence kinetic energy and the turbulent viscosity are 

given by  2zuG tk    and   /2kCt  , respectively. Richards and Hoxey 

(1993) then suggest the following inlet boundary conditions for a fully developed 

flow under neutral stratification conditions: 
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3*

zz

u





                            (4.6) 

where the friction velocity *u  is calculated by 
2/14/1*

pkCu  . It can be shown that 

these inlet boundary conditions are analytical solutions of the standard k  model 

if a relation for the model constants is achieved as    CCCk 12
2 /  . 

Concerning the impracticality of the constant inlet profile for k , Yang et al. (2009) 

derive a new set of inlet conditions with a varied k  along height. Under a local 

equilibrium condition, namely a rate of production of k  equal to the rate of 

dissipation (that is, kG  equal to  ),   can be written as: 

  zukC  2/1
                          (4.7) 

Substituting this relation for   and the velocity profile (Equation (4.4)) into the 

governing equation for k  (Equation (4.2)), a solution for k  can be obtained: 

 1 0 2lnk M z z M                         (4.8) 
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Substituting Equations (4.8) and (4.4) into Equation (4.7) yields: 

 
 

*

1 0 2

0

ln
u C

M z z M
z z





  


                  (4.9) 

It has been shown that these profiles improve the consistency of the horizontal 

boundary layer (Yang et al., 2009). However, they are just approximate solutions for 

the equations that govern a fully developed ABL. Gorlé et al. (2009) recently 

improve on the approach of Yang by modifying the constant C  and the turbulent 

dissipation Prandtl number   to satisfy the equations for shear stress 0  and 

dissipation rate  , respectively. Substituting Equations (4.8)-(4.9) into Equation 

(4.1), the relation for C  is derived as: 

 

*4

1 0 2ln

u
C

M z z M
 

 
                    (4.10) 

Substituting Equations (4.8)-(4.9) into Equation (4.3), the relation for   can be 

obtained as: 

 
 

2 2
1

*2
2 1

2k M

u M M k









                      (4.11) 

The inlet conditions proposed by Yang et al. (2009) together with the 

modifications of Gorlé et al. (2009) are used in this study to ensure a homogeneous 

ABL. It should be noted that although these inlet conditions are derived based on the 

formulations of the standard k  model, they are still compatible with its variants. 

Here the MMK k  model (Tsuchiya et al., 1997) is employed, which is 

described in Sections 2.5.1 and 3.4.1. 

 

4.2.2 Near-wall treatments 

4.2.2.1 Wall functions modified for rough surfaces 

The wall functions in CFD coding are based on the universal law of the wall 

(Launder and Spalding, 1974; White, 1991). In Ansys Fluent, the wall function (law 

of the wall for mean velocity) for smooth surfaces is written as: 
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 *
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uU P


                        (4.12) 

where the nondimensional distance *y  is calculated by tPyuy  /**  , which is 

approximately equal to y  ( tPuyy  / ) in the equilibrium of turbulent 

boundary layers.  

Experiments in roughened pipes and channels (Nikuradse, 1933) indicate that the 

mean velocity distribution near rough walls, when plotted using the usual 

semi-logarithmic scale, has the same slope ( 1 ) but a different intercept (Blocken et 

al., 2007; Cebeci and Bradshaw, 1977). Thus, the wall function modified for 

roughness surfaces has the form: 

  BEy
uU P  *

0

*

ln
1

/ 
                     (4.13) 

The roughness function B  depends, in general, on the type (such as uniform sand, 

rivets, ribs, or mesh-wire) and size of the roughness. For a sand-grain roughness, 

B  has been found to be well-correlated with the nondimensional roughness height, 

 /*uKK SS  . Normally, the whole roughness regime is subdivided into three 

regimes, and the formulas (Cebeci and Bradshaw, 1977; Raupauch et al., 1991) based 

on Nikuradse’s data are adopted to compute B  for each regime. 

In the hydrodynamically smooth regime ( 25.2
SK ): 

0B                             (4.14) 

In the transitional regime ( 9025.2  
SK ): 

 2.251
ln sin 0.4258 ln 0.811

87.75
S

R S S

K
B C K K




  

        
 

     (4.15) 

In the fully rough regime ( 90
SK ): 

1
ln 1 R SB C K


                           (4.16) 

Note that the previously mentioned aerodynamic roughness 0z  is a function of the 

geometrical roughness height SK , rather than a physical length, which will be 
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explained in the next section. For Ansys Fluent, the relationship between the 

geometrical roughness height 
SK  and aerodynamic roughness height 

0z  is 

commonly determined by 0S RK Ez C  (Blocken et al., 2007; Hargreaves and 

Wright, 2007).  

 

4.2.2.2 Two-layer model modified for rough surfaces 

The basic theory of two-layer model can be found in Section 2.5.1. However, that 

version of two-layer model is only applicable to smooth surfaces. In this section, the 

methods proposed by Durbin et al. (2001) are used to modify it for rough surfaces.  

First, owing to roughness on the surface, the �-origin is shifted to where the 

mean velocity is zero, namely   00 zU . This location of 0z  is not necessarily 

the effective origin for the turbulence kinetic energy k . According to the fully 

developed velocity profile (Equation (4)), the turbulent viscosity can be written as: 

 0
*2* zzuzUut                    (4.17) 

which suggests that the effective origin of the turbulence is 0z . This shifted origin 

is the aerodynamic roughness 0z . The z  in the damping functions l  and l  for 

one-equation model is accordingly replaced with 0zz  . 

Second, for the damping functions, 0.5A  is sufficiently small under fully 

turbulent conditions to yield a negligible effect for the l  damping, and thus it need 

not be modified. However, 70A  must be reduced with roughness:  

  90/1;1max 0  SKAA                     (4.18) 

With the above ‘max’ function, when 90
SK ,   *

0 lCzzl  , the damping is 

effectively deleted. 

Third, if the logarithmic layer extends to the origin of z  under fully rough 

conditions, the boundary condition of k  should be changed from   00 k  to 

  Cuk /0 2* . This can be achieved by the following equation: 
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    2
2*

90/;1min0  SK
C

u
k



                  (4.19) 

Apart from the modifications to the l  formula and the boundary condition on k , 

the additive constant B in the log-law should also be decreased by roughness. For 

sand-grain roughness, this is similar to the wall function modifications (Equations 

(4.14)-(4.16)). This roughness-modified, two-layer model has been calibrated by 

solving a practical boundary layer (Durbin et al., 2001), from which a nonlinear 

relationship between 
0z  and 

SK  is obtained: 

    52.0213.00033.000001.0
23

0  
SSS KKKz  for 90

SK  and 

529.10345.00  
SKz  for 90

SK . 

 

4.2.3 Experimental and numerical techniques 

Airflow around a rectangular building (CEDVAL A1-1) and dispersion in the 

wake of the same building (CEDVAL A1-5) were measured at a scale of 1:200 in the 

BLASIUS wind tunnel in the University of Hamburg (Leitl and Schatzmann, 1998). 

The physical model of the building is shown in Figure 4.1 (a), where four facing 

pollutant sources located on the leeward wall represent the exhaust openings of a 

hypothesized underground parking garage. The experiments were conducted based 

on a high quality standard, with the boundary layer flow in the test section validated 

against full-scale data before the building model was mounted. The measurements 

were conducted within two planes: a vertical plane at =0Y  and a horizontal plane at 

0.28HZ  , see Figure 4.2. The Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) technique was 

used to measure the velocity and turbulence fields, and the Flame Ionization Detector 

(FID) the concentration of the pollutant. Note that k  was calculated using the 

measured fluctuating velocities,  '''5.0 wvuk  . The concentration field was 

presented in a nondimensional form as: 

2Hreflocal
C

source source

UC
K

C Q
                       (4.20) 

where CK  is nondimensional concentration, localC  local concentration, sourceC  

concentration at the source, refU  reference wind speed at the height of 0.5 m, H  
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height of the building model, and sourceQ  flow rate of the source. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Schematic view of the building model and dimensions of the 

computational domain. 

 

To numerically simulate the flow and dispersion around this building model, a 

computational domain shown in Figure 4.1 (b) is constructed. The selection of the 

domain dimensions follows the best practice guidelines for RANS modeling given in 

previous studies (Tominaga and Stathopoulos, 2009, 2010; Franke et al., 2007; 

Tominaga et al., 2008b), except for the lateral distances which is taken from the wind 

tunnel size to ensure an accurate reproduction. The body-fitted (BF) mesh-generation 
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technique (van Hooff and Blocken, 2010) is used, which has full control of the mesh 

resolution and stretching ratio in the whole domain. The mesh density, especially in 

regions close to the building model and domain ground, strongly influences the 

accuracy of the numerical results. A systematical sensitivity test for the mesh number 

is conducted by examining the dependence of numerical solutions on mesh number. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Schematic view of the lines on the vertical center plane (Y = 0) where 

simulated results and experimental data are compared. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Mesh details of a part of the vertical center plane of the computational 

domain (Y = 0): the coarser for wall functions and the finer for the two-layer model. 

 

Consequently, as a compromise between numerical accuracy and cost, two mesh 
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systems involving 1.5 × 106 and 3.5 × 106, respectively, of structured hexahedra cells 

are used to construct the domain for the scenarios using the wall functions and 

two-layer model, respectively. For these two scenarios, the minimum grid widths 

near the domain ground and building edges are 0.004 m (0.032H, 35y ) and 

0.0002 m (0.0016H, y
 at most walls being in the order of 1), respectively, with a 

maximum stretching ratio of 1.18 around the building model. A schematic view of 

the mesh construction can be found in Figure 4.3. 

The boundary conditions at the domain’s lateral sides, ceiling, and outlet as well 

as the surfaces of the building model, as described in Figure 4.1 (b) and Table 4.1, 

are the same for all the cases in this study. To examine the effect of inhomogeneous 

ABL, the rough wall functions are used at the domain ground, and three sets of 

inhomogeneous inlet conditions compared with the homogeneous one (that is, 

following the approach of Gorlé et al. (2009) as described in Section 4.2.2). The 

three sets are: Richards and Hoxey (1993) with fitting k  equation with experimental 

data, Richards and Hoxey (1993) with fitting U  equation with experimental data, 

and a typical power-law type. All these inlet conditions, together with the 

homogeneous one, are listed in Table 4.1. The inlet profiles of Gorlé et al. (2009) are 

obtained by fitting both equations U  and k  with the experimental data, with 

model constants 00075.00 z  m, 374.0* u  m/s, 1 0.025M  , 2 0.41M  , and 

069.0C . For the inlet conditions of Richards and Hoxey (1993), when fitting k , 

00075.00 z m, 4078.0* u  m/s, 069.0C ; and when fitting U , 

00075.00 z  m, 374.0* u  m/s , 069.0C . For the inlet conditions of the 

power-law type, by fitting U , 6HU   m/s, 0.5Hz   m, and 21.0 . To 

examine the effect of near-wall treatment, the rough wall functions and two-layer 

model (see Section 4.2.2), based on the homogeneous inlet conditions of Gorlé et al. 

(2009), are compared in the simulations of the flow and concentration fields. When 

the dispersion is simulated, the tracer gas (CO2) is uniformly released from the four 

source elements with a constant velocity of 0.025 m/s in the X  direction. 

As introduced in Section 2.5.3, the turbulent Schmidt number ( tSc ) has a 

significant influence on the calculation of the concentration equation in the 

simulation of dispersion using RANS models. In this study, the optimal value of tSc  
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Table 4.1 Boundary conditions for examining the effect of inhomogeneous ABL. 

 Gorlé et al. (2009) Power-law type Richards and Hoxey (1993) 
(fitting k  or U ) 

Domain inlet 
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is determined by testing a number of 
tSc  values (0.1-0.9) and comparing the 

simulated concentration fields with experimental data. The value of 0.4 is finally 

selected since it performed best overall in obtaining a field value close to that of the 

experiment. 

For all simulations conducted in this study, the pressure-velocity coupling is held 

by the SIMPLEC algorithm, the pressure interpolation is second order, and both the 

convention and diffusion terms are treated by second-order accuracy discretization 

schemes. Convergence is assumed to be achieved when all the scalar residuals 

reached 1.0 × 10-5 and the solutions of the calculation are stable over dozens of 

iterations. 

 

 

(a) Inlet conditions of Gorlé et al. (2009) 

 

(b) Inlet conditions of power-law type 
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(c) Two sets of inlet conditions of Richards and Hoxey (1993) 

Figure 4.4 Comparison of inlet and incident profiles in the ABL of an empty domain. 

 

4.2.4 Examining the achievement of the horizontal homogeneity of ABL 

Before any numerical investigations began, simulations are conducted with an 

empty computational domain to examine the achievement of the horizontal 

homogeneity of ABL when using the four sets of inlet conditions listed in Table 4.1. 

Figure 4.4 presents the comparison of the inlet and incident profiles. The incident 

section refers to the position where the building will be located. It can be seen from 

Figure 4.4 (a) that the horizontally homogeneous boundary layer is well developed as 

only negligible streamwise gradients emerge in the k  profile, indicating that the 

horizontally homogeneous ABL can be acceptably achieved by using the inlet 

conditions of Gorlé et al. (2009). Note that such a homogeneous ABL is also 

achieved when the roughness modified wall functions are replaced with the rough 

two-layer model. 

Many CFD practitioners use the power-law U  profile and theoretical and/or 

empirical calculated values for k  and   as the inlet conditions, especially when 

there is no experimental information. From Figure 4.4 (b), it can be seen that the k  

and   profiles along the domain length are extremely inhomogeneous. This can be 

attributed to the inconsistency of these inlet profiles with the wall functions as well 

as with the governing equations of the k  models.  

Two different sets of inlet conditions used by Richards and Hoxey (1993) can be 

obtained depending on whether the U  or k  profile is fitted to experimental data. 
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In a later section, we label the one fitting the U  profile as “smaller k ,” and the one 

fitting the k  profile as “larger U .” The comparison of the inlet and incident 

profiles using the two possible sets of inlet conditions is shown in Figure 4.4 (c). 

Although the horizontal homogeneity of both sets are acceptably developed, the U  

or k  profile cannot both represent the experimental data. This incompatibility 

between the U  and k  profile when simulating the same experiment arises because 

the inlet conditions of Richards and Hoxey (1993) are not the exact solutions of the 

governing equations of the k  models. In addition, the constant k  profile is 

always impractical when comparing with experimental observations (Yang et al., 

2009).  

 

Table 4.2 Experimental and numerical reattachment lengths and peak k  ( maxk ) on 

the roof; WF indicates wall functions and TL two-layer model. 

 Case Inlet 
conditions 

Near-wall 
model 

LLR /

  

LLW /

 
maxk  

(m2/s2) 

 

Leitl and 
Schatzmann 
(1998) 

Experiment  0.52 1.8 3.4 

MMK-1 Gorlé et al. 
(2009) 

WF 0.4 3.2 5.5 

MMK-2 Power law WF >1.0 4.8 2.9 

MMK-3 Richards and 
Hoxey (1993): 
smaller k  

WF 0.65 3.6 4.8 

MMK-4 Richards and 
Hoxey (1993): 
larger U  

WF 0.59 3.3 6.0 

MMK-5 Gorlé et al. 
(2009) 

TL 0.45 3.2 4.1 

 

4.2.5 Effect of inhomogeneous ABL 

4.2.5.1 Flow field 

Table 4.2 presents the experimental and numerical reattachment lengths on the 

roof ( RL ) and in the wake ( WL ). Compared with experimental data, the use of the 

X
Z

�

��

��
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Figure 4.5 Comparison of nondimensional velocity along height on the vertical 

central plane. 

 

MMK k  model with the inlet conditions of Gorlé et al. (2009) (homogeneous) 

predicts a shorter reattachment length on the roof and a much larger recirculation 

region in the wake behind the building. Similar results have been demonstrated by 

previous studies using k  models (e.g., Murakami, 1993; Tsuchiya et al., 1997; 

Tominaga et al., 2008a, Tominaga and Stathopoulos, 2009, 2010), which can be 

attributed to the inadequacy of these turbulence models. In general, all the 

simulations identify reverse flow on the roof, except for the case with power-law 

inlet conditions where the lower incident k  and   results in no reattachment on the 

roof. These lower k  and   also significantly lengthen the wake recirculation 

region compared to the homogenous case (from 3.2 to 4.8). Similar findings are 

obtained when the inlet conditions of Richards and Hoxey (1993) with smaller k  

are used. Compared to the homogeneous case, a larger incident U  profile of 
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Richards and Hoxey (1993) can result in a much larger scope of reverse flow on the 

roof and a slightly longer wake recirculation region. Comparison of the two sets of 

inlet conditions of Richards and Hoxey (1993) shows that the one with larger U  

(that is, obtained by fitting k ) predicts the reattachment lengths more closely to the 

homogenous case. 

 

   

  

   

Figure 4.6 Comparison of turbulence kinetic energy k  field on the vertical center 

plane. 

 

Figure 4.5 presents the comparison of nondimensional velocity on the vertical 
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results in a longer recirculation region both on the roof and in the wake. In particular, 

the power-law inlet conditions, which have a much smaller incident k  and   

profiles, give an unrealistic velocity field. This implies that the smaller incident k  

lowers the mixing effect of the momentum around the building. 

Figure 4.6 presents the comparison of the predicted k  field within the vertical 

center planes. The peak of k  for all cases appears in the frontal area on the roof, as 

summarized in the last column of Table 4.2. The predicted k  values around the 

building using the MMK k  model are much larger than those from 

experimental data. Compared to the homogeneous case (Gorlé et al., 2009), the lower 

incident k  values, given by the power-law inlet conditions, result directly in the 

underestimation of the k  field. This observation is also supported by the prediction 

using the inlet conditions of Richards and Hoxey (1993) with smaller k . It is this 

lower k  field that enlarges the recirculation regions on the roof and in the wake, 

since the lateral momentum diffusions consequently become small in the cases of 

lower incident k  (Tominaga et al., 2008a) and the lower velocity fluctuations 

reduce momentum mixing. However, the larger incident U  profile increases the k  

field, owing to the simultaneous increase in the fluctuating velocity components, 'u , 

'v , 'w .  

 

4.2.5.2 Concentration field 

The distribution of the nondimensional concentration ( CK ) on the vertical center 

plane is shown in Figure 4.7. In general, the MMK k  model with standard wall 

functions acceptably predicts the concentration field, except in the wake where the 

concentration is underestimated. An obvious reason for this is the overprediction of 

the wake size, leading to dilution of the concentration in the recirculation region as 

well as limiting of the streamwise diffusion in the ground level. This demonstrates 

that accurate prediction of the velocity field is not sufficient to obtain an accurate 

concentration field. Essentially, the parameters governing the pollutant transport, 

such as the turbulent diffusion coefficient (    /9/8/ 2
0 kCScD ttt  ), should also 

be accurately predicted. It is evident that a reasonable calculation of the tD  is based 

on a correctly predicted turbulence field. However, due to the inherent inability of 
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k  models to predict the fluctuating velocity components and, in turn, the 

turbulence diffusions, an accurate turbulence field cannot be reproduced. By 

comparing the results produced by using different inlet conditions, it is obvious that 

the lower incident k  values accelerate the dispersion of the concentration in the 

streamwise direction and thus result in a higher concentration field on the vertical 

center plane. This seems to contradict the common knowledge that the turbulent 

diffusion coefficient 
tD  reduces with the decrease of k , when one ignores the fact 

that the turbulence dissipation rate   is also significantly reduced. The acceleration 

of the U  profile slightly overpredicts the concentration field in the region around 

the building height, but slightly underpredicts at ground level. The overprediction 

can be explained by the fact that the increased momentum diffusion enhances the 

concentration diffusion towards the streamwise direction, while the underprediction 

is due to the larger recirculation region produced. 

   

   

Figure 4.7 Comparison of the nondimensional concentration along height on the 

vertical central plane. 
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4.2.6 Effect of near-wall treatment 

Based on the inlet conditions of Gorlé et al. (2009), the effect of near-wall 

treatment is examined by comparing the wall functions and two-layer model in the 

prediction of the flow and concentration fields. From Table 4.2, it can be seen that, 

excluding the effect of the horizontal inhomogeneity of ABL, the use of the two-layer 

model on the domain ground predicts a more accurate reattachment length on the 

roof than does the use of wall functions, although they give the same recirculation 

region in the wake. This should be attributed to the fact that the use of the two-layer 

model effectively lowers the peak of k  on the roof and produces a more realistic k  

field around the building, as shown in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.6. A comparison of the 

nondimensional velocity and concentration is presented in Figure 4.8. The two-layer 

model slightly improves the prediction of the velocity field in the region around the 

building height, by decreasing the momentum and turbulence mixing. These 

improvements lead to a better concentration field, as shown in Figure 4.8. It is worth 

noting that the last plot in Figure 4.8 shows a comparison of the concentration on a 

horizontal line. As suggested by Gorlé et al. (2010), the scale of the lateral separation 

bubbles largely governs the upstream dispersion of the pollutant. This implies that 

the two-layer model contributes to producing smaller but more realistic separation 

bubbles in the lateral sides. However, even if the two-layer model is used to resolve 

the near-wall viscous region, the concentration field near the ground is still 

underestimated. This can be explained by the overprediction of the recirculation 

region in the wake using the k  model. 
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of the nondimensional velocity and concentration predicted 

using the wall functions and two-layer model. 
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Table 4. 3 Percentage deviations of incident profiles and numerical solutions 

between Gorlé et al. (2009) and other types of inlet conditions. 

 Variables Gorlé et 
al. 
(2009): 
basic 
case 

Power-law 
type 

Richards 
and 
Hoxey 
(1993): 
smaller 
k  

Richards 
and 
Hoxey 
(1993): 
larger 
U  

Gorlé et 
al. (2009): 
two-layer 
model 

Incident 
profiles 

U  0% 0% 0% +9.1% 0% 

k  0% -60.1% -13.9% 0% 0% 

  0% -70.1% 0% 0% 0% 

Reattachment 
lengths 

LLR /  0% >150% 62.5% 47.5% 12.5% 

LLW /  0% 50% 12.5% 3.1% 3.1% 

Peak of k  maxk  0% -47.3% -12.7% 9.1% -25.4% 

Velocity at 
the height of 
building 

refH UU /  0% -94.3% -27.8% -26.4% -7.3% 

Concentration 
at the height 
of building  

HCK ,  0% 107.4% 23.5% 13.7% -7.9% 

 

4.2.8 Summary 

This section investigates the effect of the inhomogeneous ABL and the near-wall 

treatment on the RANS simulation of flow and dispersion around an isolated 

building. The RANS model is validated against two sets of high-quality wind tunnel 

experimental data. Using the logarithmic-law inlet conditions, the homogeneous 

ABL is developed based on both standard wall functions and roughness-modified 

two-layer model. The k  and   profiles of the commonly used power-law inlet 

conditions decelerate substantially throughout the domain length, although the U  

profile is well retained. 

Generally, the effect of the inhomogeneous ABL on the prediction of flow and 

dispersion fields is significant. Establishing an accurate turbulence field is very 

important for the correct prediction of both flow and concentration fields. The lower 

incident k  profile results in a longer reattachment length on the roof and a larger 
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recirculation region in the wake, but obviously produces a lower k  field around the 

obstacle. This reduces concentration mixing in the lateral directions, which results in 

the concentrated distribution of pollutant in the streamwise direction. Around the 

height of the building, the velocity and concentration predicted by using the lower 

incident k  profile are lowered and heightened, respectively. The magnitude of these 

changes depends on the percentage reduction in the incident k  profile from the inlet 

condition. The larger incident U  profile enlarges the reattachment lengths and 

raises the k  field, which produces similar effects on the velocity and concentration 

fields as the lower k .  

Attention should also be paid to the effect of the near-wall treatment on the 

prediction of flow and dispersion. The use of the two-layer model to solve the 

near-wall viscous sublayer clearly improves the prediction of both flow and 

dispersion, since it incorporates the low-Reynolds-number effect of the near-wall 

region into the calculation of the entire turbulent flow field. However, the time used 

for mesh and iteration of the two-layer model is around five times that of the wall 

functions for the current model. 

 

4.3 Large-eddy simulation of flow and dispersion around an isolated building 

4.3.1 Computational settings and validation: reference case 

The experimental model used here is the same with that described in Section 4.2.3. 

The LES method is described in Section 2.5. This section describes the detailed 

computational settings that are used to reproduce the wind tunnel experiments. The 

numerical results are then compared with the measured data for validation purposes. 

The numerical settings used in this section are treated as the reference case for the 

subsequent analyses of influencing factors. Note that the standard Smagorinsky-Lilly 

model is used in this section and the Smagorinsky constant SC  is set as 0.1.  

 

4.3.1.1 Computational domain and mesh generation 

The building model is placed in a computational domain. The domain dimensions 

are the same with those selected in Section 4.2.3, except for the upstream distance. It 

is set to 4H, which is less than that suggested by the best practice guidelines for 
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RANS modeling. The selection of a smaller upstream distance is based on the 

consideration that a larger distance could cause an inhomogeneous problem for the 

ABL in the domain (Blocken et al., 2007). Using the same mesh generation method 

as that in Section 4.2.3, a mesh system of around 3.5 × 106 structured hexahedral 

cells is constructed, with a minimum grid width of 0.0002 m (0.0016 H ) and a 

maximum stretching ratio of 1.18 near the building surfaces and domain ground. 

Such a minimum grid width leads to the y   values at most building surfaces and 

domain ground being in the order of 1.  

 

4.3.1.2 Boundary conditions 

The inlet boundary conditions of the domain are prescribed by the profiles of the 

mean wind speed U , turbulence kinetic energy k , and turbulence dissipation rate 

 , as indicated by the inlet conditions of Gorlé et al. (2009) listed in Table 4.1. The 

coefficients in these equations are determined by fitting them with the experimental 

data; eventually they are 0 0.00075z  m, * 0.374u  m/s , 1 0.025M  , 2 0.41M  , 

and 0.069C  . Note that here C  is only a constant, which has no relationship 

with the LES model. Based on the predefined k  and   profiles, the fluctuation in 

the mean velocity profile at the inlet plane is randomly generated using the Vortex 

method (Mathey et al., 2006) with 190 vortices. The boundary conditions at the 

domain’s lateral sides, ceiling and outlet as well as building surfaces are the same 

with those listed in Table 4.1. The domain ground is simply defined as wall. As no 

existing formula for the LES model takes into account the roughness of walls, no 

special treatment is used for the domain ground. When the dispersion is simulated, 

the tracer gas (CO2) is uniformly released from the four source elements with a 

constant velocity of 0.025 m/s in the X  direction. No perturbations are considered 

for the emissions of tracer gas. The turbulent Schmidt number ( tSc ) for the large 

eddies is directly and dynamically calculated. However, for the SGS motion, the 

( SGSSc ) number still needs to be decided. Here, a value of 0.4 is specified for SGSSc . 

 

4.3.1.3 Solution methods 
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The initial condition of the transient simulation is a converged mean flow field that 

is generated by a RANS model. The transient flow and concentration fields are 

computed simultaneously. The discretization method for the pressure and diffusive 

terms are a second-order scheme, whereas a second-order bounded 

central-differencing scheme is used for the convective term. A second-order implicit 

scheme is used for temporal discretization. Finally, the pressure-velocity coupling 

method is SIMPLEC. The time step size in nondimensional form ( * / HHt t U    ) 

is 0.48 and the mean flow and concentration fields are obtained based on averaging 

during 1200 *t . The convergence of each time step is achieved when both the 

spatially averaged wind speed and CO2 concentration at the opening of the test room 

are stable for at least five iterations.  

 

   

   

Figure 4.9 Comparison of measured and simulated mean velocity profiles. 
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Figure 4.10 Comparison of measured and simulated mean concentration profiles. 
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immediately downstream of the building (see X=0.075 m). In regions further 

downstream of the building, the CFD simulation slightly overpredicts the 

concentration values at the building height level (around Z=0.125 m). These 

overpredictions may be attributed to the underprediction of mass diffusions, which is 

analyzed in detail in the next section.  

 

4.3.2 Sensitivity analyses of the computational parameters 

Based on the reference case, detailed analyses of the seven influencing factors are 

conducted. A summary of the influencing factors is presented in Table 4.4, with the 

reference case highlighted. 

 

   

   

Figure 4.11 Effect of upstream distance of computational domain on mean velocity 

and concentration fields. 
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Table 4.4 Summary of influencing factors analyzed in this study, with the reference case highlighted. 

Upstream distance 
of domain 

(Section 4.3.2.1) 

Mesh resolution 
of domain 

(Section 4.3.2.2) 

Length of 
sampling period 

(Section 4.3.2.3) 

Fluctuating 
velocity algorithm 

(Section 4.3.2.4) 

Subgrid-scale 
Schmidt number 

(Section 4.3.2.5) 

Subgrid-scale 
model 

(Section 4.3.2.6) 

Smagorinsky 
constant 

(Section 4.3.2.7) 

4H 1.6y   *1200 t  VM-190 0.4SGSSc   SSL 0.1SC   

1H 3.4y    *400 t  NP 0.2SGSSc   DSL 0.12SC   

2H 7.1y    *800 t  SS 0.3SGSSc   WALE 0.15SC   

3H 13.8y    *2000 t  VM-150 0.5SGSSc   DKE  

5H 25.4y     VM-230    
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4.3.2.1 Effect of upstream distance of computational domain 

The selection of the upstream distance between building and domain inlet should 

balance two issues. A small upstream distance may result in interference in the 

development of inflow (Franke et al., 2007; Tominaga et al., 2008b); a large 

upstream distance, however, may cause unintended horizontal gradients in the flow 

variables and in turn an inhomogeneous ABL in the computational domain. Both 

issues could deteriorate the accuracy of the simulated results. This section analyzes 

the influence of upstream distance. In addition to the upstream distance of 4H used in 

the reference case, four more computational domains with different upstream 

distances (namely, 1H, 2H, 3H, and 5H) are created for comparison. As shown in 

Figure 4.11, the influence of upstream distance on mean velocity and concentration 

fields is not obvious, except for the upstream distance of 1H, which results in some 

discrepancies in both velocity and concentration fields. These results imply that an 

upstream distance down to 2H does not obviously interfere with flow and up to 5H 

does not result in obvious horizontal gradients in the flow.  

 

 

Figure 4.12 Schematic view of a part of the five different mesh systems (side view). 
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Figure 4.12. These are obtained by increasing the height of the first cells in the 

reference case while leaving the stretching ratio unchanged. Given that a near-wall 

cell with y  larger than 30 is generally considered to fall into the fully turbulent 

outer layer that is outside the viscous-affected inner layer (Fluent, 2010), the coarsest 

mesh is defined as having an average y  of 25.4, which is less than 30. 

 

   

   

Figure 4.13 Effect of mesh resolution on mean velocity and concentration fields. 
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turbulent fluxes, with the former normally the dominant transport process (Gousseau 

et al., 2012; Tominaga and Stathopoulos, 2010; Gousseau et al., 2011). The 

convective flux at a specific location is defined as the product of local mean velocity 

and local mean concentration; it is < ^u >< Kc> for the streamwise direction and <

^v >< Kc > for the spanwise direction. Figure 4.14 presents the comparison of 

streamwise convective flux, < ^w >< Kc>, which confirms that a coarser mesh may 

perform better than a finer mesh. Some previous studies have found this inconsistent 

relationship between mesh resolution and accuracy of results (Gousseau et al., 2013, 

Celik et al., 2005; Klein, 2005; Meyers et al., 2003). They pointed out that modeling 

and numerical errors in some scenarios may have opposite signs and thus may cancel 

each other out, significantly decreasing the total error on a coarser mesh system, 

which could be less than that on a finer mesh system.  

 

 

Figure 4.14 Effect of mesh resolution on streamwise convective flux, < ^u >< Kc>. 
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Figure 4.15 Effect of length of sampling period on mean velocity and concentration 

field; character ‘s’ in the legend represents *t . 
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the inlet velocity profiles are compared. Figure 4.16 presents the evolution of the 

dimensionless velocity components ( ^ / bu u U , ^ / bv v U , ^ / bw w U ) at the 

height of the building near the inlet plane with time. The velocity components are 

almost constant over time when the NP algorithm is used, whereas they have the 

largest fluctuating intensities under the VM algorithm, although their average values 

are almost the same. The velocity fluctuations are quantified using the standard 

deviations ( ^u
 ) of the streamwise velocity component ^u  (see Figure 4.16). The 

 

 

Figure 4.16 Comparison of the fluctuating characteristics of inlet velocity when 

using different inflow fluctuating algorithms; the full names of the legends can be 

found in Section 2.5.2.3. 
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Figure 4.17 Effect of inflow fluctuating algorithm on mean velocity field; the full 

names of the legends can be found in Section 2.5.2.3; 190, 150 and 230 are number 

of vortices. 
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different inflow fluctuating algorithms. The results show that the influence of the 

number of vortices in VM on the predicted velocity field is negligible. The velocity 

fields given by NP and SS are almost the same; however, they deviate from the 

experimental data in some areas. Owing to the no or lower perturbations imposed on 

the inlet velocity profile, the NP and SS predict an unreasonable reverse vortex near 

the ground in the upstream region (see X=-0.132 m) and underpredict velocity 

magnitudes in regions both above and downstream of the building, although the size 

of the recirculation region in the wake is not obviously affected. The underprediction 

of velocity above the building roof means an inaccurate prediction of roof 

reattachment. Saathoff et al. (1995) have analyzed the effect of free-stream 

fluctuation intensity on the location of shear layer reattachment on building surfaces. 

They pointed out that an approaching flow with lower fluctuations may lead to a 

larger reverse vortex on the roof, delaying the roof reattachment point.  

   

   

Figure 4.18 Effect of inflow fluctuating algorithm on the concentration field; the 

legends mean the same with those on Figure 4.17. 
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Figure 4.19 Effect of inflow fluctuating algorithm on streamwise convective flux, <

^u >< Kc >. 

 

4.3.2.4.3 Concentration field 

Figure 4.18 presents the comparison of the mean concentration profiles produced 

using different inflow fluctuating algorithms. Again, the number of vortices in the 

VM algorithm does not have an obvious influence on the concentration field. The 

lower velocity values given by the NP and SS (see Figure 4.17) algorithms directly 

result in an overprediction of concentration in the downstream region. However, the 

essential reason for such an overprediction should be the lower mass and momentum 

mixings due to the low-fluctuation inflow conditions. Figure 4.19 shows the 

comparison of streamwise convective flux, where the negative fluxes indicate reverse 

flows of concentration. It can be seen that the use of NP and SS algorithms leads to a 

stronger and longer negative-flux region along the streamwise direction (see Figure 

4.19 (a)). Gousseau et al. (2011, 2012) have analyzed such negative-flux 

phenomenon and the counter-gradient mechanism that describes mass flux from a 

low-concentration region to a high-concentration region. This negative-flux region 
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Figure 4.20 Contour of streamwise convective flux; dashed red lines mark the 

interfaces with flux equal to zero; arrows indicate flux directions; and ‘(+)’ ‘(-)’ 

indicate sign of flux. 

 

greatly avoids the streamwise diffusion of concentration and thus retains high 

concentration values (see Figure 4.18). To ensure mass conservation, the use of NP 

and SS algorithms gives stronger streamwise concentration fluxes in the symmetrical 

lateral regions (see Figure 4.19 (b)). Figure 4.20 illustrates the contours of the 

streamwise convective fluxes on both a vertical and a horizontal plane. These 

contours clearly show that the use of a NP algorithm significantly lowers the mass 

mixing effect in the wake and in turn produces a much larger high-concentration 

negative-flux region.  
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To calculate the SGS turbulent mass flux, a Schmidt number for the SGS motion 

( SGSSc ) is usually required (Fluent, 2010). Few previous studies have examined the 

effect of SGSSc  on concentration transport (Tominaga and Stathopoulos, 2007). In 

Ansys Fluent (2010), the default value of SGSSc  is 0.4, and other studies (e.g., 

Tominaga et al., 1997) have used 0.5. This section analyzes the influence of SGSSc  

on the mean concentration field; Figure 4.21 presents the results. It can be observed 

that the influence of SGSSc  on concentration field is almost negligible. A 

comparison of the spanwise convective mass flux finds that a larger SGSSc  can 

provide a longer negative-flux region along the streamwise direction (no figure 

presented). 

 

   

   

Figure 4.21 Effect of SGS Schmidt number on mean concentration field; ‘Sc’ 

represents SGSSc . 
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Figure 4.22 Effect of SGS model on mean velocity and concentration fields; the full 

names of the legends can be found in Section 2.5.2.2. 

 

4.3.2.6 Effect of SGS model 

The SGS models described in Section 2.5.2.2 are compared in this section. As 

shown in Figure 4.22, the influence of the SGS model is not obvious in predicting 

velocity and concentration fields around the building. This study finds that the DSL 

model shows some computational instability and a small deficiency in predicting 

near-wall flows (see X=-0.132 m), which supports the findings of Iizuka and Kondo 

(2004). To treat the stability problem, this study uses a larger time step size in each 

time step; this uses around 30% more computational time than the SSL model. 

Theoretically, as explained in Section 2.5.2.2, the WALE and DKE models should be 

more accurate than the SSL model. However, the simulated results do not show this, 

probably because the flow problem considered in this study is not appropriate for 
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examining their superiorities. For example, the WALE model is particularly powerful 

for predicting flow problems with strong wall effects, such as cavity flows (Barhaghi 

and Davidson, 2007; Ben-Cheikh et al., 2012). In addition, as modeling error is 

always convoluted with numerical error in the LES context, improved predictions 

might not be achieved by using advanced SGS models and/or numerical methods 

(Meyers et al., 2003; Geurts and Fröhlich, 2002). Overall, the SSL model that is used 

most frequently in the literature is an appropriate choice for the simulation of flow 

and dispersion in built environments. 

 

   

   

Figure 4.23 Effect of SC  on mean velocity and concentration fields. 
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calculation of turbulent viscosity (Fluent, 2010). There is no universal constant for 

SC , which can be different for different flow problems. A higher value of SC  may 

cause excessive damping to large-scale fluctuations when transitional flows are 

present, as in near-wall flows. In addition to 0.1SC  , this section compares SC  

values of 0.12 and 0.15. Figure 4.23 presents the results. Changing SC  within the 

range of 0.1-0.15 does not have an obvious effect on the flow and concentration 

fields, except that the use of 0.15 overpredicts concentration values in ground level 

regions (see X=0.15 m). This suggests that further increasing the value of SC  is not 

reasonable for the present flow problem. Given that a DSL model with a dynamically 

computed SC  does not necessarily improve the accuracy of the results (see Section 

4.3.2.6), a constant SC  of 0.1 is an appropriate choice for the modeling of flow and 

dispersion in built environments. 

 

4.3.3 Summary 

This section presents an investigation of the factors that influence flow and 

dispersion around an isolated building in a LES model. The LES model is validated 

against two sets of high-fidelity wind tunnel experimental data. Both velocity and 

concentration fields predicted with the reference settings show very good agreements 

with the experimental data, confirming the high accuracy of the LES model. The 

influencing factors analyzed are upstream distance, mesh resolution, sampling period, 

inflow condition, SGS model, SGS Schmidt number, and Smagorinsky constant. To 

the best of the author’s knowledge, the analyses of these influencing factors has not 

(or not comprehensively) been reported in previous studies. These analyses lead to 

the following observations. 

(a) The upstream distances of 3H, 4H, and 5H do not show obvious differences in 

terms of the accuracy of mean velocity and concentration fields.  

(b) Varying y   within the range of 0-30 does not obviously change the velocity 

field, but it greatly changes the concentration field. This suggests that the 

concentration field is more sensitive to mesh resolution, as the concentration field is 

generally governed by more complex transport mechanisms than the velocity field. A 

finer mesh does not necessarily guarantee a better result. A mesh system with an 
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average y  around 1-2 is recommended.  

(c) A sampling period of 400 *t  is sufficiently long to produce a stable velocity 

field, but 1200 *t  is required to achieve a stable concentration field. This again 

suggests that different variables may have completely different sensitivities to the 

same influencing factor. 

(d) The fluctuating intensity of the velocity components provided by the Spectral 

synthesizer is less than a half of that provided by the Vortex method. The use of the 

Vortex method generates accurate velocity and concentration fields, whereas the use 

of Spectral synthesizer results in inaccurate momentum and mass mixings around the 

building. This should be an important finding, as the latter is frequently used in 

similar studies.  

(e) The effect of the SGS Schmidt number ( SGSSc ) on mass flux is almost 

negligible. The value of 0.4 is appropriate.  

(f) The effect of an SGS model on velocity and concentration fields is not obvious. 

The standard Smagorinsky-Lilly model is appropriate.  

(g) The Smagorinsky constant ( SC ) of 0.1 is suggested for the standard 

Smagorinsky-Lilly model. A large value of SC  (0.15 or larger) overpredicts 

concentration values at the ground level, as it causes excessive damping of 

large-scale fluctuations. 

 

4.4 Potential of using reduced-scale models in CFD simulations 

4.4.1 Theoretical analysis 

This section takes the k   model of RANS simulation as an example to test 

the hypothesis that the use of reduced-scale models in CFD simulations can save 

numerical resources. The findings are also applicable to other RANS models and 

LES models. For a k   turbulence model, there are two commonly used near-wall 

treatment approaches: the standard wall functions and the two-layer model. The 

standard wall functions work best with first cells not only being in the fully turbulent 

outer region but also being close to the viscosity-affected inner region, namely with 

the y
 value of first cells larger than but close to 30 (Casey and Wintergerste, 2000; 
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Blocken et al., 2007). Meanwhile, the two-layer model requires a very fine near-wall 

mesh (i.e., with y
 close to 1) to resolve the inner region with a one-equation 

model (Wolfshtein, 1969). Fulfilling these requirements is a basic prerequisite of a 

successful CFD simulation.  

As an indicator of near-wall mesh density, the nondimensional distance y
 is 

defined as: 

P P

t

u y
y


                            (4.21) 

where 
Py  the distance between the centroid ( P ) of a first cell and its closest wall, 

Pu  is the velocity at P , and t  the kinematic viscosity. For equilibrium boundary 

layers, Pu  is equal to the friction velocity *u , which can be computed by: 

* 1 4 1 2
Pu C k                           (4.22) 

where C  is a model constant and 
Pk  the turbulence kinetic energy at P . 

Substituting Equation (4.22) into (4.21) obtains: 

1 4 1 2
P P

t

C k y
y 


                          (4.23) 

Under a specific condition, C  and t  are constants, and thus only 
Pk  and 

Py  

are variables that may influence y
. 

 

 

Figure 4.24 Comparison of 
Py  between a full-scale case and its reduced-scale case, 

which use the same mesh system except for a scaling factor of  . 

 

Py y Py y

(a) Full scale (b) Reduced scale

P P
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Based on similarity criteria, CFD simulations on a full-scale model and its 

reduced-scale model (assuming a scaling factor of  ) should use the same 

nondimensional inflow conditions, namely the same nondimensional mean velocity 

( HU U ), turbulence kinetic energy (
2
Hk U ), and dissipation rate (

3( H) HU  ). Here 

the same reference velocity at the building height ( HU ) is used in the two cases to 

facilitate analysis. It is interesting to consider a scenario in which both cases have the 

same mesh number and mesh arrangement — in other words, they use the same mesh 

system except for a scaling factor of  . Obviously, there is a factor of   in 
Py  

between the two cases (see Figure 4.24). In addition, because the two cases have the 

same 
2
Hk U  profile and HU , the two cases should have the same 

Pk . Therefore, 

according to Equation (4.23), the y
 value of a near-wall cell in the reduced-scale 

case should be theoretically 1   of that of the full-scale case. This implies that 

fewer cells are needed for a reduced-scale model to achieve a target y
 than in the 

full-scale model, and thus the reduced-scale model has the potential to save 

numerical sources. 

In this deduction, there is no doubt that the factor   in 
Py  is between the 

full-scale case and its reduced-scale case. However, several factors may influence the 

relationship of 
Pk  between the two cases. In particular, owing to the change of y

, 

the position of P  may shift from a viscosity-affected layer to a fully turbulent layer 

or the converse. Such a change in position could result in different predictions for 

Pk , considering the fact that different computing methods are used in different 

layers.  

In addition, with the same HU , different model scales correspond to different 

Reynolds numbers. Even though Reynolds numbers are independent, behaviors of 

small eddies could be different under different Reynolds numbers (Lim et al., 2007). 

This could also result in different predictions of 
Pk  because near-wall regions 

contain a large number of small eddies. Therefore, the real difference in y
 

between a full-scale case and its reduced-scale case is probably not accounted for by 

 . This is further examined in Section 4.4.3.1. 
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4.4.2 CFD simulations: case setup 

The geometrical model, modeling and numerical methods used here are the same 

with those described in Section 4.2.3. Note that the inlet profiles of Gorlé et al. (2009) 

and the two-layer model are used, and thus the mesh number is 3.5 × 106. This 

section only presents the case setup. Table 4.5 summarizes the cases that are created 

to examine the influence of model scale on near-wall y
 values and prediction 

accuracy of the velocity field. The numerical reproduction of the wind tunnel 

experiment, as described in Section 4.2.3, is treated as a reference case (Case A). 

Directly scaling up the building model, mesh system, and computational domain by 

factors of 4, 13.3, and 200 obtains Cases B, C, and D, respectively. Note that Cases A, 

B, C, and D have the same mesh number and mesh arrangement method. Cases B, C, 

and D are conducted using the same numerical method as Case A, except for the inlet 

boundary conditions. As mentioned before, the same dimensionless velocity ( HU U ), 

turbulence kinetic energy (
2
Hk U ), and dissipation rate (

3( ) HH U  ) are used at the 

domain inlet in the four cases. As a result, the roughness and model coefficients for 

Case B are: 0 0.003z  m, 0.008SK  m, * 0.374u  m/s, 1 0.0228M  , and 

2 0.3738M  ; for Case C are: 0 0.01z  m, 0.027SK  m, * 0.374u  m/s, 

1 0.02117M  , and 2 0.3472M  ; and for Case D are: 0 0.15z  m, 0.4SK  m, 

* 0.374u  m/s, 1 0.0183M  , and 2 0.2992M  . Note that the HU  is 6 m/s.  For 

these cases, Reynolds independence is checked and is achieved.  

 

Table 4.5 A summary of cases created to examine the influence of model scale. 

Case A B C D E 

Model scale 1:200 1:50 1:15 1:1 1:1 

Mesh number (× 106) 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 6.4 
 

An additional case (Case E) is created, which is the same with Case D, except for 

its mesh system. Based on the same stretching ratio of Case D, the mesh system of 

Case E is greatly refined by increasing the mesh number by 83.5%. The intention of 

creating Case E is to quantitatively test reduced-scale models’ potential to save 

numerical resources. 
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4.4.3 CFD simulations: results and analyses 

4.4.3.1 Influence of model scale on near-wall y
 values and numerical 

accuracy  

Table 4.6 presents the average y
 values on building surfaces and domain 

ground for Cases A, B, C, and D. With the same mesh number, scaling up the model 

can increase the average y
 value, which is supported by the previous theoretical 

analysis. However, their increasing ratios are not equal to, but less than, the 

corresponding increasing ratios of model scale. Table 4.6 shows the relationship of 

the two types of increasing ratios, indicated by  . The inconsistency between the 

two types of increasing ratios should be attributed to the different Pk  values given 

by different model scales, as theoretically analyzed in Section 4.4.1.  

 

Table 4.6 Influence of model scale on average y
 value on building surfaces and 

domain ground.   is the ratio of the increasing ratio of y
 and the increasing 

ratio of model scale, based on Case A.  

Cases A B C D 

Average y
 1.6 5.4 15.6 180.1 

  (%) - 84.4 73.1 56.3 

 

Comparison of y
 values clearly shows that an increase of model scale shifts the 

centroids of first cells far away from walls and in turn coarsens the near-wall mesh. 

Typically, the full-scale case (Case D) has a very coarse near-wall mesh density 

( 180.1y  ) that cannot be applied to a near-wall model like the two-layer model.  

Meanwhile, the reduced-scale case (Case A) has a sufficiently fine near-wall mesh 

( 1.6y  ) to be applied to the two-layer model to resolve the viscosity-affected 

inner layer, even if the two cases have the same mesh number. This implies that more 

cells must be added to a full-scale case to generate the same y
 value with a 

reduced-scale case. Again, this suggests that the use of a reduced-scale model 

benefits from using fewer cells to achieve a target y
 value. 
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Figure 4.25 Mean velocity values predicted using different model scales with the 

same mesh number. 

 

Figure 4.25 presents the comparison of mean velocity values predicted using 

different model scales, where the experimental data is also plotted for validation 

purposes. It shows that the simulated results of the reference case (Case A) fit well 

with the experimental data, except in the wake region (see X=0.15 m). This 

deficiency should be attributed to the inherent underperformance of k   models 

(Murakami, 1998), which has been analyzed in Section 3.4.1. Owing to increased 

y
 values, using large-scale models leads to deviations of simulated results from the 

experimental data, especially in the levels of the roofs of buildings and domain 

ground. It is clear that results predicted by Case D become unacceptable. It is 

believed that the mesh system of Case D must be refined to allow a better prediction 

of the near-wall flow. This indicates that the use of a full-scale model requires more 

cells to attain the same prediction accuracy as a reduced-scale model. 
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4.4.3.2 Reduced-scale models’ potential to save numerical resources 

The above sections demonstrate qualitatively that there is a potential to save on 

numerical resources by using reduced-scale models. This section explores this 

potential quantitatively by evaluating the mesh number, y
 values, and prediction 

accuracy of the refined full-scale case (Case E). The average y
 value generated by 

Case E is 16.3. Comparing Case E with Case D shows that an increase of 83.5% in 

the mesh number decreases the average y
 value by 90.9%. It is found that the 

velocity field given by Case E is very close to that given by Case C (i.e., the 1:15 

reduced-scale case), which should be attributed to the similar y
 value of the two 

cases. The comparisons above provide a quantitative understanding of the number of 

cells required to refine a full-scale case to achieve the same y
 value and prediction 

accuracy with its reduced-scale case. Obviously, further refining the mesh system of 

Case E to decrease its y
 value to that of Case A should require a large number of 

additional cells, demonstrating reduced-scale models’ large potential to save 

numerical resources.  

However, this refinement work is not conducted here because it should be just a 

mesh independence test and is thus not the interest of this study. In addition, the 

exact number of cells that can be saved with a reduced-scale model is highly 

problem-dependent. Factors like the scaling factor, the target y
 value, and the 

complexity of the flow problem can influence this number.  

 

4.4.4 Discussion 

This section focuses on discussing the limitations of using reduced-scale models 

in CFD simulations. The possible changes of CFD treatment associated with using 

reduced-scale models are also discussed. 

The use of reduced-scale models in CFD simulations holds almost all limitations 

and disadvantages of reduced-scale wind tunnel experiments. The main disadvantage 

of using reduced-scale models in many practical problems is the difficulty of 

fulfilling similarity requirements. For any specific flow problem, strictly obeying 

important similarity criteria is the basic prerequisite of using reduced-scale models in 
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CFD simulations. 

In the simulations of environmental processes in complex urban areas that consist 

of many constructions with different dimensions, largely scaling down the physical 

model may lead to disappearance of some small constructions aerodynamically, 

which, however, could have significant influences on the simulated results in a target 

area. Specifically, based on a same wind speed, a fully rough regime at a full-scale 

model could be changed to a transitional or even a hydrodynamically smooth regime 

due to the reduction of roughness heights. With regard to this concern, similarity 

criteria should be ensured based on not only the target buildings but also those 

surrounding constructions of pronounced influences. 

When scaling down a full-scale model to a reduced-scale model in CFD 

simulations, the changed mesh resolution, in terms of near-wall y
 values, may 

demand for a different near-wall treatment method. As shown in Section 4.4.3.1, 

based on the same mesh number and mesh arrangement, scaling down the building 

model could significantly lower the near-wall y
 value, depending on the scaling 

factor. For example, the full-scale model (Case D) has an average y
 value of 180.1, 

while its 1:200 reduced-scale model (Case A) has an average y
 value of 1.6. Such 

a large decrease in y
 value substantially changes the location of the first cells from 

fully turbulent region to viscous affected laminar region. In this circumstance, the 

commonly used standard wall functions that are appropriate to the full-scale case are 

no longer valid to the reduced-scale case. For those cases with very low y
 values, 

advanced near-wall models, such as the two-layer model, should be used.  

In addition, this study only discusses the time independent scenarios. For time 

dependent scenarios, one important aspect is the requirement of limiting Courant 

number to maintain stability (Fluent, 2010).  At a certain local wind speed, Courant 

number is proportional to the time used to traverse a cell and is inversely 

proportional to the cell size. Courant number would not be changed by using a 

reduced-scale model when linear equations are solved, as the flow traverses a smaller 

computational domain faster. However, for the nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations 

corresponding to boundary layers and separation regions, the computational domain 

should have regions with parabolic, elliptic and even hyperbolic flow patterns 
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simultaneously. In such circumstances, in order to maintain stability at a 

reduced-scale model, the time step size must decrease by the second power or even 

third power of the cell size. This significant decrease in time step size may be 

impractical in CFD simulations, which will limit the use of reduced-scale models.  

 

4.4.5 Summary 

Theoretical analysis and numerical case study are employed to examine the 

hypothesis that reduced-scale models for CFD simulations of wind flow and related 

processes save numerical resources. This hypothesis is found to be correct. 

Reduced-scale models require fewer cells than a full-scale model to achieve a target 

near-wall mesh density (in terms of y
).  

Theoretically, the smaller a model, the more numerical resources can be saved. 

However, reduced-scale models must not violate similarity criteria. Reduced-scale 

models’ potential to save numerical resources is generally very large, depending 

mainly on the scaling factor, the target y
 value, and the flow problem.  
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Chapter 5  

Quality assessment and improvement of CFD simulation of 

single-sided natural ventilation 

 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the quality assessment and improvement of CFD simulation 

of single-sided natural ventilation. The sensitivity of several important computational 

parameters is investigated. Special attention is given to the independence of the 

near-wall mesh density, a topic that has rarely been studied before. A method is 

proposed that increases the near-wall mesh density by doubling only the first cells, 

with no changes to the other non-near-wall cells. The integration and the tracer gas 

decay methods are examined using both LES and RANS turbulence models under 

five different wind directions (with a 45o interval), since the performance of 

single-sided ventilation as a function of the wind direction is still unclear. In addition, 

the best combination, namely the LES model plus tracer gas decay method, is used to 

investigate the fluctuating characteristics of single-sided natural ventilation under 

various wind directions. Special attention is given to determining the dominant 

contributor (mean flow or fluctuating flow) of the ventilation rate under various wind 

directions. The full-scale measurements of the single-sided ventilation rate conducted 

by Dascalaki et al. (1996) are used to validate these studies. 

 

5.2 CFD prediction of single-sided ventilation 

5.2.1 Description of single-sided ventilation measurements 

Four full-scale measurements of the single-sided ventilation rate were conducted 

by Dascalaki et al. (1996) in a PASSYS (passive solar components and systems 

testing) Test Cell, which is a fully equipped outdoor facility for thermal and solar 

monitoring (Vandaele and Wouters, 1994). The test cell was divided into two rooms, 

as shown in Figure 5.1; ventilation measurements were carried out in the smaller 

room (hereafter the “test room”), with the larger room sealed. The tracer gas 

concentration decay technique, using N2O, was used to measure ventilation rates. 

This chapter focuses on one of the four measurements, which had an 
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occurrence-weighted incident wind angle of 60o (normal incidence being 0o) and a 

mean approaching wind speed of 1.95 ± 0.52 m/s at a height of 1.5 m. During this 

measurement, the average outdoor and indoor air temperatures were 23.85 ℃  and 

26.59 ℃ , respectively, with the Archimedes number ( Ar ) equal to 0.02 ≪  1, 

thereby the wind effect completely dominated the airflow exchange at the opening. 

The aerodynamic roughness height ( 0z ) of the surrounding terrain of the PASSYS 

Test Cell is not provided in the paper (Dascalaki et al., 1996) although this is a key 

factor in defining the inlet velocity and turbulence profiles of the CFD simulations. 

This study assumes an aerodynamic roughness height of 0 0.255z  mm, which is 

explained more in Section 5.2.2.2.  

 

 

Figure 5.1 A schematic view of the building (test cell) used for model validation. 

 

5.2.2 Computational settings and validation: reference case 

This section describes the numerical method and detailed computational settings 

used to reproduce the full-scale measurement. The numerical results are then 

compared with the measured data for validation purposes. The computational settings 

used in this section are treated as the reference case for the subsequent sensitivity 

analyses. 

 

5.2.2.1 Computational domain and mesh generation 
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The two-room test cell is placed in a computational domain, as shown in Figure 

5.2. The selection of the distances between the domain boundaries and the test cell 

follows the suggestions of Franke et al. (2007). The resultant maximum blockage 

ratio is 2.2%, which is less than the maximum of 3% recommended by the best 

practice guidelines (e.g., Franke et al., 2007; Yoshie et al., 2007; Tominaga et al., 

2008b). These domain dimensions are selected also based on the experience obtained 

from Chapter 4 of this thesis. The façade containing the opening is obliquely oriented 

to the domain inlet, with an incidence angle 060  , where normal incidence is 00 . 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Schematic view of the computational domain. 

 

Generating a high-quality mesh for the present case with coupled indoor and 

outdoor airflow is not easy, owing to the large differences in distance scales in the 

computational domain, namely the dimensions of the opening of the test room and 

the domain boundaries. The most important, but also the most difficult, region for 

high-quality mesh generation is the immediate vicinity of the test cell, so full control 

of the mesh quality in this region is required. The body-fitted (BF) mesh-generation 
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technique suggested by van Hooff and Blocken (2010) is used here, which constructs 

a mesh on the test cell and domain ground with full control of mesh resolution and 

the stretching ratio before sweeping them along a predefined vertical boundary to 

generate a mesh for the whole domain. Eventually, the domain is fully constructed 

with around 3.5×106 hexahedral cells, with a minimum grid width of 0.00045 m 

(around 0.00014 H ) and a maximum stretching ratio of 1.18 around the test cell. The 

minimum grid width is much smaller than that used in previous studies of natural 

ventilation (Caciolo et al., 2012, 2013; Bangalee et al., 2012), resulting in an average 

y   value of around 3.8 for the surfaces of the test cell and the domain ground (being 

in the order of 1.0 near the test cell). Information about the mesh on both the building 

surfaces and the domain ground is given in Figure 5.3. The sensitivity test of the 

mesh density, especially for the near wall, is discussed in Section 5.2.3. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Mesh information on both the building surfaces and the domain ground. 
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5.2.2.2 Boundary conditions 

The inlet boundary conditions of the computational domain are specified by the 

profiles of the mean wind speed U , turbulence kinetic energy k , and turbulence 

dissipation rate  , which are the same with the inlet profiles of Gorlé et al. (2009) 

listed in Table 4.1. Based on 0 0.255z   mm and 1.95U   m/s at a height of 

1.5z   m as well as the von Karman constant 0.4187  , the logarithmic mean 

wind speed profile (U ) is obtained. The friction velocity *u  is then equal to 0.155 

m/s. The coefficients 1M  and 2M  are specified as 0.025 and 0.41, making the 

turbulence profiles identical with those measured in an average wind tunnel (Leitl 

and Schatzmann, 1998). For RANS simulation, the empirical constant C  and 

turbulence dissipation Prandtl number   are also determined by the equations 

listed in Table 4.1. For LES simulation, three types of inflow fluctuating algorithms, 

namely No perturbations, Spectral synthesizer and Vortex method (explained in 

Section 2.5.2.3), have been compared. The results show that the use of No 

perturbations produces the closest result with the measured data. The reason for the 

best performance of No perturbations should be the fact that the real approaching 

flow field is relative stable during the measurement. As shown in Section 4.3.2.4, the 

fluctuating characteristics provided by the three inflow algorithms are largely 

distinctive, which represent different inflow conditions. Therefore, No perturbations 

are introduced to the inlet mean velocity profile for remaining consistent with the 

measurement condition. 

On the domain ground, the two-layer model with roughness modifications 

(Durbin et al., 2001) is used for RANS simulation (see Section 4.2.2). As the 

aerodynamic roughness height 0 0.255z  mm, the corresponding geometrical 

roughness height is 5SK  mm, given that 09.793S RK z C  and 0.5RC  . The 

selection of such a low-roughness ground is intended to facilitate the subsequent 

sensitivity test of the near-wall mesh density, taking into account the requirement of 

the Fluent code (Fluent, 2010) that SK
 should not be larger than Pz  (namely the 

half height of the first cells). In addition, another roughness height with 0 3.29z 

mm that is based on a Jensen number ( 0H / z ) of 1000 (Richards and Hoxey, 2012) is 
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tested. The deviations in ACH values produced using 0 3.29z  mm and 0 0.225z 

mm are less than 3%. Both roughnesses give reasonable results, when comparing 

with the measured values of 9.6~13.18. As the main purpose of this study is to 

examine the influence of parameters, using a smaller but a same roughness is 

believed to be acceptable. For LES simulations, no special treatment is used on the 

domain ground, as currently there are no formula existed to take into account the 

ground roughness for LES simulations. Other boundary conditions at domain outlet, 

domain ceiling, domain lateral sides and building surfaces are the same with those 

listed in Table 4.1. Before commencing the RANS simulation, the homogeneity of 

these boundary conditions is checked through a comparison of the inlet and incident 

profiles in an empty computational domain, as shown in Figure 5.4, where the 

incident indicates the location where the building is placed. It can be seen that a good 

homogeneous boundary layer is achieved in the computational domain.  

 

 

Figure 5.4 Comparison of the inlet and incident profiles in an empty computational 

domain for RANS simulation ( refZ  = 1.5 m). 

 

5.2.2.3 Other computational settings 

The RNG k   model (Yakhot and Orszag, 1986) is used to predict the steady 

flow field and the transient concentration decay process. In comparison, the LES 

model is applied to predict both flow and concentration fields transiently. The 

standard Smogarinsky-Lilly model (Smagorinsky, 1963; Lilly, 1992) is used to 
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modeling the subgrid-scale motions, and the Smogarinsky constant ( SC ) is set to 0.1 

(see Section 4.3.2.7). When the concentration (using CO2 as a tracer gas) equation is 

solved, after sensitivity tests, the turbulent Schmidt number ( tSc ) of 0.7 is used for 

RANS modeling, while the turbulent Schmidt number for SGS motions ( SGSSc ) of 

0.4 is used for LES modeling.  

The general solution methods of both RNG and LES models are similar with 

those used in Chapter 4. For the steady simulation of the RNG model, convergence is 

achieved when all scaled residuals (Fluent, 2010) are less than 1.0 × 10-5 and the 

average wind speed at the opening is stable for around 50 iterations. For the transient 

simulation of the RNG model, the time step size is 0.5 s and the convergence of each 

time step is achieved when the average CO2 concentration at the opening is stable for 

at least five iterations. For the transient simulation of the LES model, the time step 

size is 0.01 s and the convergence of each time step is achieved when both the 

average wind speed and the average CO2 concentration at the opening are stable for 

at least five iterations. 

 

Table 5.1 Comparison of the predicted and measured ACH  values (h-1). 

ACHexp  ACHRNG mean  ACHRNG tracer  ,ACHLES ins T  ACHLES tracer  

9.60~13.18 11.78 17.02 15.95 12.89 
 

5.2.2.4 Results and comparison with field measurements 

The methods used to determine single-sided ventilation rate are described in 

Section 2.6. In the sections which follow, the terms ACHRNG mean , ACHRNG tracer , 

,ACHLES ins T , and ACHLES tracer  are used to represent the ACH  values calculated 

using each of the integration and tracer gas decay methods based on the RNG and 

LES models, respectively. Particularly, using tracer gas decay method, the ventilation 

rate ( tQ ) during a sub-period of 1i it t t    can be determined by: 

 
1

1

ln
i it t

t

i i

C C V
Q

t t




 



                      (5.1) 

The CFD modeling benefits from using time step size (temporal discretization 
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interval) as the sub period t . Therefore, tQ  can be considered the instantaneous 

ventilation rate at time t . The concentration decay and time interval is shown in 

Figure 5.5. The mean ventilation rate ( Q ) during the whole decay period is then 

computed by: 

0

n

t
i

Q

Q
n




                           (5.2) 

where n  is the number of sub-periods. ACH LES tracer  is then obtained according to 

the formula ACH /LES tracer Q V  .  

 

 

Figure 5.5 Concentration decay and time interval for the calculation of ventilation 

rates. 

 

Table 5.1 presents the comparison of the measured and predicted ACH  values. 

It can be seen that the ACHRNG mean  and the ACHLES tracer  values agree well with 

the measured data ( ACHexp ). One would expect the integration method based on a 

time-averaged flow field ( ACHRNG mean ) to underestimate the ventilation rate, as it 

only takes into account the contribution of the mean airflow convection. The good 

agreement between ACHRNG mean  and ACHexp  in the present simulation may 

suggest that the airflow convection is the dominant factor when the opening is 

obliquely (specifically, 60o) oriented to the approaching wind. The work of Caciolo 

et al. (2012) also shows that the integration method does not necessarily 
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underestimate the ventilation rate for all scenarios. The reason that the tracer gas 

decay method used in a RNG context ( ACHRNG tracer ) overpredicts the ventilation rate 

should be the overestimation of k  in the frontal region of the building (Fluent, 2010; 

Tominaga et al., 2008a), which results in the overestimation of the 

turbulence-induced portion of the ventilation rate. The overprediction of the 

integration method used in a LES context ( ,ACHLES ins T ) can be attributed to the fact 

that a part of the instantaneous airflow short-circuits at the opening and thus does not 

contribute to the effective air exchange rate (Cockroft and Robertson, 1976; Larsen 

and Heiselberg, 2008). 

 

5.2.3 Sensitivity analyses of the computational parameters 

Based on the CFD validations presented in Section 5.2.2 and the findings derived 

from the sensitivity analyses of the CFD modeling of cross ventilation by Ramponi 

and Blocken (2012), it may be suggested that the computational domain size, 

discretization scheme, and convergence criteria recommended by the best practice 

guidelines for wind flow around buildings (Franke et al., 2007; Tominaga et al., 

2008b) remain applicable to the CFD modeling of single-sided natural ventilation. It 

is worth noting that the convergence criteria should be monitored not only by the 

quantities of scaled residuals, but also that the stability of the numerical solutions 

involved at the regions of interest is another important criterion. In addition, both the 

RNG k   and the LES models are compared throughout this study. Therefore, this 

section reports on detailed sensitivity analyses for only (a) effect of time interval on 

calculating ACHLES tracer , (b) the mesh resolution of the domain, (c) the near-wall 

mesh density of the building surfaces and the domain ground, and (d) the inlet 

turbulence kinetic energy k . The sensitivity analyses of the last two parameters in 

the prediction of the single-sided ventilation rate have not been reported before.  

 

5.2.3.1 Effect of time interval on calculating ACHLES tracer  

The sensitivity analysis concerning the selection of the time interval ( t ) in the 

calculation of the mean ventilation rate in the whole decay period (Q ) is conducted 
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by comparing the ACHLES tracer  values obtained from the calculations using different 

time intervals. This sensitivity analysis is attempted to identify an appropriate time 

interval for later calculation of ACHLES tracer . Apart from 0.01s (i.e., the size of the 

time step of the transient simulations), 1s, 2s, and 4s are also used as comparisons. 

The results are presented in Table 5.2, which shows that the predicted mean ACH 

values are nearly independent of the selection of time interval. This finding is useful 

for the experimental determinations of ACH using the tracer gas decay method 

because using a larger time interval can save resources. However, in order to reduce 

random error, the minimum number of sub-time periods should not be less than five, 

as suggested by previous researchers (Laussmann and Helm, 2011). However, for 

CFD simulations, 0.01st   is used to calculate the ACH values in the rest of this 

thesis.  

 

Table 5.2 Comparison of measured and predicted mean ACH values (h-1).  

Time interval 0.01st   1st   2st   4st   

ACHLES tracer  12.89 12.81 12.68 12.68 

 

 

Figure 5.6 The three mesh systems: (a) finer, (b) basic, and (c) coarser. 

 

5.2.3.2 Effect of mesh resolution of the domain 
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In addition to the basic mesh with around 3.5 × 106 cells, one coarser and one 

finer mesh are created, containing around 2.0 × 106 and 4.5 × 106 cells, respectively. 

These are obtained by changing the stretching ratio of the basic case (1.18) to 1.35 

and 1.12, respectively, leaving the first cells unchanged. The three mesh systems are 

illustrated in Figure 5.6 and the results presented in Table 5.3. The average difference 

in ACH value is 2.7% between the basic and the finer mesh, and 12.1% between the 

basic and the coarser mesh. This indicates that the basic mesh is suitable, which in 

turn suggests that the stretching ratio of 1.18 is small enough to achieve 

independence of the mesh resolution. 

 

Table 5.3 Comparison of the ACH values (h-1) predicted using the three types of 

mesh. 

Grid number ACHRNG mean  ACHRNG tracer  ,ACHLES ins T  ACHLES tracer  

2.0×106 (coarser) 9.88 16.19 15.26 9.82 

3.5×106 (basic) 11.78 17.02 15.95 12.89 

4.5×106 (finer) 12.02 17.28 15.19 12.70 
 

5.2.3.3 Effect of near-wall mesh density 

In addition to the basic near-wall mesh with a y   value of 3.8, one finer ( y 

=1.8) and three coarser ( y  = 7.4, 18.8 and 31.2) near-wall meshes are created. Here, 

the y   are the average values for the domain ground and the building surfaces. This 

section reports on the proposal and testing of a method for increasing the near-wall 

mesh density. Figure 5.7 (a)-(c) shows schematically the increase of the near-wall 

mesh density from y  = 7.4 to 3.8 and from 3.8 to 1.8. This is simply achieved by 

doubling the mesh number of the first cells both horizontally and vertically in a 

hemisphere zone. Such an increase does not require any modification of the other 

non-near-wall cells, potentially saving numerical costs. Figure 5.7 (d) shows a mesh 

constructed using the conventional method; that is, with the same stretching ratio 

across the whole computational domain starting from the first cells. The ACH  

values predicted using the two meshes (see Figure 5.7 (b) and (d)) are almost the 

same. However, given the larger mesh number, the mesh constructed using the 

conventional method costs much more numerically. It should also be noted that the 
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prerequisite of the success of this method is that the mesh resolution in the whole 

computational domain (as presented in Section 5.2.3.2) is independent.  

 

 

Figure 5.7 Schematic view of the change of the near-wall mesh density. 

 

Table 5.4 Comparison of the ACH  values (h-1) predicted using different near-wall 

mesh densities. 

y   ACHRNG mean  ACHRNG tracer  ,ACHLES ins T  ACHLES tracer  

1.8  11.87 16.87 17.69 14.94 

3.8 11.78 17.02 15.95 12.89 

7.4 11.58 17.03 17.22 14.07 

18.8 11.00 18.06 14.16 12.11 

31.2  9.07 16.81 16.48 9.19 
 

The results are listed in Table 5.4 from which two main observations can be made. 

First, the ACHRNG mean  and ACHLES tracer  produced using the mesh with 31.2y    

have obvious deviations from those produced using a denser near-wall mesh. This 

shows that a mesh where the first cells are placed outside the viscosity-affected inner 

layer could result in large inaccuracies when the near-wall treatment is not the 

standard wall functions, as 30y    is normally recognized as an indicator of the 

interface between the viscosity-affected inner layer and the fully turbulent outer layer 

(Fluent, 2010). Second, when the first cells are located within the inner layer 

( 30y   ), the ACH  values predicted using the RNG k  turbulence model are 

insensitive to the near-wall mesh density, especially when using the integration 

method ( ACHRNG mean ). However, the predictions of the LES model fluctuate with 
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the near-wall mesh density. This difference between the RNG and the LES models 

can be attributed to the distinctive methods they each use to treat the near-wall flow 

region and to calculate the near-wall flow field at different near-wall mesh densities 

(Fluent, 2010). For a complex flow problem like the one studied here, it is almost 

impossible to ensure that the y   value is the same for all wall surfaces. The 

decrease of y   from 3.8 to 1.8 occurs mainly as a result of the decrease of y   in 

the regions far from the building (outer regions), as the inner regions in the vicinity 

of the building already had a very low y   value (around 1.0~2.0) in the original 

mesh ( 3.8y   ). This implies that the near-wall mesh density in the outer regions 

has a larger impact on the prediction of ACH  using the LES model than when 

using RNG. In addition, the effect of the near-wall mesh density should also rely on 

the flow problem, namely the role of the low-Reynolds-number regions in the whole 

wall-bounded flow field. 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Comparison of the two inlet k  profiles. 

 

Table 5.5 Comparison of the ACH values (h-1) predicted using the two k  profiles. 

 k  profile ACHRNG mean  ACHRNG tracer  ,ACHLES ins T  ACHLES tracer  

Smaller k  11.78 17.02 15.95 12.89 

Larger k  12.54 17.78 16.10 12.66 
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Figure 5.9 Comparison of the U  and the k  fields on a horizontal plane ( 1.0z   

m) produced using the two k  profiles based on the RNG model. 

 

5.2.3.4 Effect of inlet k  

Two methods are commonly used by CFD practitioners to formulate a profile of 

k  (e.g., Blocken et al., 2012; Hussein and El-Shishiny, 2009; Ramponi and Blocken, 

2012; Steffens et al., 2013), especially when detailed experimental data about the 

streamwise turbulence intensity ( uI ) or (and) the fluctuating velocity components 

(
' ' ', ,u v w ) is available.  

 2 2 2
1 0.5k u v w                           (5.3) 

 
2

2 1.5 uk UI                          (5.4) 

This study applies the turbulence intensity ( uI ) and the velocity components 

(
' ' ', ,u v w ) measured by Leitl and Schatzmann (1998) in a wind tunnel. In addition to 

the k  profile used in the basic case (smaller k ) reported in Section 5.2.2.2, which is 

fitted from 1k  in Equation (5.3), another k  profile (larger k ) fitted from 2k  in 

Equation (5.4) is also formulated for comparison. For the larger k  profile, the 

coefficients 1M  and 2M  in the inlet profiles become -0.11 and 0.53, respectively. 
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A comparison of the smaller and larger k  profiles is illustrated in Figure 5.8, and 

the results presented in Table 5.5. It can be seen that the ACH  value predicted 

using the RNG turbulence model is more sensitive to the inlet k  profile than that 

predicted using LES. However, even for the RNG model, the differences in ACH 

values predicted using the two k  profiles are very small, since the U  and the k  

fields at the opening they produce are almost the same (see Figure 5.9). The 

ACHRNG mean  and ACHRNG tracer  predicted using the larger k  profile still agree 

well with the measured ACH  value (see Table 5.1). This suggests that the selection 

of inlet k  profile should be based on the availability of experimental data for the 

turbulence intensity uI  or velocity components 
' ' ', ,u v w . 

 

5.2.4 Single-sided ventilation rates predicted by various numerical methods 

Extensive studies on the performance of various numerical methods in predicting 

the single-sided ventilation rate and its variation under different wind directions have 

not been reported by other researchers. This section addresses these questions in 

detail. The ACHLES tracer  values are considered to be the most accurate compared 

with those obtained using the other three combinations (e.g., Caciolo et al., 2012; 

Jiang and Chen, 2001). This is due to the fact that theoretically speaking, the LES 

model can establish a more accurate flow field than the RANS, and the tracer gas 

decay method can take the ventilation mechanisms into account more 

comprehensively than the integration method. Therefore, the ACHLES tracer  values 

are taken as the base in the analysis of the performance of the other predictive 

methods used. The results are presented in Table 5.6, from which four main 

observations can be drawn. 

First, integrating the time-averaged air speeds on an opening ( ACHRNG mean ) does 

not necessarily mean underestimating the ACH  for all wind directions. 

Theoretically, this method does not take into account the turbulence-induced 

ventilation rate and so will be expected to underestimate the ACH  (Caciolo et al., 

2012; Jiang and Chen, 2001). However, the time-averaged opening speeds produced 

by the RNG k   model may not be accurate enough. There is a possibility of 

overprediction, which will be more likely when the approaching wind direction is 
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close to the opening normal (Caciolo et al., 2012).  

 

Table 5.6 ACH values (h-1) of the single-sided ventilated room under different wind 

directions. The percentage in brackets indicates the deviations of the ACH value 

from the ACHLES tracer . 

Wind angle ( ) ACHRNG mean  ACHRNG tracer  ,ACHLES ins T  ACHLES tracer  

0o 42.34 (208.4%) 17.14 (54.0%) 28.57 (156.7%) 11.13 

45o 17.11 (44.8%) 18.63 (57.6%) 14.74 (24.7%) 11.82 

60o 11.78 (-8.6%) 17.02 (32.0%) 15.95 (23.7%) 12.89 

90o 16.97 (-29.0%) 17.56 (-26.5%) 36.87 (54.3%) 23.89 

135o 9.31 (4.7%) 4.68 (-47.4%) 15.73 (76.9%) 8.89 

180o 19.38 (-16.9%) 15.60 (-33.1%) 29.78 (27.8%) 23.31 
 

Second, the dominant factor in the accuracy of the ACHRNG tracer  is the predicted 

turbulence field. Clearly, this combination overpredicts ACH  values for the 

windward openings (0o, 45o and 60o) and underpredicts for the lateral opening (90o) 

and leeward openings (135o and 180o). Several studies (e.g., Gao et al., 2008; 

Murakami, 1998; Tsuchiya et al., 1997) show that most of the isotropic k   

models overpredict the turbulence kinetic energy k  in the frontal area and 

underpredict the momentum mixing effects in the wake region. Few studies have 

assessed the performance of isotropic k   models in predicting the ventilation 

rate in the lateral areas, but this study shows that it is similar to that in the wake 

region. The reason for the underprediction of ACH  in the lateral areas is therefore 

likely to be the counteraction of the reverse flows by the large eddy viscosity from 

the frontal area (Murakami, 1998; Gao et al., 2008).  

Third, the method of cumulating and averaging the ACH  values ( ,ACHLES ins T ) 

derived from the integration of the instantaneous opening velocities will overpredict 

the room ACH  for all wind directions. It is apparent that not all the airflow 

entering a room can effectively eliminate overheated or polluted indoor air, as some 

of the incoming air leaves the room immediately after entering. This study shows 

that on average, around 33% of the airflow short-circuits at the room opening and in 

turn around 67% of the airflow rate contributes to effective air exchange, as  
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Figure 5.10 Distribution of velocity vectors and pressure contours on the vertical 

center plane of the opening for 00  , 090  and 0180 . 

 

approximately represented by ACHLES tracer . This finding lies in between that of 

Cockroft and Robertson (1976) and Larsen and Heiselberg (2008), who suggest 37% 

and 80-90%, respectively, of the airflow rate contributes to effective air exchange. 
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Note that Larsen and Heiselberg (2008) used a uniform (rather than a logarithmic) 

velocity profile in their experiments. 

Finally, the comparison of ACH  values ( ACHLES tracer ) under different wind 

directions shows that better single-sided ventilation performance is given with a 

lateral (90o) and a leeward opening (180o). This contradicts the general belief that the 

highest ventilation rate is found with windward ventilation (0o), and this 

common-sense view is more or less supported by RANS simulations as shown here 

( ACHRNG mean ). These observations are supported by the comparison of velocity 

vectors and pressure contours on the vertical center plane of the openings for the 

three wind directions, as presented in Figure 5.10. Obviously, a case with a higher 

pressure difference and with obvious inflow and outflow across the opening holds a 

higher ventilation rate. In fact, a few studies (Jiang et al., 2003; Melaragno, 1982) 

show that a higher single-sided ventilation rate should occur in leeward rather than 

windward ventilation, although insufficient attention has been paid to this finding so 

far by either CFD practitioners or ventilation designers. Specifically, Melaragno 

(1982) observes that the mean air speeds in a room with a windward opening are 

smaller than that with a leeward opening. This observation is supported by the 

findings of a wind tunnel experiment conducted by Jiang et al. (2003).  

Based on the above analyses and discussion, two suggestions can be made for the 

development of future CFD simulations of single-sided natural ventilation and 

ventilation design methods. First, the combination of the LES model and tracer gas 

decay method should be used to predict the single-sided ventilation rate if the 

numerical resources are available. Here, the time consumed by the simulation of 

concentration decay using the LES model was at least 20 times higher than that of 

the RNG model. If the RANS models must be used, the tracer gas decay method is 

more reliable and controllable than the integration method when seeking an accurate 

prediction. Before using RANS models to carry out computations, one should 

conduct a comparison with the LES model and obtain a correcting factor for a 

specific wind direction. Second, ventilation designers must understand the variation 

of the single-sided ventilation rate with wind direction, and note in particular that the 

highest ventilation rate occurs not in a room with a windward but with a lateral or a 

leeward opening. 
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5.2.5 Summary 

Taking into account wind direction, the problem of accurately predicting 

single-sided natural ventilation using CFD methods is dealt with. This ventilation 

rate is attempted to typify generally any airflow exchange rate through a single 

opening between urban and built environments. Such a study is intended to provide 

supplementary information for the development of best practice guidelines and to 

improve future CFD predictions of the coupled urban wind flow and indoor air flow.  

According to the current best practice guidelines for the CFD simulation of urban 

aerodynamics, a basic case is defined to predict the single-sided ventilation rate. The 

comparison of this basic case with experimental measurements indicates that the 

recommended computational domain size, discretization scheme, and convergence 

criteria are still applicable to CFD simulation of coupled urban wind flow and indoor 

air flow. 

The sensitivity analyses show that a mesh with a stretching ratio of 1.18 is 

sufficiently fine to be insensitive to mesh number. With such a ratio, the sensitivity of 

the near-wall mesh density in particular is tested, and a method of increasing it by 

doubling only the first near-wall cells proposed. Requiring fewer numerical resources, 

this method produces almost the same ACH  value as that predicted using 

conventional methods. When y  is less than 30, the ACH  values predicted using 

the RNG model are insensitive to the near-wall mesh density. The LES model is 

much more sensitive, but a denser near-wall mesh is not necessarily better, 

suggesting a sensitivity test of the near-wall mesh density should be conducted when 

attempting to solve a distinctive flow problem.  

Four methods of predicting the single-sided ventilation rate are examined under 

various wind directions. The RNG model plus the integration method ( ACHRNG mean ) 

does not necessarily underestimate the ACH  value for all wind directions. Such 

underestimations are more likely to occur when the approaching wind direction is 

close to the opening normal (0o-45o). The RNG model used with the tracer gas decay 

method ( ACHRNG tracer ) is more reliable than the previous combination, although it 

overestimates the ACH  value for the windward openings and underestimates it for 

the lateral and leeward openings. The LES model plus the integration method 

( ,ACHLES ins T ) overestimates the ACH  value in all wind directions, owing to the 
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short-circuiting effect of airflow. On average, around 33% of the airflow 

short-circuits at the room opening. The LES model plus the tracer gas decay method 

( ACHLES tracer ) is the best approach, although it requires at least 20 times more 

computational time than the RNG and tracer gas ( ACHRNG tracer ) approach. In 

particular, it is shown that single-sided ventilation performs better in cases with a 

lateral (90o) and a leeward opening (180o) than with a windward opening (0o).  

 

5.3 Fluctuating flow characteristics of single-sided natural ventilation 

5.3.1 Introduction 

The validated LES model combined with the tracer gas decay method (described 

in Section 5.2.2) is used to investigate the fluctuating flow characteristics of 

single-sided natural ventilation (described in Section 5.2.1). Again, the five wind 

directions are considered:   = 00, 450, 900, 1350, and 1800. Comparison between the 

transient flow and the average flow produced using the RNG model is also made.  

 

5.3.2 Fluctuating ventilation rate 

The transient evolution of the ventilation rates through the single opening under 

different wind directions is presented in Figure 5.11, where the dimensionless 

ventilation rate *Q  is defined as:  

 *
t ref oQ Q / U A                         (5.5) 

in which oA  is the opening area (2.02 m2). In Figure 5.11, *Q  represents the mean 

dimensionless ventilation rate during the whole decay period, and *Q  represents 

the standard deviation of *Q .  

The ratios of the standard deviations to the mean values are also worked out. 

From Figure 5.11, two observations can be made. First, the ventilation rate through a 

single opening is always fluctuating, and the fluctuating intensities are distinctive 

under different wind directions. Larger fluctuations can be found in the lateral and 

leeward ventilations because the higher-frequency and unsteady small eddies that are 

generated from the flow separations at the leading edges characterize lateral and 
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Figure 5.11 Transient evolution of ventilation rates under different wind directions. 
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that the use of a constant ventilation rate cannot fully describe a single-sided 

ventilation process. 

Second, the standard deviation of the ventilation rate is used to indicate the 

fluctuating intensity of the instantaneous ventilation rates. Because the fluctuation of 

a wind-induced ventilation rate is caused by the turbulence effect of wind, the 

standard deviation of ventilation rates can be considered to be turbulence-induced 

ventilation rates (Straw, 2000; Wang and Chen, 2012). Then, the ratios of *Q  to 

*Q  indicate the role of the turbulence-induced component in the total ventilation 

rate. It can be seen that airflow exchange is dominated by the mean flow for 

windward ventilation and is dominated by the turbulent flow for the lateral 

ventilation. For leeward ventilation, the turbulent flow still has an important impact 

on airflow exchange. 

 

5.3.3 Relationship between the ventilation rate and interior kinetic energy 

The ventilation rate only refers to the effective airflow exchange between inside 

and outside. It cannot indicate indoor airflow characteristics. The air velocity and its 

fluctuating intensity are important to the evaluation of micro-environmental quality, 

such as thermal comfort. This section presents the relationship between ventilation 

rate and indoor airflow characteristics. To quantify the indoor airflow characteristics, 

this study uses the parameter of kinetic energy ( KE ) of the indoor air (Bu and Kato, 

2011), which is defined as: 

 2 2 2

1

1

0.5
m

j j j j
j

m

j
j

u v w V

KE

V





     




                 (5.6) 

where j  indicates the specific computational cell number in the test room, m  is 

the total number of cells, ju , jv , jw  are the instantaneous velocity components, 

and jV  is the volume of cell j . The dimensionless kinetic energy *KE  is then 

computed as: 

2
*

0.5 ref

KE
KE

U



                         (5.7) 
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Figure 5.12 Relationship of instantaneous ventilation rates and indoor kinetic energy. 

 

Figure 5.12 presents the relationships between *Q  and *KE  for the wind 

directions of 00, 900, and 1800. Their mean values are also provided in parentheses 

( *KE , *Q ). Generally, under each wind direction, *Q  increases with *KE , 

although not all instantaneous *Q  and *KE  comply with this trend. For mean 

values, the *KE  under 1800 is smaller than under 00, even though *Q  has the 

opposite relation. Such an inconsistency between indoor kinetic energy and 

ventilation rate implies that a stronger indoor air movement does not guarantee a 

larger effective airflow exchange. One reason leading to the scenario with a larger 
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*KE  but a smaller *Q  could be the existence of strong internal recirculation 

vortexes. Figure 5.12 also shows that the fluctuation of *KE  for windward 

ventilation is much weaker than for lateral and leeward ventilations. This suggests 

that a room with lateral or leeward ventilation is much easier to obtain a thermally 

comfortable indoor environment than that with windward ventilation. 

 

5.3.4 Instantaneous flow patterns around the opening 

Most previous studies present only the time-averaged flow field of single-sided 

ventilation. However, cancelling out the instantaneous flow details, a time-averaged 

flow field is not helpful for understanding the instantaneous airflow-exchange 

process through a single opening. This section provides the velocity and pressure 

fields on the vertical center plane of the opening for the wind directions of 00, 900, 

and 1800. For each wind direction, two instantaneous moments are selected, when the 

ventilation rates are relatively small and large. Figure 5.13 presents the distributions 

of velocity vector and the pressure contour for the three wind directions, which can 

lead to the following three analyses. 

First, the instantaneous velocity and pressure fields around a windward opening 

( 00  ) are relatively stable, which do not vary obviously with changes in the 

ventilation rate. Indoor kinetic energy can also support this statement. Even though 

the approaching wind speed is high, the impinging airflow towards the windward 

opening is difficult to penetrate, especially to the deep region. The reason should be 

the fact that the interior of the room continues to be a high and stable pressure field. 

Such a pressure field significantly dampens turbulent diffusion through the opening, 

as the pulsating flows and eddy penetrations can occur only in a time-varied pressure 

field. As a consequence, the mean flow field dominates the mass transport through 

the opening. To a large extent, the impinging flow with large momentum forces the 

outdoor airflow in, while the high interior pressure field pushes the indoor airflow 

out. 

Second, the instantaneous velocity and pressure fields around a lateral opening 

( 090  ) are very distinctive at the two moments when the ventilation rate is largely 

different. Such unstable airflow exchanges should be attributed to the fact that the 

reverse vortexes and the reattachment flows at the lateral facades are always  
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Figure 5.13 Distribution of velocity vectors and pressure contours on the vertical 

center plane of the opening for three wind directions. 

 

fluctuating (ASHRAE Handbook, 2011; Martinuzzi and Tropea, 1993). In particular, 

in the moment with a large ventilation rate, at least three low-pressure vortexes are 

formed near the opening, which induce strong airflow exchanges between the inside 

and outside. For a lateral opening, it is the highly unsteady envelope flow that 
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dominates the airflow exchange.  

Third, the fluctuating intensity of the velocity and pressure fields around a 

leeward opening ( 0180  ) is in between those in the windward and lateral sides. It 

can be observed that instantaneous vortexes that formed near the opening induce 

effective inflows and outflows at the lower and upper part of the opening and thus 

enhance airflow exchange. In contrast, the relatively stable pressure field is not 

suitable for creating these effective airflows that are normal to the opening plane. 

However, for both moments, the basic airflow pattern around the opening is almost 

the same, which is that the large low-pressure, fluctuating, recirculation vortex 

behind the building drives the airflow to the inside through the lower part of the 

opening and vacuums the indoor air to the outside from the upper part of the opening. 

This basic airflow pattern should be the dominant driver of the airflow exchange 

through the leeward opening. 

As shown above, the airflow pattern around a single opening always changes with 

time, and these changes are particularly significant for lateral and leeward openings. 

This demonstrates that the transient analyses of airflow exchange processes are 

necessary. As a comparison, these transient flow characteristics are compared with 

those produced using the RNG k   turbulence model (see Figure 5.10). The 

time-independent velocity and pressure fields seem to be close to the instantaneous 

ones (as shown in Figure 5.13) for the windward opening, but largely different for 

the lateral and leeward openings, where the fluctuation of airflow exchange is 

significant. In addition, these comparisons also provide evidence that the RANS 

models normally overestimate the ventilation rate for windward ventilation and 

underestimate lateral and leeward ventilations (Caciolo et al., 2012). 

 

5.3.5 Characteristics of inflow and outflow at a single opening 

Figure 5.14 presents the distributions of the velocity component that is normal to 

the opening at two selected moments for wind directions of 900 and 1800. As the 

legends note, the positive values indicate inflows and the negative values indicate 

outflows. From this figure, three things can be observed. First, for a certain wind 

direction, the velocity distributions on the opening are very different in the two 

moments. The moment with a larger ventilation rate shows obvious areas of inflow 
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and outflow on the opening, but they are less obvious for moments with a smaller 

ventilation rate. 

  

 

Figure 5.14 Distribution of the normal-component velocity on the openings. 

 

Second, the locations of inlets and outlets on an opening are different under 

different wind directions. Even for the same wind direction, these locations could 

change with time. That is, an inlet at a previous moment could be an outlet at a later 

moment.  

Third, the inlets and outlets are not necessarily located at the upper and lower 

halves of an opening, which could be very irregular in geometry. These observations 

imply that it is unreliable to predict ventilation rates through a single opening with a 

presumption that the inlet and outlet are regularly located on the upper and lower 

parts of an opening and are fixed with time. Examples of such predictions can be 

found in the empirical and experimental methods that use pressure coefficients on a 

building surface to estimate ventilated forces (Chand et al., 1998; Ai et al., 2011b) 

and the theoretical methods developed based on the upper-lower distribution of inlet 

and outlet (Wang and Chen, 2012). 

 

5.3.6 Summary 

The fluctuating ventilation characteristics of single-sided natural ventilation under 

five different wind directions are investigated. The tracer gas concentration decay 
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method based on the LES model is used to predict transient ventilation rates. The 

indoor kinetic energy and the airflow patterns around the openings are also analyzed.  

For windward ventilation, the velocity and pressure fields around the opening are 

relatively stable, hindering turbulence diffusion across the opening. The airflow 

exchange through the windward opening is mainly driven by the large momentum of 

the impinging mean flow. The turbulent flow contributes only an average of 14.8% to 

the total ventilation rate. 

For lateral ventilation, the velocity and pressure fields around the opening are 

very unsteady and highly time-dependent. The fluctuating reverse and reattachment 

flows dominate the lateral flow field and, in turn, the airflow exchange through the 

opening, leading to a highly fluctuating ventilation rate. The turbulent flow 

contributes an average of 63.4% to the total ventilation rate. 

For leeward ventilation, the fluctuating intensity of the velocity, pressure fields, 

and the ventilation rate fall in between those of the windward and lateral ventilations. 

The airflow exchange through the opening is mainly driven by the low-pressure, 

fluctuating, recirculation vortex behind the building. Turbulent flow still plays an 

important role in airflow exchange, which contributes an average of 37.3% to the 

total ventilation rate. 

The locations of inlets and outlets on an opening can change frequently with time, 

and they are not necessarily located at the upper and lower parts. This implies that it 

is not reliable to use a predictive method of single-sided ventilation rates that 

assumes that the inlet and outlet are regularly located on the upper and lower parts of 

an opening.  

Indoor kinetic energy generally increases with the ventilation rate. However, 

abnormal trends can be found. Namely, stronger indoor air movement does not 

guarantee a larger effective airflow exchange. Owing to higher indoor air movements, 

a room with lateral or leeward ventilation is much easier to achieve a thermally 

comfort indoor environment than that with windward ventilation.  
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Chapter 6  

Airflow characteristics and interunit dispersion  

around multistory buildings 

 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the investigation of wind-induced airflow pattern and 

interunit dispersion characteristics around multistory buildings using both RANS and 

LES models. The RANS model is used to predict and quantify the reentry 

phenomenon under three wind directions, namely normal, oblique and parallel wind 

directions. The interunit dispersion pattern characterized by the airflow field is 

investigated by generating tracer gas in each unit of the buildings. The tracer gas 

concentration distribution in all units is then analyzed to visualize the dispersion 

routes and to quantify reentry possibilities. The dispersion pattern around a building 

with non-flush walls (with the presence of balconies) is also examined. Based on the 

RANS results, selected typical cases are further investigated transiently using a LES 

model. For LES simulation, two aspects are paid special attentions: (a) comparison 

of dispersion routes with those provided by previous RANS simulations and (b) 

comparison of time scales with those of natural ventilation and survival times of 

pathogens. 

 

6.2 RANS simulations 

6.2.1 Modeling method 

6.2.1.1 Configuration setup 

In order to study the wind-induced interunit pollutant dispersion via envelope 

openings in multistory residential buildings, a 1:30 scaled five-story hypothetical 

building (Building A) with six units on each floor is constructed (see Figure 6.1 (a)). 

For isothermal flow and pollutant dispersion around an isolated building, as studied 

here, the Re  similarity is relatively important and it is suggested to be followed 

(Snyder, 1981). In this study, even though the wind speed at the height (H) of 

hypothetical buildings is as low as 1.0 m/s, Re (  Re Href tU  ) is around
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Figure 6.1 Hypothetical building models (a)-(b), cases studied (c), and computational domain (d). 
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30,000, which is sufficiently large to make Re independent (>15,000). 

The room dimensions in the prototype are 3.1 m ( X ) × 2.4 m (Y) × 2.7 m ( Z). 

The opening dimensions are 0.75 m (Y) × 1.2 m (Z) on the upper four floors and 

0.75 m (Y) × 2.0 m (Z) on the first floor. The height of the windowsills on the upper 

four floors is 0.8 m. All of these dimensions match those measured by Niu and Tung 

(2008) in a real building in Hong Kong. The choice of this hypothetical building is 

derived from the following considerations: 

 The slab-like block is one of the most typical forms of residential building in 

Hong Kong (Niu and Tung, 2008; Gao et al., 2008).  

 It is suspected that the leeward side may exhibit serious upward dispersion since it 

is close to the strong downstream recirculation zone. Thus, the leeward units are 

constructed. 

 The scale of present hypothetical models (five stories vertically and three units 

horizontally per side) is chosen, as a result of the compromise between the 

computational costs and the capability to revealing and capturing the upward, 

downward and lateral dispersion phenomena.  

To further evaluate the effect of an envelope feature on pollutant dispersion, 

another hypothetical building with balconies (Building B) is created (see Figure 6.1 

(b)). The dimensions of the balcony in the prototype are 0.9 m ( X ) × 1.8 m (Y) × 

0.9 m ( Z). In Building B, the opening dimensions for all units are 0.75 m (Y) × 2.0 

m ( Z). This treatment is based on the assumption that a room with a balcony benefits 

from a larger, floor-extended opening. Apart from normal incident wind direction 

(00), this study also considers oblique (450) and parallel (900) wind directions (see 

Figure 6.1 (c)). The effect of wind direction on the interunit pollutant dispersion 

characteristics will be discussed comparatively. The units are named as shown in 

Figure 6.1 (a), W indicating windward side, Eu upstream end units, M middle units, 

Ed downstream end units, and numbers 1 to 5 the story levels. The naming system in 

the leeward side is identical to the windward side, except that W is replaced by L. 

The two lateral sides are aerodynamically identical for the cases under parallel wind 

direction, and W and L are omitted from the names. 
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6.2.1.2 Numerical details 

The two hypothetical buildings are separately placed in a computational domain, 

as shown in Figure 6.1 (d). The domain dimensions are selected based on the best 

practice guidelines (e.g., Franke et al., 2007; Tominaga et al., 2008b, Yoshie et al., 

2007) as well as the findings arisen from Chapters 4 and 5, resulting in a maximum 

blockage ratio of 1.01%. According to Niu and Tung (2008), for current building 

configurations and an indoor/outdoor temperature difference of 3-5 ℃ , the 

turbulence effect of a wind speed over 0.9 m/s can overwhelm the thermally driven 

force. Measurements by Georgakis and Santamouris (2006) show that the most 

common range of wind speeds in the urban environment is 1.0 to 2.0 m/s, which is 

supported by the findings of a numerical study on a residential estate of 52 blocks in 

Hong Kong (Gao, 2011). Based on this information, two reference wind speeds, 

refU , at the height of the building roof, at 1.0 and 2.0 m/s are considered when 

studying the wind-dominated pollutant dispersion.  

 

 

Figure 6.2 Mesh information in and around the building model. 

 

The body-fitted mesh-generation technique suggested by van Hooff and Blocken 

(2010) is adopted to take a full control of the mesh quality, particularly in the region 

immediately close to the building. Near the domain ground and the building surfaces, 

a locally refining method (see Section 5.2.3.3) that doubles the mesh number of the 

first cells both horizontally and vertically in a hemisphere zone is used. The 
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sensitivity of the mesh number has been tested, and eventually a mesh system with 

around 3.5 × 106 cells is used because it produces a similar flow field with a finer 

mesh system. The grid width of the minimum cells is 0.0028H and a maximum 

stretching ratio around the building models is 1.18. The resultant average y  value 

on the building surfaces and domain ground is around 4.0. A schematic view of 

numerical grid in and around the building model is given in Figure 6.2. 

The inlet boundary conditions are specified with U , k  and  , which are the 

same with those of Gorlé et al. (2009) listed in Table 4.1. In order to obtain the 

expected reference wind speeds at the roof height, the friction velocity *u  in the 

inlet velocity profile is changed, when maintaining the roughness height 0z  to be a 

constant. Consequently, the parameters and model coefficients used are: for 1refU 

m/s: * 0.065u   m/s, 0 0.00075z   m, 1 0.025M  , 2 0.41M  , 0.001C   and 

1.0RC  ; for 2refU  m/s: * 0.13u   m/s, 0 0.00075z   m, 1 0.025M  , 

2 0.41M  , 0.001C   and 1.0RC  . On the domain ground, the roughness 

modified two-layer model is used. Other boundary conditions at domain outlet, 

domain ceiling, domain lateral sides, building surfaces and turbulence model 

coefficients are the same with those listed in Table 4.1. Based on the converged 

airflow field, the tracer gas (CO2) is generated and its governing equations are then 

solved alone. Each time, the CO2 is released in the geometrical center (point source) 

of one unit at a rate of 8.0 mg/s, and its concentration in all units is then examined to 

determine its dispersion characteristics. When concentration equations are solved, the 

turbulent Schmidt number ( tSc ) of 0.7 is used. Solution methods are the same with 

those for RANS simulations of flow and concentration fields in Chapters 4 and 5. 

The convergence is achieved when both the area averaged wind speed and CO2 

concentration at the opening of the source unit are stable for around 50 iterations. 

 

6.2.1.3 Interunit dispersion evaluation 

To evaluate the potential interunit pollutant dispersion, that is, the possibility of 

reentry, the quantifying method proposed by Niu and Tung (2008) is used, but with 

some changes based on the different airflow patterns between the buoyancy and wind 

dominated conditions. The reentry ratio, kR , is defined as the fraction of the exhaust 
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air from a source unit i  which reenters another unit j . It can be calculated by the 

following equation: 

 

 

ACH

ACH

j j

k i j

i i

V
R M

V
                        (6.1) 

A detailed deduction of this equation can be found in (Niu and Tung, 2008). The 

mass fraction, i jM  , is defined as the mass fraction of air that originates from the 

source unit i  and is present in another unit j . Here, the pollutant concentration in a 

room is represented by that found on the respiration plane (in the standing situation) 

at the height of 1.6 m above the floor. i jM   can be directly calculated from the 

predicted mean concentrations of the tracer gas CO2 on the two planes, 

i j j iM C C  .  

 

6.2.2 Normal wind direction ( 0= 0θ ) 

6.2.2.1 Airflow characteristics 

The airflow pattern in and around a building is the key to influence the airborne 

dispersion of pollutant between units. Although the airflow pattern around a bluff 

body has been well studied, little work has been done on the envelope flow of a 

multistory windows-opened building.  
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Figure 6.3 Mean velocity magnitude and turbulence kinetic energy on the vertical 

and horizontal center planes of the hypothetical buildings at a wind speed of 1.0 m/s. 
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the vertical and horizontal center planes of the hypothetical buildings under the wind 

speed of 1.0 m/s. The mean velocity and turbulence kinetic energy values of the 

mainstream are very similar to those around a bluff body (Santos et al., 2009; 

ASHRAE Handbook, 2011; Liu, 1991; Martinuzzi and Tropea, 1993). However, 

because of the stronger interaction between the approaching wind and the building 

envelope, the opening-mounted façades here introduce more resistance to the 

sweeping airflow (the airflows that are almost parallel to the walls in the near-wall 

regions) and in turn create a more rough and dynamic near-wall flow field than that 

formed in nonslip, smooth surfaces. This near-wall turbulent wind fluctuation 

continuously drives the indoor/outdoor air exchange (Haghighat et al., 1991). The 

presence of balconies further roughens the façades. Their presence effectively breaks 

up the vertical downwash and uprush near the windward and leeward façades, which 

consequently extends the airflow penetrations into the interior (see Figure 6.3 (e) and 

(g)). From Figure 6.3 (f) and (h), it appears that the turbulence kinetic energy in the 

mainstream is lowered by the roughness of balconies, but in the near-wall areas, it 

still remains larger due to the impingement of wind.  

 

6.2.2.2 Dispersion characteristics 

6.2.2.2.1 Leeward side 

On the leeward side, the near-wall flow pattern is characterized by two 

recirculation flows, namely one large building-height recirculation and one small 

corner recirculation near the bottom floor. Figure 6.4 shows the reentry ratios of 

tracer gas from a source to other units on the leeward side. As the two end units are 

aerodynamically identical under normal incident wind direction, only one end’s 

results are presented. In the figure, the arrows (in background) are used to 

schematically indicate the important dispersion directions (with a reentry ratio larger 

than 1.0%). Their lengths represent the dispersion scope in these important 

dispersion directions. The meaning of these arrows is the same in later figures.  

First, pollutants generated from the first floor can only affect the bottom two 

floors and are more serious on the first level; see Figure 6.4 (a) and (f). This implies 

that the small corner recirculation could extend across the lowest two floors. Most of 

the pollutant generated from LE1 is effectively diluted and transported downstream, 
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with a small stream reentering the adjacent units. In contrast, the pollutant emitted 

from the middle unit LE2 has a larger scope of contamination, since it disperses 

round all adjacent units before entering the main downstream. The presence of 

balconies generally increases the reentry ratios, since it restricts the upward dilution 

and maintains a higher concentration in the region of corner recirculation.  

 

 

Figure 6.4 Reentry ratios of tracer gas from the source to other units on the leeward 

side. Red dot: tracer gas source; ① : Building A, 1.0 m/s; ② : Building B, 1.0 m/s; 

③ : Building A, 2.0 m/s; ④ : Building B, 2.0 m/s. 
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effect being more serious for the center units. When the tracer gas is released from 

LM4 (Figure 6.4 (i)), the reentry ratio in the upper unit LM5 reaches as high as 14.9% 

at a wind speed of 1.0 m/s. This means that the units vertically above the source 

should be included on the high-infection list. The presence of balconies can 

effectively obstruct the vertical upward development of flows and accelerate their 

dilution to the downstream flow, which in turn significantly decreases the vertically 

upward transmission and lowers the interunit infection risk. This implies that the 

high reentry ratios in the scenario without balconies are being generated by the direct 

reentry carried by upward flow, rather than a high concentration caused by the 

negative-pressure recirculation.  

Finally, the pollutant released from the topmost floor is easily diluted by both the 

upward flow in the leeward side and the horizontal flow from the upstream, so very 

little reenters the neighboring units. 

 

6.2.2.2.2 Windward side 

On the windward side, the exhaust air from the end units does not reenter other 

windward units and reenters the leeward units with negligible reentry ratios (<0.1%). 

This basically means the gaseous pollutants generated from the end units, driven by 

the lateral separation flows, directly disperse downstream.  

 

 

Figure 6.5 Reentry ratios of tracer gas from the source to other units on the 

windward side. Red dot: tracer gas source; ①: Building A, 1.0 m/s; ② : Building B, 

1.0 m/s; ③ : Building A, 2.0 m/s; ④ : Building B, 2.0 m/s. 
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For the middle units, although the lateral flows are also important, the upward and 

downward separations dominate the tracer gas dispersion. In this study, the 

stagnation zone is located at the fourth floor, which is consistent with the common 

knowledge that it occurs at the 2/3 height of a bluff body. The reentry ratios of the 

tracer gas from a source to the other units in the windward side are shown in Figure 

6.5. From this summary of the reentry ratios under the four scenarios, namely, 

hypothetical buildings A and B under wind speeds of 1.0 and 2.0 m/s, several 

observations can be made. 

 First, when the gaseous pollutant is released in the unit WM1 (Figure 6.5 (a)), 

only lateral dispersions result. The first floor is located at the bottom of the 

downward flow. As this is close to the ground, the momentum of the downward flow 

is partially transferred to the frontal recirculation and partially to the lateral 

separations. It is the latter which carry pollutants back into the lateral units.  

Second, when the source is located in the units WM2 and WM3 (Figure 6.5 

(b)-(c)), both downward and lateral dispersions result. The second and third floors 

are covered by the strong downward flow. Here, the near-wall flow pattern is very 

different between the cases with and without balconies. For the latter, most 

momentum is transferred to the vertical and oblique downward flows, leaving very 

weak horizontal flows. Thus, almost all the tracer gas is carried to the lower regions, 

giving larger reentry ratios for the units on the lower floors (up to 4.37% in the unit 

immediately beneath the source). Traveling with the downward flow, the tracer gas is 

rapidly diluted; taking the source unit WM3 as an example, the reentry ratio of 

3.69%-4.20% in WM2 decreases to 0.76%-0.95% in WM1. In contrast, the vertical 

downward flow is effectively broken up by the presence of balconies, which results 

in a significant reduction (up to 82%) in the reentry ratio in the vertical lower floors, 

from 3.95% to 0.73% (see Figure 6.5 (b)). However, this allows more tracer gas to 

disperse in the lateral and oblique downward directions. Owing to the blockage 

created by balconies, the largest reentry ratios do not occur in the unit beneath the 

source, but in the end unit of the floor immediately below (up to 4.77% in WE2 in 

Figure 6.5 (c)). This is because the downward flow, blocked by the balconies, flows 

downwards through the spaces between the two horizontal balconies, and hence 

easily reaches the end unit of the lower floor. The effect of wind speed on the tracer 

gas dispersion is complex. The reason for this complexity is likely to be the conflict 
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between the dispersion and dilution momentums of the tracer gas as wind speed 

increases. Generally, the units on the floor immediately beneath the source should be 

included in the high-infection list in the event of a disease outbreak. 

Third, when the pollutant is released in the unit WM4, all windward units can be 

affected; see Figure 6.5 (d). Since WM4 is located in the stagnation region, the 

released tracer gas disperses in all directions, though reducing the reentry ratios. 

From these ratios, it is clear that the downward and lateral rather than the upward 

separations dominate the envelope flow pattern of the fourth floor.  

Finally, most of the pollutant released from WM5, driven by the upward flow, 

directly disperses downstream and does not reenter other units.  

 

 

Figure 6.6 Qualitative comparison of the near-wall airflow pattern around Building 

A and Building B, under oblique incident wind ( 045 ). 
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6.2.3 Oblique wind direction ( 0= 45θ ) 

6.2.3.1 Leeward side 

In spite of the complexity of the effect of wind speed, the results under normal 

wind direction show that the dispersion characteristics at the wind speeds of 1 m/s 

and 2 m/s are mostly similar. In order to focus on analyzing the interunit dispersion 

characteristics under oblique and parallel wind directions, the later sections only 

present velocity fields and reentry ratios at the wind speed of 2 m/s.  

In general, the flow pattern near the leeward facade under oblique wind direction 

is mainly characterized by the combination of a strong upward airflow, a strong 

horizontal reverse flow from downstream to the upstream units, and a weak 

reattachment flow, as shown in Figure 6.6. Again, the presence of balconies roughens 

the building surfaces and in turn results in a more turbulent and dynamic near-wall 

flow field.  

 

Figure 6.7 Reentry ratio of tracer gas from a source unit to other units on the leeward 

side, under oblique incident wind ( 045 ). Red dot: tracer gas source; ① : Building 

A; ②: Building B. 
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 The reentry ratios on the leeward side, with and without balconies, are 

summarized comparatively in Figure 6.7. The pollutant generated in the upstream 

units (LEu-) is effectively diluted into the mainstream and reenter into other 

downstream units negligibly, owing to the strong reverse flow. The dispersion in the 

middle units on the leeward side is complex (see Figure 6.7 (a)-(e)): different 

locations are dominated by different types of airflow. The lowest unit (LM1) is 

dominated by the reverse flow, leaving a large reentry ratio to its upstream unit, up to 

2.92%. The dispersion of pollutant generated in the upper four units (LM2, LM3, 

LM4, LM5) is controlled by all three types of flow; namely, the upward, reverse, and 

reattachment flows. However, with an increase in height and in horizontal direction, 

the momentum of the reverse flow is gradually transferred to the reattachment flow. 

The reason for this is due to the mixing, near the top of the building, of the leeward 

flows and the strong streamwise flow coming from upstream. This flow trend is 

similar to those found near a solid body (ASHRAE Handbook, 2011). Here the 

dispersion pattern is very different between the cases with and without the presence 

of balconies. When there are no balconies, the upward airflow along the facade is 

very smooth, inducing a remarkable reentry ratio to the upper floors, especially 

vertically upper units, up to 6.92%. However, the presence of balconies breaks up 

this vertically upward development and in turn substantially reduces the reentry ratio 

to the vertical upper units. Instead, their presence forces the airflow to develop 

obliquely upward from the space between two balconies, resulting in significant 

increase of reentry into the oblique upper units, up to 5.66%. For the source unit 

LM4, the presence of balconies alters the dominance of the type of near-wall airflow 

on the topmost floor; namely, from reattachment to reverse flows. Finally, there is a 

great possibility that the pollutant released from unit LM5 will reenter into its 

downstream unit, which confirms that here the reattachment airflow completely 

dominates the dispersion. 

The pollutant dispersion from the downstream end units (LEd-) is also driven by 

the combination of the strong upward and attachment flows, as well as a weak 

reverse diffusion (see Figure 6.7 (f)-(j)). The reverse flow on the bottom floor is very 

strong, with almost no occurrence of reattachment. Thus, obvious reentry into the 

adjacent upstream units is found when the tracer gas is generated in unit LEd1. 

Similar to that in the middle section, along the height of the building, the reverse 
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momentum quickly decreases and the reattachment momentum increases. The 

difference from the middle section is that here a large part of the pollutant exhausted 

from the downstream units is diluted into the downstream of buildings, leaving a 

little stream to reenter the upper floors. For the source unit LEd2, the presence of 

balconies decreases the dilution of a pollutant and in turn results in larger reentry 

ratios in most of its upper units. The reattachment airflow diffusion dominates the 

upper three floors, where the presence of balconies effectively reduces the upward 

reentry possibilities. 

  

 

 

Figure 6.8 Reentry ratio of tracer gas from a source unit to other units on the 

windward side, under oblique incident wind ( 045 ). Red dot: tracer gas source; 

① : Building A; ② : Building B. 
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side, the strong sweeping flow from the upstream to the downstream units dominates 

the interunit dispersion. The bilateral diffusions, as found in any case under normal 

wind direction, have disappeared. The upward and downward separations are very 

weak, and do not have enough energy to affect the pollutant dispersion. A special 

case appears in the lower part of the building, see Figure 6.8 (b), where the 

combination of the relatively lower sweeping speed and the corner recirculation near 

the ground results in a downward dispersion. Generally, the reentry ratios on the 

windward side are large, owing to the unidirectional dispersion containing 

high-concentration airflow. It is interesting to observe from the figure that the 

presence of balconies significantly enlarges the reentry ratios for all cases except for 

the source located in the fourth floor (Figure 6.8 (d) and (i)). This should be 

explained by the fact that the fourth floor is located in the stagnation region, where 

the airflow is parallel to the facade, whereas both upward and downward flows exist 

on other floors. Therefore, on the fourth floor, the vertical parapets of balconies 

obstruct the spread of a pollutant, resulting in a lower reentry ratio to the adjacent 

downstream unit, but still a higher ratio in the secondary downstream unit due to the 

accumulation of a higher concentration. On the other floors, however, the horizontal 

floors of balconies on the neighboring two stories function as two physical 

boundaries to reduce the dilution by the upward or downward airflow, and in turn 

result in a higher reentry ratio to the downstream units. The pollutant exhausted from 

the downstream end units (WEd-) is effectively diluted into the downstream, without 

reentering into other units. 

 

6.2.4 Parallel wind direction ( 0= 90θ ) 

Under parallel incident wind direction, the two lateral sides are aerodynamically 

identical, and thus only one side’s results are presented. The flow pattern near the 

lateral walls is mainly characterized by the combination of an upward flow and a 

strong reverse flow, see Figure 6.9. Again, it can be seen that the presence of 

balconies greatly changes the near-wall flow pattern.  

The reentry ratios on the lateral side are summarized in Figure 6.10. When the 

pollutant is exhausted from the upstream end units (Eu-), a large portion, driven by 

the reverse flow, is diluted into the mainstream coming from upstream, resulting in a 
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very small reentry ratio to most downstream units. The dispersion of pollutant 

generated in the middle units (M-) (Figure 6.10 (a)-(e)) is dominated by the reverse 

flow, with more serious reentry infection in the upper floors, due to a higher reverse 

wind speed. In the middle section, the presence of balconies can either increase or 

decrease the reentry ratio to the upstream units. This is essentially due to the fact that 

the near-wall flow pattern in the middle section is not stable, where the reverse flow, 

more or less, conflicts with the reattachment flow. Generally, when the reverse flow 

is dominant, the presence of balconies can increase the reentry ratio, such as in the 

upper two floors. The reason for this is, as explained before, that the horizontal floors 

of balconies function as physical boundaries to channel the spread of the pollutant, 

which lowers its dilution speed and causes high reentry ratios. On the lower floors, 

the relatively lower wind speed is probably not strong enough to create such parallel 

flows, and thus the complex diffusion and mixing due to the interactions between 

flows and boundaries dominates the dispersion. Transient studies are required to 

explore the details of the dispersion process. 
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Figure 6.9 Qualitative comparison of the near-wall airflow pattern around Building 

A and Building B, under parallel incident wind ( 090 ). 

 

When the pollutant is released from the downstream end units (Ed-), it disperses 

upstream horizontally and obliquely. The most affected unit is its adjacent upstream 

one, followed by the floor immediately above. Here, the presence of balconies 

substantially increases the reentry possibilities. In general, the presence of balconies 

decreases the dilution of a pollutant and then is not helpful in the prevention of 

interunit contamination, when there is a crosswind. 
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Figure 6.10 Reentry ratio of tracer gas from a source unit to other units, under 

parallel incident wind ( 090 ). Red dot: tracer gas source; ① : Building A; ② : 

Building B. 

 

6.2.5 Further discussion 

As the foregoing analysis demonstrates, the dispersion mechanisms of gaseous 

pollutant in both the vertical and horizontal directions are determined by the 

near-wall airflow pattern around the building. In the previous wind tunnel experiment 

by Liu et al. (2010), similar dispersion characteristics are observed under the wind 

effect; for example under normal incident wind direction, all possible dispersion 

directions occur on the windward side with upward-dominated dispersion on the 

leeward. However, the vertical dilution speed observed in their experiment is almost 

several orders of magnitude lower than in this study, and the horizontal dilution is 

lower still. This is mainly due to the different building models used in the two studies. 

In their experiment, the building model is a complex high-rise residential building 

with a cross (#) floor plan shape in Hong Kong, where the tracer gas is released in 
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the reentry space. The two lateral boundaries of the reentry space confine the 

horizontal dispersion of the tracer gas, leading to a high concentration and lower 

dilution speed. In contrast, the slab-like building used in this study is better for 

achieving dilution of the pollutant, since there is no obstruction in either the vertical 

and horizontal directions. Another reason for this difference is likely to be the effect 

of the presence of real units and openings in this study, whereas Liu et al. (2010) 

used a solid model. On the one hand, their presence gives rise to a more complex and 

turbulent near-wall airflow field. On the other, the units can accommodate some of 

the tracer gas, further reducing the near-wall concentration. By comparing the 

dispersion mechanism in these two typical building models, it should be apparent to 

designers and building officials that the different types have different possibilities for 

cross contamination, in terms of the scope and extent of infectious transmission. 

Accordingly, they should apply distinctive ventilation strategies and control 

measures as appropriate.  

One of the main findings in this section is the possible dispersion routes and 

reentry ratios under specific near-wall flow patterns (e.g. upward and downward 

flows). Thus, for a specific building, once the near-wall flow patterns are determined, 

the possible interunit dispersion conditions can be estimated. For stand-alone 

buildings, the near-wall flow pattern can be easily estimated using the local 

prevailing wind condition. For those buildings located in the street canyons, the 

near-wall flow pattern should be determined by further on-site measurement or 

numerical simulation. Based on the estimation of dispersion conditions, the building 

officials and designers can formulate strategies. 

 

6.2.6 Summary 

Taking into account the effect of balconies, the mean reentry ratios of pollutant 

between units in the same building under three wind directions are quantified, and 

then the mean dispersion routes are revealed. As a summary, Figure 6.11 presents the 

typical dispersion patterns around the multistory buildings under the three wind 

directions, where the corresponding reentry ratios are also provided.  

Under a normal incident wind ( = 00), the pollutant disperses mainly downwards 

on the windward side and upwards on the leeward side, respectively. The presence 
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Figure 6.11 A summary of typical dispersion routes around buildings with and 

without balconies. 
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of balconies shifts the most affected units obliquely on the windward side, without 

obviously increasing the reentry ratios. On the leeward side, their presence 

significantly decreases the reentry ratios from a source unit to its upper units, as 

the vertical parapet of a balcony induces and assists the dilution of pollutant into 

the downstream low-pressure recirculation vortex. 

 Under an oblique incident wind ( = 450), the pollutant disperses mainly towards 

its downstream units on the windward side and upstream units on the leeward side, 

respectively. The presence of balconies strongly intensifies the reentry. On the 

windward side, the balconies function as dispersion channels and restrict the 

dilution of pollutant along vertical directions. On the leeward side, the 

intensification of such channel effects is still existed, although their presence 

lowers the vertical reentry largely when the pollutant is generated from the 

downstream units (Ed-). 

 Under a parallel incident wind ( = 900), the pollutant disperses mainly towards 

its upper and upstream units. The presence of balconies greatly intensifies the 

dispersion and decreases the pollutant dilution. The reason is similar with that 

under oblique incident wind. 

In general, many reentry ratios appear to be within the range between 5.0% and 

10.0%, which suggests that the interunit dispersion is an important pollutant 

transmission route. On average, the strongest interunit dispersion occurs on the 

windward wall of the buildings under oblique wind direction (450 & windward side), 

due to the high ACH values and the unidirectional spread routes. It should be 

highlighted that the role of protrusive envelope features in interunit dispersion cannot 

be ignored. The presence of balconies significantly modifies the near-wall flow 

pattern and the dispersion characteristics. Except under a normal incident wind (00), 

a balcony intensifies the interunit dispersion by increasing the reentry ratios. Overall, 

in case of an outbreak of an infectious disease, distinctive control measures should be 

implemented depending on the incident wind direction and the fact whether the 

building has envelope features.  

Under a certain wind direction, the source location is a factor to determine the 

infectious scope and extent, and a distinctive dispersion route may be found when the 

pollutant is generated in a different unit on the same façade. In addition, the size 

(height and width) of a building may also influence the dispersion scope and extent. 
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However, the typical dispersion patterns around the five-story buildings revealed 

using RANS model in this study are still useful in developing control measures of 

infection. 

 

6.3 LES simulations 

6.3.1 Case setup and numerical details 

The building geometry, incident wind directions and computational domain are 

the same with those in the previous Section 6.2. In this section, totally ten cases are 

investigated, as listed in Table 6.1. These cases are selected, as they represent the 

typical dispersion patterns around façades under specific wind directions (see Section 

6.2.6). 

 

Table 6.1 A summary of the cases investigated using LES model; note that two 

buildings, with and without balconies, are considered for each case. 

Case 00   & 
windward side 

00   & 
leeward side 

045   & 
windward side 

045   & 
leeward side 

090   & 
lateral side 

Source 
unit 

WM3 LM2 WEu3 LM2 Ed2 

 

 

Figure 6.12 Mesh information: (a) 00   side view with balconies, (b) 00   plan 

view without balconies, (c) 045   plan view without balconies, and (d) 045   

plan view with balconies. 

 

The mesh generation method is the same with those in Section 6.2.1. Eventually, 

(a) (b) (c) (d)
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the computational domain is constructed with around 6.0×106 hexahedral cells, with 

a minimum cell width of 1 × 10-4 H and a maximum stretching ratio of 1.16 (1.18 in 

Section 6.2.1). Such a small minimum cell width in combination with a reference 

wind speed of 2 m/s results in an average y   value of around 2.0 for the domain 

ground and the building surfaces (around 1.0 at most walls). A schematic view of 

mesh information in and around the buildings is given in Figure 6.12. The sensitivity 

analysis of the mesh resolution is described in Section 6.3.2.  

The inlet boundary conditions of the computational domain are defined using the 

profiles of U , k  and  , which are the same with those of Gorlé et al. (2009) listed 

in Table 4.1. As deduced in Section 6.2.1, the eventually used parameters and 

coefficients for 2refU   m/s are: * 0.13u   m/s, 0 0.00075z   m, 1 0.025M  , 

2 0.41M  , and 0.001C  . Based on the predefined k  and   profiles, the 

fluctuation in the mean velocity profile at the inlet plane is generated using the 

Vortex method (Mathey, 2006) with 190 vortices. The domain ground is simply set as 

walls. Other boundary conditions at the domain outlet, domain ceiling, domain 

lateral sides, and building surfaces are the same with those listed in Table 4.1. With 

regard to dispersion simulation, the tracer gas CO2 is released in the center of a 

source unit and the evolution of concentrations in all units then examined to record 

its dispersion characteristics. The CO2 is generated constantly at a rate of 8.0 mg/s. 

The general solution methods are the same with those for LES simulations, as 

described in Chapters 4 and 5. The convergence of each time step is achieved when 

both the area averaged wind speed and CO2 concentration at the opening of the source 

unit are stable for at least five iterations. Based on converged mean flow and 

concentration fields that are generated by a RANS model, the transient simulation of 

flow and concentration fields using LES model continues to conduct for a sufficient 

period of time (around 3 flow-through time ftt , namely 1200 *t  in this study) to 

avoid the influence of initial conditions, where /ft L Ht D U  with LD  the domain 

length, and *t  is the nondimensional time step size, defined as * / HHt t U     

with t  the time step size. Here *t  is equal to 0.044. Note that at this stage the 

concentration field corresponds to a background tracer gas, which is O2 in this study. 

Then tracer gas CO2 is generated in the source unit, and the transient flow and 
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concentration fields are computed simultaneously. Both the ACHs of units and the 

average concentration at respiration planes for standing position (at the height of 1.6 

m from a floor) are then continuously recorded.  

In LES simulations, the concentration ratio, i jM  , and the reentry ratio, kR , are 

still used to evaluate the interunit dispersion, see Section 6.2.1.3. An instantaneous 

kR  can be calculated from the predicted instantaneous mean flow and concentration 

fields. ACH values are calculated using the integration method. 

 

6.3.2 Sensitivity test 

The LES validation and some general sensitivity test can be found in Sections 4.3 

and 5.2. This section describes sensitivity analyses of some important computational 

parameters that may influence the reliability of the LES simulation of interunit 

dispersion. 

 

6.3.2.1 Influence of spatial resolution 

The mesh quality is assured in three aspects. First, the mesh is arranged based on 

our previous mesh sensitivity test (against experimental data) on a similar flow 

problem (see Sections 4.3.2 and 5.2.3). Second, the mesh resolution, especially in 

regions on and close to building surfaces, strictly follows the best practice guidelines, 

such as the COST (Franke, 2007) and AIJ (Tominaga, 2008b). Third, for each wind 

direction, two grids with different resolutions ( y   around 2.0 and 4.0) are created, 

and then the Grid Convergence Index (GCI) (Roache, 1994) that is based on the 

Richardson extrapolation method (Richardson, 1910) is calculated to show the 

relative errors of the grids. The ACH values of the 30 units in the multistory 

buildings are used to represent numerical solutions. The values of the finer mesh 

based GCI(ACH) are all below 3.0%, indicating that the finer grid (with y   around 

2.0) is generally grid converged. 

 

6.3.2.2 Influence of temporal resolution 

Besides 0.044, two other time step sizes (indicated by *t ), namely 0.022 and 
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0.22, are also tested. The power spectra in the frequency domain for ACH values 

generated using the three time step sizes are compared. Figure 6.13 presents the 

comparison for unit WM3 under normal wind direction. Generally, the two smaller 

time steps, 0.044 and 0.022, predict very close dominant frequencies with similar 

amplitudes, which deviate significantly from those given by 0.22. This comparison 

demonstrates that the time step 0.044 is small enough to cover the high frequencies 

that have pronounced influence on interunit dispersion (Franke, 2007), and thus 

further reduction down to 0.022 is unnecessary, while 0.22 is too large to realize the 

effect of those important high-frequency flows.  

 

 

Figure 6.13 Power spectra in the frequency domain for the ACH value of unit WM3 

under normal wind direction; the legend indicates the nondimensional time step 

sizes. 

 

6.3.2.3 Influence of inflow conditions 

The turbulent characteristics of inflow conditions are always an important issue of 

concern for LES modeling. Tabor and Baba-Ahmadi (2010) systematically reviewed 

the generating methods of the inflow condition for LES, suggesting that each method 

has its advantages and disadvantages. Studies in Section 5.2 indicate that there is no 

universal inflow generating method and the optimum method should be flow 

problem dependent. Section 4.3 compares the fluctuating characteristics of the 

nondimensional velocity components (
^ / refu u U ,

^ / refv v U ,
^ / refw w U ) that 

are produced by several inflow generating methods, demonstrating that a specific 

type of generating method represents a specific type of inflow condition. In this study, 
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the Vortex method (Fluent, 2010) is selected to consider a highly fluctuating inflow 

condition. 

 

6.3.2.4 Influence of introducing the concentration equation on solution 

oscillation 

It is found that a sudden introduction of the concentration equation initially causes 

abnormal solutions to the flow field, specifically short-period, largely overpredicted 

ACH values for all units. An example is provided in Figure 6.14. Such abnormal 

predictions of ACH values could lead to inaccurate predictions of the transient 

characteristics of interunit dispersion and in turn to inaccurate estimations of its time 

scales. Fortunately, it is found that this unexpected period can be avoided by 

pre-charging a background tracer gas that is different from CO2 into the whole 

domain. The whole implementing procedure is described in detail in Section 6.3.1. 

This method should be useful to any transient studies involving a dispersion problem. 

 

 

Figure 6.14 Effect of introducing the concentration equation to the prediction of 

ACH value for unit WM3; the concentration equation is introduced at * 0t  . 

 

6.3.3 General flow and dispersion characteristics 

This section presents the general flow and dispersion characteristics around the 

multistory buildings, which are intended to provide background flow and dispersion 

information for the later analyses of interunit dispersion routes and time scales. 
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Table 6.2 compares the reattachment lengths on the roof and on downstream 

ground of bluff bodies under a normal wind condition. Comparison between the LES 

results with the two sets of experimental data generally justifies the present LES 

simulations of flow field around the multistory buildings. The deviations between the 

LES predictions and the experiments could be attributed to two reasons: (a) the 

configurations of the physical models are different and (b) there are real units and 

openings in the present building models, whereas the experimental models are solid 

blocks. 

 

Table 6.2 Comparison of reattachment lengths on the roof and on downstream 

ground. 

  Method Physical model 
(�: �: �) 

��/� ��/� 

 

Leitl and 
Schatzmann 
(1998) 

Experiment 1:1.25:1.25 0.52 1.8 

Li and 
Meroney 
(1983) 

Experiment 1:1:1 0.64 1.33 

Section 4.2 CFD-RANS 1:1.25:1.25 0.45 3.2 

This section CFD-LES 1:1.2:2.25 0.51 1.95 

 

Figure 6.15 provides examples of the time series of ACH values and tracer gas 

concentrations of certain units in the multistory buildings. It can be seen from Figure 

6.15(a) that the ACH value of a unit is always highly fluctuating. Detailed analyses 

of the fluctuating behaviors of a single-sided ventilation rate as well as the transient 

flow patterns around a single opening, under various wind directions, can be found in 

Section 5.3. Owing to the highly fluctuating flow field, it is necessary to analyze the 

interunit dispersion transiently. As shown in Figure 6.15(b), the continuous release of 

tracer gas in a source unit (namely, WM3) results in a quick elevation of the 

concentration level in that unit, and the accumulated tracer gas then starts to transmit 

to adjacent units (e.g., WEd3) at a later moment. Such interunit dispersion would 

eventually achieve a dynamically stable state. The moments that separate the whole 

evolution period into the pre-stable period and the dynamically stable period are

X
Z

�
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(a) Evolution of ACH values over time 

 
(b) Evolution of tracer gas concentrations over time and the moments (marked with dots) commencing the dynamically stable region 

Figure 6.15 Time series of ACH values and tracer gas concentrations of some units in the multistory buildings under the normal incident wind.
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Figure 6.16 Evolution of reentry ratios over time and the maximum, mean, and standard deviation values within the dynamically stable periods; 

dots mark the moments commencing the dynamically stable periods.
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carefully identified through sensitivity tests. When a moment is identified, the linear 

regression is made on a concentration curve within the dynamically stable period. A 

final moment is selected if further changing this moment does not result in obvious 

changes to both the coefficient and the 2R  value of the regressed linear equation. 

For all wind directions, these final concentration levels in other units are, on average, 

two to four orders of magnitude lower than those in the corresponding source units. 

Figure 6.16 provides examples of the evolution of reentry ratios over time after 

releasing tracer gas, where the maximum, mean, and standard deviation values of 

reentry ratios within the dynamically stable periods are also calculated. Three 

observations can be made based on these time series of reentry ratios. First, the 

reentry ratio of a specific unit is always fluctuating, implying that using a mean 

reentry ratio to describe an interunit dispersion is inaccurate. Second, the fluctuating 

densities of reentry ratios within the dynamically stable periods differ between 

different units, as indicated by the standard deviation values. The reentry 

characteristics during the dynamically stable periods are analyzed in Section 6.3.4. 

Third, there may be a large difference in the moments when the reentry ratios reach 

the mean value in different units. Such time scales of interunit dispersion are 

analyzed in Section 6.3.5. 

 

6.3.4 Dispersion routes and reentry ratios 

This section analyzes the interunit dispersion characteristics during the 

dynamically stable periods. Figure 6.17 presents the mean and maximum reentry 

ratios of the tracer gas from source units to other units. The maximum values are 

provided, given that they are important to the infectious risk assessment.  

Figure 6.17(a) presents the results on the windward side under a normal wind 

direction, when the tracer gas is released from unit WM3. These results may lead to 

three conclusions. First, without balconies, the tracer gas disperses in all directions 

around the source unit, namely upward, downward, and lateral directions. This 

finding is inconsistent with previous RANS results (see Section 6.2), which show 

only downward dispersion. Such a difference between the findings of the RANS and 

LES simulations could be attributed to the inability of the RANS models to interpret 

the transiently fluctuating flows that deviate from the mean flow. Second, a unit with 
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a very small mean reentry ratio could occasionally experience very large reentry 

ratios, such as unit WEd2 with kR  and kR  equal to 0.9% and 16.5%, respectively. 

This is an important finding, demonstrating that the mean RANS results are 

insufficient to describe real infectious risk circumstances. Third, the presence of 

balconies significantly aggravates the transmission to the two lateral units on the 

same floor of the source unit. Their presence shrinks the infectious scope, evidently 

because of their blockage and channel effects. 

Figure 6.17(b) presents the results on the leeward side under a normal wind 

direction, when the tracer gas is released from unit LM2. Similar to the windward 

side, the stochastic and fluctuating flows induce dispersion in all directions around 

the source unit. This, again, does not accord with previous RANS results, which 

suggest only upward dispersion. In particular, downward dispersion is found, which 

is produced by unsteady interaction between the large recirculation vortex behind the 

building and the small corner vortex at ground level (see Section 5.3). Unlike on the 

windward side, the presence of balconies broadens the infectious scope and elevates 

the reentry ratios. This should be attributed to the fact that the negative wake region 

helps the leeward balconies accumulate and preserve the tracer gas. 

Figure 6.17(c) presents the results on the windward side under an oblique wind 

direction, when the tracer gas is released from unit WEu3. Without balconies, the 

tracer gas mainly disperses downstream, along which many units could be dangerous. 

This finding updates previous RANS simulations, which detected infections only in 

the two downstream units on the same floor as the source unit. Through the channel 

effect, the presence of balconies limits the dispersion to a smaller number of units, 

particularly to those on the same floor, which is very useful for the control of 

infection. 

 Figure 6.17(d) presents the results on the leeward side under an oblique wind 

direction, when the tracer gas is released from unit LM2. Although the dispersion is 

only limited to the units on the floor above the source unit in the building without 

balconies, it is dangerous for almost all units in the building with balconies, except 

for those on the floor below the source unit. As under normal wind direction, the 

presence of balconies has the disadvantage of diluting the tracer gas. Such a large 

difference in dispersion characteristics between buildings with and without balconies  
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Figure 6.17 Mean and maximum reentry ratios of tracer gas from source units to 

other units during dynamically stable periods; 
kR  represents mean reentry ratio and 


kR  maximum reentry ratio. 
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(also other similar envelope features) should be given special attention in developing 

control measures. 

Figure 6.17(e) presents the results on a lateral side under a parallel wind direction, 

when the tracer gas is released from unit Ed2. The tracer gas released from the source 

unit disperses mainly in upward and upstream directions, though the downward 

dispersion is still significant. Units along these directions could suffer from reentry 

and thus be dangerous. The presence of balconies dramatically intensifies the 

dispersion in the downstream units, while it slightly mitigates the dispersion in other 

units. For both buildings, the infectious scopes predicted by LES simulations are 

much larger than those given by RANS simulations. 

In addition to reentry ratios, the standard deviations of reentry ratios are also 

calculated to indicate their fluctuations (these figures are not presented). It is found 

that, for many units, the standard deviations are large enough to be comparable with 

the mean reentry ratios. These levels of fluctuation in reentry ratios should be 

considered when assessing infectious risk. 

 

6.3.5 Time scales of interunit dispersion 

This section analyzes the time scales of interunit dispersion during the pre-stable 

periods. As reentry ratio kR  is related to an ACH ratio, it could be very large even 

at the beginning of tracer gas release, see Figure 6.16. Therefore, although kR  is 

useful to evaluate the dispersion characteristics during the dynamically stable periods, 

it is not sensitive to reveal time characteristics. This section uses the concentration 

ratio i jM   between an infected unit and the source unit to examine the time scales 

of interunit dispersion.  

Figure 6.18 presents the nondimensional times required to reach both the mean 

and the half mean i jM   values of the relevant units. The figure shows two aspects 

worthy of discussion. The first is the influencing factors of the distribution and 

magnitude of the time scales. For a specific unit, the time scales do not show an 

obvious relation with its distance to the source unit and the approaching wind 

direction. However, the time scales on the buildings without balconies scatter at a 

larger range than those with balconies. The relatively uniform distribution of time 
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Figure 6.18 Time scales of interunit dispersion from a source unit to its adjacent 

(a) �=00 & windward side (b) �=00 & leeward side
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units; 
*
mt  and 

*
ht  represents the nondimensional times for reaching the mean and 

the half mean i jM   values, respectively, where the mean i jM   values are 

obtained by taking averages within the dynamically stable periods. 

 

scales on the buildings with balconies should be ascribed to the fact that the 

balconies disturb the near-wall flow, resulting in a more dynamically stable envelope 

concentration field. Generally, under the normal and oblique wind directions, the 

time scales on windward sides are shorter than those on leeward sides, as larger 

pressure fields near the windward sides intensify quick dispersion of the tracer gas. 

The second aspect is the magnitudes of these time scales. The magnitudes of 
*
ht  

values are mostly comparable with those of natural ventilation. Based on the present 

physical model, the nondimensional times required to achieve one whole-unit air 

replacement for the typical naturally ventilated ACH values of 5, 10, and 20 are 53.3, 

26.7, and 13.3, respectively. Such comparable magnitudes are to be expected as 

interunit dispersion occurs based on the natural ventilation system and the interunit 

dispersion is governed by the indoor and outdoor airflow exchange mechanisms. 

 

Table 6.3 A summary of the ranges of the times required to reach specific i jM   

values, where 
*t  means the time required to reach the i jM   value of  ; NB 

means no balconies and B balconies; NA means no unit reaching this level of i jM  ; 

and those with only one number mean only one unit reaching this level of i jM  . 

 
00   & 

windward side 

00   & 
leeward side 

045   & 
windward side 

045   & 
leeward side 

090   & 
lateral side 

 NB B NB B NB B NB B NB B 

*
0.0001t  

[4.4, 
18.1] 

[2.1, 
31.8] 

[3.2, 
18.3] 

[5.4, 
19.6] 

[6.4, 
46.5] 

[2.8, 
48.2] 

[13.2, 
57.9] 

[2.3, 
69.6] 

[9.7, 
18.2] 

[4.9, 
17.4] 

*
0.001t  

[13.5, 
78.8] 

[2.4, 
32.6] 

[4.8, 
75.0]  

[8.8, 
35.7] 

[7.2, 
58.2] 

[5.9, 
59.6] 

[26.6, 
94.9] 

[24.1, 
84.4] 

[9.9, 
108.6] 

[6.5, 
103.5] 

*
0.01t  

[82.5, 
84.4]  

[3.8, 
12.6] 

60.3 
[32.1, 
61.2] 

[99.3, 
174.4] 

[14.4, 
129.8] 

NA 97.3 24.8 
[16.7, 
113.5] 
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Table 6.3 provides a summary of the time scales required to reach specific i jM   

values. From the viewpoint of the control of infection, there is a negligible difference 

in the time scales between different cases. Among these time scales, the ranges of 

*
0.0001t  are particularly interesting, representing the times required to achieve i jM   

values of 1:10,000. Considering that a respiratory process, such as coughing and 

sneezing, can produce millions of aerosols (Duguid, 1946), 
*
0.0001t  may represent the 

times required by the first stream of pathogen-laden aerosols to reach an infected unit. 

Previous particle simulations by Gao et al. (2009) suggested a comparable time scale 

to the first arrivals with the 
*
0.0001t  values listed in Table 6.3. Generally, a shorter 

time is required to reach a specific i jM   in a unit that is closer to the source unit 

(these figures are not presented).  

 

 

Figure 6.19 Concentration ratio distributions on the windward facades of buildings 

under normal wind direction at various moments; (a)-(f) present the building without 

balconies and (g)-(l) present the building with balconies. 

 

In order to further examine the time characteristics of interunit dispersion, the 

concentration distributions on building facades at various moments are analyzed. 
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Figure 6.19 presents i jM   distributions on the windward facades of the buildings 

under normal wind direction at six different moments. Based on Figure 6.19, three 

observations can be made. First, dispersion route is not constant; the main dispersion 

direction varies with time. This variation is stochastic, implying that the incursion of 

pollutants into a specific unit is intermittent. Such characteristics significantly 

broaden the dispersion scope and thus increase the difficulty of control. Second, there 

could be secondary interunit dispersions around multistory buildings, as shown 

clearly in Figure 6.19 (e) and (f). Secondary dispersion could be an important 

mechanism of interunit dispersion. It indicates that a portion of pollutants entering a 

specific unit could come from an infected unit, rather than directly from the source 

unit. This feature also contributes to extending dispersion scope and increases 

dispersion uncertainty. Third, the presence of balconies helps increase the uniformity 

of pollutant distribution on the buildings’ facades, as their presence hinders the 

development of main dispersion directions. These envelope dispersion characteristics 

under normal wind direction represent the general dispersion circumstances of other 

cases not presented here.  

 

6.3.6 Further discussion 

The results and analyses presented in the previous sections provide an overview of 

the characteristics of transient interunit dispersion around multistory buildings. This 

section presents further discussion of the infectious risk of this dispersion more 

broadly within the field of epidemiology and building ventilation. 

According to the well-known Wells-Riley model (Riley et al., 1978), the number 

of infectious quanta produced by infector(s) and the duration of exposure time are 

two key factors influencing the infectious risk of a susceptible person. Within a 

specific unit, the number of infectious quanta may be estimated by the reentry 

quantity of infected air originating from the source unit, based on the concentration 

of pathogens. Such reentry quantities in various circumstances are provided in this 

study. However, this study cannot provide a universal safe threshold for the reentry 

ratio to estimate the infectious risk for a specific unit, as the size of a quantum is 

strongly related to the type of pathogen and the physical condition of susceptible 

persons. Previous studies by Franz et al. (1997) showed that many pathogens can 
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cause disease with several to dozens of organisms, such as viral hemorrhagic fevers 

(1-10), Q fever (1-10), tularemia (10-50), brucellosis (10-100), and smallpox 

(10-100). For highly infectious bacteria like M. tuberculosis, even a single organism 

is sufficient to cause disease, while a cough may produce around 3,000 organisms 

(Fitzgerald and Haas, 2005; Duguid, 1946). When exposed to a certain concentration 

level of a pathogen, the exposure time should be controlled. Isolating the infectors as 

early as possible to reduce exposure time and ventilating the suspected regions 

sufficiently are effective methods (Tang et al., 2006) to control infection.  

Another aspect that is important to the estimation of airborne infectious risk is the 

ratio of two time scales: the time scale required to accumulate a quantum and the 

time scale of the pathogen’s survival. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the two 

time scales have not been compared previously. The prerequisite of the occurrence of 

an airborne infection is that at least a quantum of organisms produced by an infector 

must remain both airborne and survive to be inhaled by a susceptible person (Tang et 

al., 2006). If the pathogen’s survival time is shorter than the time scale needed to 

accumulate a quantum of this pathogen in a target unit, the occupants in this unit are 

safe and thus no protective measures are required. Unfortunately, previous data have 

shown that many pathogens can survive in aerosols for a very long time, such as 

human coronavirus 229E, which survives for several to dozens of hours (Ijaz et al., 

1985); influenza viruses, which survives for up to 24 hours (Loosli et al., 1943); and 

SARS coronavirus, which survives for more than seven days (Lai et al., 2005). These 

survival times are much longer than the time scales of interunit dispersion. However, 

the survival time of a pathogen is affected by many factors (Tang et al., 2006; 

Morawska, 2006). In certain circumstances, the survival time of a SARS virus is only 

several minutes (WHO, 2003), a period comparable with most interunit dispersion 

time scales. Therefore, for a specific pathogen under a certain physical environment, 

it is meaningful and necessary to make a comparison of its survival time and the time 

scales of interunit dispersion in order to take more accurate and effective intervention 

measures. 

 

6.3.7 Summary 

Wind-induced interunit dispersion around multistory buildings is investigated 
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using the LES model. The reliability of the LES model is assured with experimental 

validation and sensitivity tests. This study proposes a method that avoids the 

occurrence of solution oscillation after the introduction of the concentration equation.  

Continuous release of tracer gas in a source unit results in a quick elevation of 

concentration level in this unit, and the accumulated tracer gas starts to transmit to 

adjacent units at a later moment. Such an interunit dispersion would eventually 

achieve a dynamically stable state, with reentry ratios always fluctuating around their 

mean values. The main dispersion routes always vary with time, implying that the 

incursion of pollutants into a specific unit is intermittent. In addition, secondary 

dispersions are observed. These two dispersion route features contribute to extended 

dispersion scope and increased dispersion uncertainty. 

In order to facilitate analyses, the transient interunit dispersion processes are 

divided into two periods, namely pre-stable and dynamically stable periods. For the 

pre-stable periods, the nondimensional times required to reach the mean and half 

mean 
i jM 

 values are analyzed. These time scales of a unit are influenced 

negligibly by distance from the source unit and the approaching wind direction, 

which, generally, are larger on the windward sides than the leeward sides. The 

magnitudes of the time scales of reaching the half mean 
i jM 

 values are mostly 

comparable with those of natural ventilation.  

For dynamically stable periods, the mean and maximum reentry ratios as well as 

their standard deviations are analyzed. LES simulations reveal much broader 

infectious scopes than previous RANS simulations. A unit with a very small mean 

reentry ratio could occasionally experience very large reentry ratios. For many units, 

the standard deviations of reentry ratios are large enough to be comparable with the 

mean reentry ratios. These findings demonstrate that the previous RANS results are 

insufficient to describe the actual infectious risk circumstances. In addition, the 

presence of balconies helps shrink and broaden the infectious scope on the windward 

and leeward sides, respectively, which also helps create more stable and uniform 

envelope concentration fields.  

The general reentry ratios and dispersion time scales provided by this study are 

useful for infectious risk assessment and the development of control measures, based 

on the infectious and survival characteristics of a certain type of pathogen.  
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Chapter 7  

Conclusions and recommendations for future work 

 

7.1 Summary of main contributions 

This thesis has investigated the single-sided natural ventilation and interunit 

dispersion around multistory buildings using CFD methods. The main contributions 

are summarized as follows: 

(a) On-site measurements of ventilation rates have been conducted, which prove 

that previous empirical models established on the basis of very simple building 

models are unreliable to use in complex multistory buildings. CFD simulation 

provides an explanation of this unreliablility, namely those empirical models cannot 

account for the effect of room location. 

(b) For RANS simulation of atmospheric flow and dispersion, a homogeneous 

ABL based on the roughness modified two-layer near-wall model is developed. The 

effect of inhomogeneous ABL and near-wall treatment is then quantitatively 

examined.  

(c) For LES simulation of atmospheric flow and dispersion, the effect of several 

important parameters is examined and the appropriate selections are recommended. 

Particularly, it is found that different inflow algorithms generate very distinctive 

fluctuating intensities to the velocity components. A flow field is generally less 

sensitive to some of the parameters than a concentration field. 

(d) Theoretical analysis and numerical case study confirm the hypothesis that 

reduced-scale models for CFD simulations of wind flow and related processes save 

numerical resources. Reduced-scale models require fewer cells than a full-scale 

model to achieve a target near-wall mesh density (in terms of y
 value).  

(e) Several influencing factors on CFD prediction of single-sided ventilation rate 

are examined and appropriate selections are recommended. Particularly, a simple 

method that is used to increase the near-wall mesh density is proposed. The main 

ventilation mechanisms of single-sided natural ventilation under five wind directions 

are identified. 
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(f) RANS simulation reveals the mean interunit dispersion routes around 

multistory buildings and quantifies the corresponding reentry ratios. The RANS 

results confirm that the interunit dispersion is an important pollutant transmission 

route.  

(g) LES simulation extends the RANS results, which reveals a broader dispersion 

scope, with fluctuating and intermittent dispersion characteristics. The time scales of 

interunit dispersion are generally comparable with those of natural ventilation, which 

are less than the survival times of most pathogens. This suggests that the interunit 

dispersion is very dangerous.  

 

7.2 Predictive methods evaluation 

Different methods of determining single-sided ventilation rates in multistory 

buildings have been evaluated. In general, this study demonstrates that compared to 

the empirical models and the experimental methods, the CFD simulation is more 

suitable for the determination of ventilation rate in multistory buildings, especially in 

the design stage. In addition, CFD is a useful tool for understanding the envelope 

airflow characteristics and ventilation mechanisms of a multistory building. 

The on-site measurements of the ventilation performance in four multistory 

residential buildings in Hong Kong were conducted. The measurements are strongly 

relied on the model availability and are restricted by the uncontrollable boundary 

conditions. The measurements of ventilation rates using the tracer gas decay method 

cannot be conducted in many adjacent rooms simultaneously, as the reentry of tracer 

gas between rooms would influence the measured results. 

Using the measured ventilation rates, the previous empirical models are validated. 

None of them are reliable to the prediction of the ventilation rate of rooms in 

multistory buildings, the main reason for this being that these correlations do not 

contain a parameter to account for the effect of room location in a multistory building. 

Both the envelope flow pattern and the ventilation rate of a room in a multistory 

building are highly dependent on the room’s three-dimensional location in the 

building. 

The RNG and MMK k   models combined with the two-layer near-wall 

model are preliminarily validated using past experimental data. Good agreements 
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between the predicted and the measured results are generally achieved, which 

suggests that the CFD method is a useful tool for studying single-sided natural 

ventilation. Any methods reproduced by CFD simulation are compromised by the 

accuracy of the velocity and turbulence fields produced by the selected numerical 

model. Thus, work on improving the prediction of the flow field is essential to ensure 

the reliability of CFD predictions of ventilation rate.  

Using CFD method, the envelope flow patterns and the ventilation characteristics 

of a solid block, a single-story building and a multistory building are compared. The 

envelope flow pattern at the opening of a building is obviously different from that at 

the same location of a solid block, which indicates that the method of predicting 

ventilation rates using the pressure coefficients on the surfaces of a solid block is not 

reliable. A room in a single-story building enjoys the whole flow field, whereas many 

rooms in a multistory building share the whole flow field. This difference in 

envelope flow characteristics explains basically the unreliability of previous 

empirical models in multistory buildings. 

 

7.3 CFD simulation of ABL 

7.3.1 RANS simulations 

Based on wind tunnel experimental data, the effect of the inhomogeneous ABL 

and the near-wall treatment on the prediction of flow and dispersion around an 

isolated building immersed in a neutral ABL is investigated. A homogeneous ABL 

based on the k   turbulence model and the roughness modified two-layer 

near-wall model is developed. 

Generally, the effect of the inhomogeneous ABL on the prediction of flow and 

dispersion fields is significant. Establishing an accurate turbulence field is very 

important for the correct prediction of both flow and concentration fields. A lower 

incident k  profile results in a longer reattachment length on the roof and a larger 

recirculation region in the wake, but obviously produces a lower k  field around the 

building. This reduces concentration mixing in the lateral directions, which results in 

the concentrated distribution of pollutant in the streamwise direction. Around the 

height of the building, the velocity and concentration predicted by using the lower 

incident k  profile are lowered and heightened, respectively. The magnitude of these 
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changes depends on the percentage reduction in the incident k  profile from the inlet 

condition. A larger incident U  profile enlarges the reattachment lengths and raises 

the k  field, which produces similar effects on the velocity and concentration fields 

as the lower k .  

Attention should also be paid to the effect of the near-wall treatment on the 

prediction of flow and dispersion. The use of the two-layer model to solve the 

near-wall viscous sublayer clearly improves the prediction of both flow and 

dispersion, since it incorporates the low-Reynolds-number effect of the near-wall 

region into the calculation of the entire turbulent flow field. However, the time used 

for mesh and iteration of the two-layer model is around five times that of the wall 

functions for the current model. 

 

7.3.2 LES simulations 

Based on wind tunnel experimental data, seven factors that influence flow and 

dispersion around an isolated building in a LES model are investigated, namely 

upstream distance, mesh resolution, sampling period, inflow condition, SGS model, 

SGS Schmidt number, and Smagorinsky constant. Up to present, the analyses of 

these influencing factors have not (or not comprehensively) been reported in 

previous studies.  

 The upstream distances of 3H, 4H, and 5H do not show obvious differences in 

terms of the accuracy of mean velocity and concentration fields.  

 Varying y  within the range of 0-30 does not obviously change the velocity field, 

but it greatly changes the concentration field. This suggests that the concentration 

field is more sensitive to mesh resolution. A finer mesh does not necessarily 

guarantee a better result. A mesh system with an average y  around 1-2 is 

recommended.  

 A computing period of 400 *t  is sufficiently long to produce a stable velocity 

field, but 1200 *t  is required to achieve a stable concentration field. This again 

suggests that different variables may have completely different sensitivities to the 

same influencing factor. 

 The fluctuating intensity of the velocity components provided by the Spectral 
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synthesizer is less than a half of that provided by the Vortex method. The selection 

of the inflow algorithm should be based on the actual flow characteristics.  

 The effect of the SGS Schmidt number ( SGSSc ) on mass flux is almost negligible. 

The value of 0.4 is appropriate.  

 The effect of an SGS model on velocity and concentration fields is not obvious. 

The standard Smagorinsky-Lilly model is appropriate.  

 The Smagorinsky constant ( SC ) of 0.1 is suggested for the standard 

Smagorinsky-Lilly model. A large value of SC  (0.15 or larger) overpredicts 

concentration values at the ground level, as it causes excessive damping of 

large-scale fluctuations. 

 

7.3.3 Reduced-scale model 

Theoretical analysis and numerical case study confirm the hypothesis that 

reduced-scale models for CFD simulations of wind flow and related processes save 

numerical resources. Reduced-scale models require fewer cells than a full-scale 

model to achieve a target near-wall mesh density (in terms of y
).  

Theoretically, the smaller a model, the more numerical resources can be saved. 

However, reduced-scale models must not violate similarity criteria. Reduced-scale 

models’ potential to save numerical resources is generally very large, depending 

mainly on the scaling factor, the target y
 value, and the flow problem.  

 

7.4 CFD simulation of single-sided ventilation 

7.4.1 Influencing factors 

Based on full-scale measurements, the problem of accurately predicting 

single-sided natural ventilation using CFD methods is dealt with. This study 

confirms that the computational domain size, discretization scheme, and convergence 

criteria recommended by the best practice guidelines for the CFD simulation of 

urban aerodynamics are still applicable to CFD simulation of single-sided natural 

ventilation. 
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The sensitivity analyses show that a mesh with a stretching ratio of 1.18 is 

sufficiently fine to be insensitive to mesh number. With such a ratio, the sensitivity of 

the near-wall mesh density in particular is tested, and a method of increasing it by 

doubling only the first near-wall cells proposed. Requiring fewer numerical resources, 

this method produces almost the same ACH value as that predicted using 

conventional methods. When y
 is less than 30, the ACH values predicted using 

the RNG model are insensitive to the near-wall mesh density. The LES model is 

much more sensitive, but again a denser near-wall mesh is not necessarily better.  

Four methods of predicting the single-sided ventilation rate are examined under 

various wind directions. The RNG k   model plus the integration method 

( ACHRNG mean ) does not necessarily underestimate the ACH value for all wind 

directions. Such underestimations are more likely to occur when the approaching 

wind direction is close to the opening normal (0o-45o). The RNG model used with the 

tracer gas decay method ( ACHRNG tracer ) is more reliable than the previous 

combination, although it overestimates the ACH value for the windward openings 

and underestimates it for the lateral and leeward openings. The LES model plus the 

integration method ( ,ACHLES ins T ) overestimates the ACH value in all wind 

directions, owing to the short-circuiting effect of airflow. On average, around 33% of 

the airflow short-circuits at the room opening. The LES model plus the tracer gas 

decay method ( ACHLES tracer ) is the best approach, although it requires at least 20 

times more computational time than the RNG and tracer gas ( ACHRNG tracer ) 

approach. In particular, it is shown that single-sided ventilation performs better in 

cases with a lateral (90o) and a leeward opening (180o) than with a windward 

opening (0o).  

 

7.4.2 Fluctuating ventilation characteristics 

Using the best approach, namely the LES model plus the tracer gas decay method, 

the fluctuating ventilation characteristics of single-sided natural ventilation under 

five different wind directions are investigated.  

For windward ventilation, the velocity and pressure fields around the opening are 

relatively stable, hindering turbulence diffusion across the opening. The airflow 
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exchange through the windward opening is mainly driven by the large momentum of 

the impinging mean flow. The turbulent flow contributes only an average of 14.8% to 

the total ventilation rate. 

For lateral ventilation, the velocity and pressure fields around the opening are 

very unsteady and highly time-dependent. The fluctuating reverse and reattachment 

flows dominate the lateral flow field and, in turn, the airflow exchange through the 

opening, leading to a highly fluctuating ventilation rate. The turbulent flow 

contributes an average of 63.4% to the total ventilation rate. 

For leeward ventilation, the fluctuating intensity of the velocity, pressure fields, 

and the ventilation rate fall in between those of the windward and lateral ventilations. 

The airflow exchange through the opening is mainly driven by the low-pressure, 

fluctuating, recirculation vortex behind the building. Turbulent flow still plays an 

important role in airflow exchange, which contributes an average of 37.3% to the 

total ventilation rate. 

The locations of inlets and outlets on an opening can change frequently with time, 

and they are not necessarily located at the upper and lower parts. This implies that it 

is not reliable to use a predictive method of single-sided ventilation rates that 

assumes that the inlet and outlet are regularly located on the upper and lower parts of 

an opening.  

 

7.5 Interunit dispersion 

7.5.1 RANS simulations 

A validated RANS model is used to investigate the interunit dispersion around 

multistory buildings. Mean dispersion patterns and the corresponding reentry ratios 

are obtained. 

 Under a normal incident wind ( = 00), the pollutant disperses mainly downwards 

on the windward side and upwards on the leeward side, respectively. The presence 

of balconies shifts the most affected units obliquely on the windward side, without 

obviously increasing the reentry ratios. On the leeward side, their presence 

significantly decreases the reentry ratios from a source unit to its upper units, as 

the vertical parapet of a balcony induces and assists the dilution of pollutant into 
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the downstream low-pressure recirculation vortex. 

 Under an oblique incident wind ( = 450), the pollutant disperses mainly towards 

its downstream units on the windward side and upstream units on the leeward side, 

respectively. The presence of balconies strongly intensifies the reentry. On the 

windward side, the balconies function as dispersion channels and restrict the 

dilution of pollutant along vertical directions. On the leeward side, the 

intensification of such channel effects is still existed, although their presence 

prevents the vertical reentry when the pollutant is generated from the downstream 

units (Ed-). 

 Under a parallel incident wind ( = 900), the pollutant disperses mainly towards 

its upper and upstream units. The presence of balconies greatly intensifies the 

dispersion and decreases the pollutant dilution. The reason is similar with that 

under oblique incident wind. 

In general, many reentry ratios appear to be within the range from 5.0% to 10.0%, 

which suggests that the interunit dispersion is an important pollutant transmission 

route. On average, the strongest interunit dispersion occurs on the windward wall of 

the buildings under oblique wind direction (450 & windward side), due to the high 

ACH values and the unidirectional spread routes. It should be highlighted that the 

role of protrusive envelope features in interunit dispersion cannot be ignored. The 

presence of balconies significantly modifies the near-wall flow pattern and the 

dispersion characteristics. Except under a normal incident wind (00), a balcony 

intensifies the interunit dispersion by increasing the reentry ratios. Overall, in case of 

an outbreak of an infectious disease, distinctive control measures should be 

implemented depending on the incident wind direction and the fact whether the 

building has envelope features.  

 

7.5.2 LES simulations 

Interunit dispersion around multistory buildings is further investigated using a 

validated LES model. Transient dispersion characteristics including time scales are 

obtained. 

Continuous release of tracer gas in a source unit results in a quick elevation of 

concentration level in this unit, and the accumulated tracer gas starts to transmit to its 
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adjacent units from a later moment. Such an interunit dispersion would eventually 

achieve a dynamically stable state, with reentry ratios always fluctuating around their 

mean values. The main dispersion routes always vary with time, implying that the 

incursion of pollutants into a specific unit is intermittent. In addition, secondary 

dispersions are observed. These two features regarding dispersion route contribute to 

extended dispersion scope and increased dispersion uncertainty. 

For the pre-stable periods, the nondimensional times required to reach the mean 

and half mean i jM   values are analyzed. These time scales of a unit are influenced 

negligibly by its distance from the source unit and the approaching wind direction, 

which, generally, are larger at windward sides than at leeward sides. The magnitudes 

of the time scales of reaching the half mean i jM   values are mostly comparable 

with those of natural ventilation.  

For the dynamically stable periods, the mean and maximum reentry ratios as well 

as their standard deviations are analyzed. LES simulations reveal much broader 

infectious scopes than previous RANS simulations. A unit holds a very small mean 

reentry ratio could experience very large reentry ratios occasionally. For many units, 

the standard deviations of reentry ratios are large enough to be comparable with the 

mean reentry ratios. These findings demonstrate that the transient characteristics of 

the interunit dispersion are important and should be considered when formulating 

intervene measures, even if the RANS results are used.  

 

7.6 Recommendations for future work 

Despite of the above useful findings obtained from this thesis, there are still 

several aspects that are either limit or incomplete in this thesis, which are 

recommended for the future work. 

(a) For LES simulation of atmospheric flow and dispersion, currently there are no 

existing formulas to take into account the roughness height on the domain ground. 

Without such formulas, a homogeneous ABL cannot be achieved, and thus the 

negative effect of an inhomogeneous ABL on numerical solutions cannot be 

eliminated. Therefore, such formulas for LES simulation should be developed. 

(b) The examination of influencing factors for LES simulation of atmospheric 
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flow and dispersion are limited to an isolated building configuration with normally 

incident wind. Future research should examine the influence of building 

configuration and wind direction. In addition, the exhaust opening of the 

experimental model is located on the leeward façade and thus only wake dispersion 

is studied. Dispersion from upstream and roof regions should also be examined. 

(c) For CFD simulation of single-sided natural ventilation, owing to the limited 

availability of experimental data, the sensitivity analyses of the computational 

parameters are conducted only for a windward opening with a specific wind direction 

(60o). In addition, the physical model used in this study is a single-zone model, 

which will have different ventilation characteristics with a zone in a multi-zone 

model. These issues should be explored in future studies. 

(d) The observation of the interunit dispersion characteristics is limited by the 

scope of the building model. Although the basic dispersion routes, such as upward, 

downward and lateral dispersion, have been observed from the present five-story 

building model, a model with more stories and more units per floor should be 

developed in future studies for a more complete observation.  
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